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COUNTDOWN TO FINLAND
RIKA HARWOOD

gives us the latest information before leaving for
Riiyskiilii to cover the World Championships for S&G.

As this issue is published, 25 nations are on their way to
Finland, the land they hope: will bring them fame so that
they can return to ,their homesteads triumphant and bring
back with them the most coveted title there is in oUr sport,
that of World Champion.

RliysklU~, the venue for this year's most important
competitive event in the gliding calendar, the 15th Wodd
Championships, is one of Finland's busiest gUding sites,
situated about 80km NW from Helsinki, itscapitai.

The airfield was built in 1940 for mnitary use, but was
never needed and became derelict. Then in 1963 the gliding
fraternity took over and with tremendous effort cleared
the field of 23 years of pine tree growth, and turned it into
a haven for glider pilots where they can relax and enjoy
their soaring.

By the time the participants arrive on site, Ithe Finnish
Aeronautical Association, the organisers, should be ready,
after two years of hard work and planning, to start the
more pleasant P.art of their job-the actual contest when
pilots take over to start their struggle for supremacy!

Dry or blue thermalsnot uncommon.

The cross-country season usually starts'in May and by
mid-June the daily Max temperatures often rise to around
20°C. Cloudbase generally rises to about 6000ft during the
afternoon and not infrequently to 7500ft with an average
thermal strength of 2-4m/sec. Also dry or blue thermals
are not uncommon. In s<luth Fintand, however, one can
expect about eight days of the month with some rainfall,
while thunderstorms can be expected on a few days. Pilots
who normaJly fly near industrial areas will appredate the
excellent visibility which normally accompanies good
soaring conditions. Let us hope the weather between June
13-21 won't let us down!

Apart from the weather the countryside the pilots have
to fly over also plays a big role, and each World Champs
creates its own problems for them, as they may have ito
change their techniques completely from what they are
used to. I well remember that I often felt sorry for fhe
pilots who made their debut in Y'ugoslavia, 1972; they
never stood a chance ,to prove themselves. Even the most
experienced of the participants were scared stiff on
occasions, of the dreadful and often flukey conditions they
had to fly under.

In Finland with its 60000 or so lakes, with RayskiUa
lying in the middle of the biggest forest area in the south,
final glides (which go wrong for any reason) should
probably be counted as one of the main hazards. The
Finns, however, have taken great care to give detailed
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information for an area of about 50km round Rliyskala
and in an directions,and this, no doubt, pilots will heed
and bear in mind.

To speculate who will be the ultimate winners always
seems a topic discussed, with great animation, by those
interested in such things. But one only has to recall that in
1970, the then unknown newcomer. Helmut Reichmann,
became Standard Class World Champion at Marfa. That
title he won again at Waikerie and wiU be defending this
time. The previous placings, intended for background
information", show that there exists no formula, or law of
average, to be able to predict the outcome. All one can say
is that pilotcS hav,e to sCore pretty high marks every day to
have a chance to come out top. At Waikerie the average
score for the Open Class over I1 days was 966, and for the
Standard Class 847 points! As always, so much depends
not only on the weather, but on the type of conditions they
have to fly u,nder, as well as the number of contest days
achieved, that anyone's guess will be as good as mine-but
secretly, I suppose, weaH back our favourites!

The name probably noticed by its, absence from the entry
list is that of Open Class World Champion, George
Moffat, USA, who has not been selected by the Americans
to defend his title (see insert). Even though we shall miss
seeing George and a number of other old friends we look
forward to making new ones. A total of 88 pilots (39 Open
and 49 Standard Class) appears on the list.

With the entry list still liable to changes of pilots and
gliders until the start of the contest it is still interesting to
note that Schempp-Hirth will have a record number of
machines flying in both Classes. In the Open Class over
500/0 of Ithe entries ar·e flying Nimbus 2. Schleicher ASW·
17 follows with 9; ,the P,olish Jantars 'his time number S,
one of which is a 20m version to be flown by

London Sailplanes Ltd.
Tring Road. Dunstable. Beds.

Telephone Dunstable 62068

u.K. Agents for rost and A. SchJeichef
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Dick Joonsoll, USA. The only other types in this Class are
one each of the Glastlugel Kestrel 604, Slingsby Kestrel 22
and Kestrel 19. There seems tQ be. understandably. IitUe
interest in the 19m Cup as only the Kestrel 19 and Jantar
are of 19m span;

In the Standard Class there is mOre variation in ,the types
of gliders. Six types will be flown in World Champs for the
first time, they are: The ASW-19 with 1; Astir, I: Cirrus
75. 7; DO-lOO, 2; Hornet, 2; and the PIK 20B which is
produced in Finland and which were of course for hire. Of
the others the Std Cirrus is still in with 8, but the LS-IF
with 6 seems more popular than before; this, however,
could be because it is now more easily available. The Std
LibeUe has dropped to 1 only, while the Std Jantar and
ASW-15 are in with 3 and 2 respectively. The new ships
will no doubt be watched very cIosely!

SAAB sponsors British Team
The British car manufacturers were approached without
success, but SAAB 'has come to ,the aid of our Team and
are not only lending us five Combi Coupe cars for two
months but are also making a significant ,contribution to
British Team funds. This, we are pleased to say. has put
the Team in a much better prepared position than
otherwise would have been possible.

VISIT TO BUCKINGHAM PALACE
HRH Prince PhH'ip The Duke of Edinburgh, KO, who is
patron of th~ British Gliding Association, has invited the
British Team to 'visit him at Buckingham Palace before
their departure to Finland on June 2.

"S'cuse me squire, but could you tell me who owns this
'ere field. "

"Af:e you sure that we're not taking sponsorship to
seriously. "

GEORGE MOFFAT

The ,non-selection of World Champion George Moffat,
USA, has created a fot of emotion and public ,outcry in
various gliding magazines. Letters of disappointment. and
possible solutions for future events, by Helmut Reichmann
and Fred Weinholtz, were published in the Apri issue of
Soaring at tne request of K-H Remmp of the German Aero
Club.

Most pilots., however. respect George's proven ability as
a competition pilot, and will go on doing so, Perhaps a few
will be relieved, or others, may feel they have lost a chance
to pit their skills against his, at leas't for this World
Championship!

George probably appreciates the concern expressed on
his behalf; but I can't believe that he would support some
of the alternatives raised after the Team had been
announced according to the US current system-the
workings of which be knew so well from past experiencel

Whatever the different selection systems used all over
the world may be-there are bound to be pilots who fall by
the wayside. It has happened in the past rightly or wrongly,
but when it befalls the reigni.ng Champion it is more
difficult to understand but one should not interfere with
the system used and accepted, I assume, by pilots of tne
National Aero Club concerned. The pilots. themselves
should make it their business to keep their country's
selection system under review and recommend changes
when it is seen not any longer to be fair.

CIVV's rejection of the proposals made to them, of
letting a reigning Champion defend his title even if not
selected by his own country, was, therefore, no surprise.
Had it been otherwise if c·ould have set a very undesirable
pr,ecedent, which might prove to be difficult ~o change,
once accepted.
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PROVISIONAL ENTRIES AND PREVIOUS PLACINGS

WORLD CHAMPlo.NS, RAYSKAlA. FINLAND, JUNE 13~27, 1976
Country & Class

1972 1970 1968 1965 1963 1960Name T/Captain Open Standard 1974

Aiera. Jorge ARGENTINA Std Cirrus
Rizzi, Roberto R. Hossinger Std Cirrus 34-5 27-5 17-0

~nner, Ingo AUSTRALIA DG-loo 2-5 &-S
Rowe, John J. R. Muner

I
Hornet 34·0 29-0

Jinks, Malcolm I Nimbus 2 14-0 1&-0 32·0 29·S
Wilson, Alan ASW-17

HllImmerle, Andreas AUSTRIA Cirrul75S !l-O
S-SWadi, Harro W.'Peters 00·100 30-5 36-S 21-0 1-0 12-5

Fahralellner, Othmar Nimbus 2 16-5
SChlibert. All NimbusZ 14-0 9-0 18-0 4-0

Bluekens, Michel BelGIUM 1 21-S
SIoulfs, Henry J. Verbinnen LS-1F 38-5 37-5 S-S 11-0 27-5
Zegels, Bert ASW-17 2-0 18-0 13·5 10-0
de Pr~ter. Luc Nimbus

1 BRAZIL 1
1 1 1

Werneburg, Helmut CANADA Std Cirrus
1 T. R. Beasley 1
Carpenter. Jim Nimbus 2 21-0
WObb, David Nimbus 2 16-5 10-0 26-0

Vavta,Jaroslav CZECHOSLOVAKIA ASW-15B 4s-S 11·S
WaAa. Tedeas M. Gajdos ASW-15B 23-S
Matousek, Frantisek Nimbus 2 11-0 26-5
Satny, Jan Kestrel 19 12-0 24-S
0VI, Stig DENMARK Cirrus 75 I 23-S 43-S
S",ensen, Ove 7 7
Bra-s,lb Nimbus 2

I
23·0 32-5 I 22-5

Nurminen, Aaimo FINLAND PIK·20B 13-5 I
kUininen, Markku P, Lehlo PIK-20B I
Horma, Juhani ASW·17 20-'5 12-0 24-S 3-51'58/4-51
Wiitanen, Motias ASW-17 11·0 2-0 10-0 24-S 13-5 14-5

Rantet. Ja"ques FRANCE LS-'lf
Loo;taux, Jean-Claude R, HOfsen LS-1F
Ragol, liran<:ois Nimbus 2 6-0 7-S
Mazalerat. Alain Nimbus

Jones, Ralph GREAT BRITAIN Cirrus 75 !
Surton, George R. Q. Barrelt PIK-2OB 12-0 6-0 4-0 7-0 S-S
Fitchelt. Ilernard . ASW·J,7 4-S J<!-S ,
Lee, George ASW-l1

I
Parli, Dean HOLLAND Cirrus 75 T4-S 20·0
Musters', Cees 1 Cirrus 75 17-0 I

Reparon.Oick: Nimbus2F 10-0 14-S 21-5
Ku~, Roel Nimbus2

Petr6czy, Gv<I'gi HUNGARY Std Janlar 22-5 !l-S 17-5 17-0
Szabad'i, Botond V. Lakatos Std Janlar
Hahner. Istvan Jantar-l
Szentvlilgyi, Tibot Jantar-l

Bryson, Jeremy IRELANIl) Kestrel 22
S. Dunne

Montl, Roberto I ITALY Cirrus 75
Brigliadori. Leonardo E,Galli Cirrus 75 4-S 21-5
Vjrgani, Waiter Nimbus 2 22-0 23-0 16-0 24-5
Gav81zi, Maroo Nimbus 2

Fujiku ra, Sabu ro JAPAN PIK-20 27-0 37-0 36-0
7

Cameron, Alan NEWlEALANO ASW·19 7·5 s-o 11-0 41·5
Timmermans, Tony J. Roake SIdCirrus 20·0 15-S
Pryde.lan Nimbus 2 31·5
YarraAl, Doug Nimbus 2 17·5

Johannessen, Tor NORWAY
I

Std Cirrus 6-5 26-5 23-5
R0Ilnestad, Einar H.Heimyr LS·1F 46-5

POLAND'
.

Kepka. Franciszek Std Janlar 3-5 3-S 3-5 3-5
Poznial<, Hanryk T. Rejniak Std Jantar 15-0
Muszczynski, Henryk

I
Jantar 8-0 16-5

Ziobro. Juhn Jantar

CliHOfQ, Bobby I SOUTH AFRICA StdC;"us 11-5 26-5
Shields, Wesley e. Stevens Astir CS
Goudfiaan, Klaas ASW·17
:Mouat-Biggs, Tim Nimbus 2 3s-S
Andersson. Goran SW.DEN PIK·2OB 11-5
KarfS$Of1', GUMar P. Ljungr..n PIK·2OB
A •• G6ran ASW-17 7·0 1-0 15-0 2-0
Penersson, Ake Nimbus 12·0 29-0 13-0
HedingOf. Hans SWITZERLAND Std Libelle
Luthi, Bern1lerd H. Knechl Hornet
Frehner, Harbert Nimbus 2 22-5

Beltz, Tom USA PIK-20B 17-5
Briegleb. Ross 1 Sld Jantar
Johnaon, Dick Jantar2A 6-0 5-0 8-0 16-0 4·0 15-0
Butl..., Richard Kestrel604B 1'52/24501
Pasatonik,Olog USSR 1
Rudenskii. Jevgenij A. Karabanov 1 26-0

Peter, Ernst-Gernot WEST GSR.MANY LS-1F
Reichmann, Helmut M. Reinhardt LS-1F 1-5 24-S 1·5
Neuberl. Waiter ASW·17 10-0 &-0
Ho~ghaus, Klaus Nimbus 2 S-O 7-0

Gatolin, Miodrag YU GOS t.AVIA
:

Std Cirrus 44-5 27·0
Strukelej, Franc P. Bugarskl

I StdCirru. 21·5

.Hodge. Paul CENTRA~ AFRICAN PIK-201
Pearson, led SOARING ASSOC PIK·20

5 =Standard Class; 0 =Open Class; Ss =Single-seater Class.
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A SOARING oDYSSlY?
GLORIA MUMDI

Another look at glidjn~ in the future following the view taken by Philip Wills
in the February issue, p5.

It was the opening day of the Ninth Hebridean Gliding Championships, but
despite the bright sunshine outside the atmosphere in the briefing room was
heavy with gloom: news had just been received over the videophone that the
airspace over the Island was now subject to RAPE (Rotorplane and
Powerplanes Exclusively), thus completing the coverage of all Pan-European
airspace in this category.

Sad'ly the handful of enthusiasts present digested this information, and thought
bitterly of the day nine years before when, driven by the restrictions on the main
land, they had been welcomed by the leaden of the newly independent Island whose
economy, lacking the oil of i,ts wealthy neighbours, depended on tourists coming to
see the practice of ancient arts and pastimes. Now it seemed Ithat even the limited air
space ov,er the Island was subject to the conventional' wisdom that there was no
room for craft which could maintain neither a COfistant altitude nor heading.
Suddenly ,the glum silence was broken by the sound of distant cheering, and over the

skyline appeared a cavalcade of motorised bathchairs followed by a hijacked hover
craft whose decks were crammed with ancient glider traikrs carefully preserved for this
moment. The strange procession halted in fr@nt of the wOllld·be contestants, and the
leader p ttered forward to address them in a quavering voice:

"tadies and GenUemen, the time has come ~or one last aClt of defiance:
'One crowded hour of glorious life
Is worth an age without a name.'

The task for today must be a goal race to London Airport, Heathrow.
God save the Exiled King.';
Quicldy the aircraft were unloaded and assembled by willing Iland~. Not for twenty years

had so many gliders been seen openly together, and there was many a damp eye as the pilots
strapped themselves in and prepared to take-off.. A green Verey light soared into the air and
one by one each graceful craft was launched into the sky.

It was a magnificent day. with a fresh north-westerly wind and lines of vigorous clouds lining
the course. Uke silver crosses against a dazzling backcloth they sped across the Sea to the main
land, then over the Grampian mountains, the Scottish lowlands and southwards along the Pennine
chain. From time: to time, as they passed over such historic iandmatks as Crossfell and Camphilt
one of the leaders would be seen to falter, and then fluUer downwards out of control, overcome by
emotion yet content to rest forever on the site from which he had made his first soaring night. But
the remainder sped on, and, with a last thermal over the Ay[esbury Synthetic Duck Factory, they
commenced their final glid,es.
In a triumphant line the gliders flashed across the ten~inal buildings and pulled up into graceful

chandeUes to land on the six parallel matfL runways. Dazed by the elation and beauty of the flight the
pilots remained in their cockpits., uncertain as to what would happen next. Then they noticed that the
place seemed deserted, and there was grass growing up through the concrete. And suddenly the blind
ing realisation came: the immutable law that the amount of air traffic decreases in proponion to the
increase of air traffic controL had been taken 1.0 its ultimate conclusion: ALL Al~ TRAFFIC HAD

CEASED.
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WHA T'S THE WEA THER? No.3

"- 1:......

ANN WELCH writes another article in her series on Met for pilots starting cross-country flying

.b.

During your first soaring season you will have discovered
that a good forecast, followed by an arrival at the club to
find every glider out and ready, sometimes does not mean
a thing. The promise of that perfect morning, with the
clean blue sky dotted by the first wisps of encouraging
cumulus, dies, and by the t,ime it is your tumto go, the sky
is completely covered by all uninteresting grey eiderdown.
Alternatively. plenty of blue spaces remain but the
cumulus are shooting up like tower blocks and the horizon
is already black. Sometimes the forecast may have warned
the careful listener of these possibilities, but if not, how
can you discover them for yourself with no more
eQuipment than your own eyes?

The two factors that will affect the development of
thermals and their cumulus clouds are, of course, the
stability-or instability-of the air, and its dampness-the
amount of water vapour that it contains.

The stability of the air is determined by the rate at which
the temperature falls with height. The normal rate for
ordinary "dry" air is 5.6°F per lOooft (3.1 oC/lOOOft),
called the Dry Adiabatic Lapse Rate (DALR). For
thermals to strongly develop, good hot sunshine is needed
to boost the lapse rate, at least in the lower levels. This
super adiabatic lapse rate helps the thermals get started
and become established before reaching up into air which
is cooling at the more stable dry rate. If the temperature of
the air ceases to fall with height, or actually increases with
height, even through only a shallow layer, the thermals will
find themselves nO longer warmer than the surrounding air
and will be unable to climb through this inversion. If the
thermals ar,e weak they will just peter out on reaching the
inversion, but if they are strong the rising air will spread
out a bit like treacle.

Whether or not cumulus develops at the top of a thermal
depends on the amount of moisture-as invisable water
vapour-contained in the air. All free air space carries
some moisture, and warm air is able to carry more water
vapour than cooler air. As the thermal rises it is also
cooling, and sooner or later will cool beyond its ability to
carry all its water vapour any longer. When this moment
occurs the excess water vapour condenses into droplets,
becoming visible as cloud-and neatly marks the thermal.

If the air is fairly dry, as it is more likely to be in
anticyclonic conditions, cloudbase will be high, and the
cumulus remain small, neat and well separated; just
perfect, in fact. But if the air is moist, cumulus will
develop earlier and lower in the thermal. The clouds will
become larger because some warmth-the latent heat of
condensation-is given off as the cumulus develops, and
this boost to the thermal hetps it rise faster and, of course,
cool further, producing more cloud. S@ in moist air
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weather expect quite a lot of cloud. What we want to know
is whether it will spread out flat and cover the sky, or shoot
upwards into towering thunderheads. Or whether it is
going to be just a good, nice soaring day, when all we have
to go on is the appearance of a few wisps at 09.30 in the
morning.

Some good signs are:
The first rags of cumulus stay small or even disappear; the
early scattering of cloud may well be due to the turbulent
mixing of the air near the surface as it is disturbed by the
first warming effects of the sun, and not be due to
"proper" thermals. The disappearance of cloud for a
while shows that the "real" thermals which are now
beginning to grow are not so moist that condensation will
take place at a low height.

Contrails. High flying jets should have only little
contrail tails or contrails that quickly disperse.

The appearance of genuine cumulus with uneven or
irregular cloudbase and more vertical than horizontal in
shape.



Contrails which persis,t or spread intQ broad bands.
Pressure on the low side or sfowly falling. Fresh wind.
So you watched the sky. worked out what was likely to

happen, and now it is your turn to go. The sky is covered
an over with cloud. It has a sort of cumulus appearance,
and some lighter bits indicate that it is not very thick, but
there is no blue sky left anywhere. The wind is steady and
light. This is good because there wm be some warmth
reaching the surface and able to remain over suitable
therma!1 sourceS long enough to begin to slowly warm the
air above them.

You launched, because you had nQ choice, but w~se1y

decided to spend extra on a slightly higher aerotow. Even
2500ft is better than 2000 because ,it gives you an extra few
minutes. About half of that cloud above is decaying, so the
longer you can hang around airbome the greater the
chance of a sun breakthrou.gh. Stay upwind of the field,
and in the absence of any good signs as to what to do,
wander about under any nearby darker patch in the cloud.
Even though thoroughly overdeveloped skies look quite
devoid of lift, the centres of the joined treacle pools of
.c1oud may be gently working-even no sink will hetp you
stay there. Watch for patches of sunlight on the ground,
but think and observe the sky, your vario, and the wind
direction, before dashing off just as the gap closes again

During the afternoon of such overdeveloped days the
sky often becomes a complete mess" because new cumu1lus
have grown and overdeveloped before the older flattened
and sagging clouds have fully dispersed. But never give up
your turn to fly because this sort of sky looks dead. La'ter,
on some important fhght, you wm have to cross just such a
flat area, and that is not the time to learn how to do it.

Cumulus that grows rapidly upwards provides two
different problems; the risk in reaUy unstable air of having
the small cumulus over your head grow instantly into a
great sucking monster, or throwing ,turbulence and hail at
you, or giving you unexpected windshifts and gusts as you
land in a field; and secondly, the widening distance
between individual clouds as they grow bigger and taller.
By the afternoon it may not be possible to reach a cloud
and its thermal from another, without first climbing inside
to gain enough height to cross the gap-and you haven't
done any cloud flying. It should be apparent that this is not
the moment to be tempted.

SometimeS', On blue sky days with a thundery feel
thermars develop strongly, and stop ~bflUpt1y and without
cloud as they bump up against the Bd of a strong inversion.
For a while they even contribute to it so that the height ,to
which thermals rise may even lessen slightly. But by the
time of maximum heating, around 14.00-15.00hrs, the
amount of increasingly warm air which is bumping into the
inversion may be enough to break through into the cooler
and less stable ai.r above. Guess what? The air goes up
through that hole like beer from a shaken can, and as you
watdl grows into one of those huge pink and hazy eu-nims.
Avoid going with it.

The morning of such a day can provide fabu.ous
soaring, with very strong lift generously distributed-but
equally strong downs in between. If you guess this is what
will happen get up and get going early, If there are big
thunderstorms late in the day, the next morning wHl be
useless and you can stay late in bed.

SCHLEICHERS
Are pl'eased to announce its latest range of
gliders to match the requirement of
discerning club and competition pilots.

ASK-18 From the same stable as the world famous K8
and KG, tile ASK·18 combines the simple,
rugged const,ruction, docile flying 'oharacter
istics and ability to soar in the weakest
conditions of the Ka, with the glide
performance and crisp handling of the K6. With
its 1:34 glide ratio and excellent glide path
control, th.e ASK-18 is designed to progress
pilots from first solos to early .competitive
flying.

ASW-19 A high performance 15 metre GRP sailplane
built to CIVV .standard class' (M-flap)
specification with the serious competition pilot
In mind. Excellent low circling performance
with a flat polar throughout the speed range to
,get you into the forefront Of .speed flying.

ASW-20 An entirely new flapped GRP sailplane
designed to the new CIW Open 115 metre
racing class with a performance comparabl'e to
many current open class machines. Max. glide
1:43 with flap, settings automatically co
ordinated with airspeed to give optimum glide
performance. Outstanding glide path control.

Also in current production the well known ever popular

ASK·13 Two-seater .'raining sailplane with excellent
soaring potential.

ASK·16 Side-by-side motor glider with really good
'engine-off' gliding performance.

ASW·17 Super high performance Open Class sailplane
for those who want only the best.

Write fOf brochures to: THE MANAGER

LONDON SAILPLANES LTD.
Dunstable iDowns. Dunstable, Beds.

Telephc)llle Dunstable 63419
Agents for Alexander Schleicher, SegelfllJgzeu~au.
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Wave Soaring at S/eap
IAN PAUL

Sleap airfield is situated in fiat cQuntrysome 15 miles north of
the northern edge of the high ground of the Long Mynd and
Stiperstones and 12 miles east of the Welsh border mountains. It
is thus well placed for wave soaring in winds between south and
west·north-west. Launching is by aerotow and gliders are usually
towed to it convenient wave slot upwind of the airfield.
Cloudbase during good wave conditions tends to be 2000ft to
6000[t asl with the cloud depth ,to the wave <:rest 4000ft to 5000ft
above the base. Cloud cover varies (rom • to virtually i and
sometimes there is only one small hole or thin patch of cloud
through which to descend. Under these conditions recovery onto
the airfield is usually by a modified VHF direction finder let
down as the hole is rarely in a position from which a safe retum
to the field can be made from cloudbase. The wind strength on
the gfOund during wave weather is usually between 10 and 30Us
and winds at flying levels are 25 'to 70kts.

-----~-------------------------
Wave clouds seen

between September and March

Heights normally achieved vary between 6000f,t and 14000ft
with much higher being achieved on the best days. Wave clouds
are to be seen between September and March on about 30070 of
days and our records show that over a 3 Y2 year period there has
been a 41070 chance of soarable wave conditions during any given
winter weekend.

The three highest nights fmm Sleap by Ithe Shropshire Soaring
Group have been l6000ft, 24000ft and 26700ft on different days
over .a two year period. The following account is about the latter
flight in a Std Cirrus on Sunday, October 5, 1'975.

The wind on the ground was about 260°, 20kts and there was ~
cloud cover over the airfield, reducing to I some mi'les to the west
and north-west. From the ground the cloud looked like strato
cumulus but the gaps to ,the west were at right angles to the wind.

I was launched at 13.00hrs and released the tow at 2800ft asl
over Rednal disused airfield some six. miles to the west of Sleap.
Vie Can (Kestrel 19) had earlier released in this spot and
reported that the wave was working. He was at this time at about
600Qft working nOI,thwards.

After a short search I found 2-3kts of lift which quickly
increased to 6kts and I climbed up past cloudbase at '6OOOft. The
cloud gap in which I was climbing was in the form of a very
narrow V with the open end towards tile north whilst I was
almost at the southern closed end. At 8000ft the lift reduced so I
set off northwards towards· Ellesmere nying along the eastem
edge of the V. As the V opened I was presented with the
magnificent sight of art almost vertical wall of cloud from 6000ft
to 9000ft curving gently intowind unti:1 i,t .termlnated at
Birkenhead some 15 miles. to the north. In the face of ,ulis wall at
various levels were set the leading edges of lenticular clouds look
ing like inverted plates sticking out of the cement of the wall.

At 8500ft near EUesmere I could see that with the exception of
a thin high lenticular cloud (Ihl) to the north-wes:t of Wr,exham
there was no other cloud above the layer past which I was
climbing. This Ihl therefore became my objective and as the
variometers were now showing only I to 2kts, I dedded to
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transfer to the next wave upwind of the southern end, about two
miles soulth-east of Chirk. The transfer at 90kts cost me 2700ft
and I arrived under the upwind edge of the v.ery black cloud at
5800ft. Lift was contacted immediately and the audio variometer
started to whistle happi~y to the tune of 6 to 8kts. As the wind
was about 40kts ] could hold the same position over the ground
and climbed steadily to l3000ft with the glider's nose making a
verltical groove in the eastern edge of Amber 25 airway. My
pulse was now doing 120 per minute so it was time to go on
oxygen. A call :to Vie ~orlfirmed that he was also planning to
sample the Ihl and was executing similar moves to my own.

FfOm weJII above the top of the cloud layer one could now see
that the wave slots were confined to the area immediately down
wind of the high ground on the Welsh border. To the east and
particularly to the west over Wales, the c10udllayer was virtually
unbroken. My narrow wave slot curved a little to the west over
the top of Wr,exham to a position under and about two thirds of
the way back from the leading edge of the Ihl. Increasing speed to
65kts, I set off northwards still climbing and was pleased to find
that I5500ft was soon passed so that it was possible to fly with a
clear conscience Over the top of Amber 25 to directly attack the
IhI.

From the width and vertical curvature of the Ihl it could be
inferred that the upper wave system had a wave length of 25-35
miles, so that under these conditions this may be the primary
wave off ,the Snowdon range. Certainly there was no other wave
cloud upwind of this one, even right down to the lower cloud
sheet. As the wave length of the lower system through which I
had climbed was the more usual 6-7 miles, i.t looked as jf the
transfer to the upper system might be difficult.

Mentally pocketed a Diamond as
the climb increased

1decided to follow my present wave keeping as high as possible
until I was under the southern edge of Ithe Ihl and then to work
north-west towards its leading edge. At 17000ft I made my move
and fiying at 65-70kts crept out under the thl: the rate of climb
fell from I ~ kts to zero and stayed tmere for a long time then
slowly came to 14 kt, then Y:z and eventually up to 3kts as I moved
out under the upwind edge. Now pointing west and flying at
6Okts, I noted that the base of the 'Ihl was at 19000ft. The climb
increased to S-6kts and I mentally pocketed et Diamond as the
Std Cirrus climbed smoothly through 22000ft (I had earlier
decided that a 19000ft gain would give a good safe margin).
Behind me .the crest of the lenticular fell below the horizon at
23000£t; so the IhI was not SO Ihin after all, it was 4000ft thick
but just looked thin because of its great horizontal extent.

The oxygen gauge sho·wed 50070. remaining whloh was a
satisfactory level. A call came over the radio from Vic at 2000(Jrt
"Oxygen 'failure-diving;'; a pity because the Kestrel would
undoubtedly have gone higher than the Std Cirrus in the same
wave. This later turned out to be due to wet oxygen freezing in
the pressure reducing valve.

The rate of ~limb had nOw fallen to about zero so r increased
speed to 75kts and moved westwards finding I Y2 kts again. I



decided to see how far it would take me and maintaining my
position over the cloud pattern now far below continued to Climb
gently. Down in Amber 25 incredibly small 707s were scuttling
along. To the SSW about ten miles away a further (hi was now
forming at the same height. Above, the sun was shining out of a
clear blue sky and (his was keeping me reasonably warm
although my feet were becoming cold.

The whole of Wales was covered by an unbroken cloud sheet,
the top of which was at about 9000ft, with here and there a steep
wave crest embedded in the top of the sheet. To the west the sun
was shining on Caernarvon and Cardigan Bays whilst to the
north the Irish sea was visible as far as the eye could see. In the
extreme west a dar~ line just belowttie horizon was sugges\ive of
the shadow of a ctQud layer, possibly over lhe Irish coast.

At 26700ft I could squeeze no mOre out of my wav,e ,and
pondered briefly on.trying the now quite large (hi to the SSW as
it looked more impressive than my (hi and mi'ght produce 30000fl
or more. A check of the oxygen showed 30070 remaining and as it
would \ake an hour or more to descend, and also my feet were
becoming rather painful, I decided to return to earth.

I opened the brakes and moved to a position near Chirk letting
down through a hole to about 5000ft. The rate of sink was held
to 6kts and I indulged in nose blowing every 2000ft to minimise
unpl€asant physiological effects.

On landing the whole aircraft was found to be dripping inside
and out with condensation due to the low aiJframe temperature.
On the greund the oxygen gauge showed 25 0J0 so perhaps there
would have been time lO try the second (hi. I had spent two, hours
on oxygen, the whole flight lasting 3:y., hours.

The thl is seen regu:larly from Wrexham during wave
conditions with lhe wind in the west. Most of these occurrences
are inevitably mid-week when we do not fly, but just occasionally
it happens al a weekend. It would seem reasonable to assume that
30000ft or mOre is available in the area and it was probably
achievable on this oocasion in a Kestrel.

On reflection it seems that we have until now misjudged the
magnitude of this wave s,ystem. It ,is much higher 'and of much
greater wave length than we normally encounter, so that a
considerable mental re-adjustment is needed to appreciate the
possibilities. Full exploration will need oxygen systems of up to
five hours duration and improved thermal insulation for the feet
and legs.

IftlSH SEA
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SLEAP'S SUCCESS FORMULA

If you take the ratio of Silver C badges per season to lotal
members as an indicator of success, the results for the 1974175
season show:

Note: BI A expressed 8S a whole number gives the chances per 1000 of a
random member attaining a Silver C in that season.

Breakdown
Husband and wife dr1iving past Newtownards airfield. Husband
,catches Sight of an Ulster GC glider on tow:-

"Look-there's a g,lider being launched."
Wife: "Oh look-it's being towed by an aeroplane. It must

have broken down."

IIa.n Paull is a member of Sleap, a small soaring
group attached to the Shropshire Aero Club. The
background to the club is interesting and their
record impressive. JOHN JEFFERSON has

, amassed the Group's statistics and gives some of
the details.

We rea'lly welcome visitors and they shouFd contact lan Paul at
Fairfields, Cross Lane, Oscroft, Tarvin, Chester. Tel Tarvin
40787. We could take one or two more syndicates and lan will
give information.

Our results show what can be done by small groups lucky
enough to find a site and determined to fly.

In the early 1970s Ian, a founder member of the Newcastle and
Tees:Side GC, wanted to start a soaring dub in his locality and
thought the Sleap site, about eight miles north of Shrewsbury,
would be favourable. It was a war-time. airfield and the
Shropshire Aero Club was allowed to fly from there and use
some of the buildings. When the 400 acres of land was sold in
1971 the club made an agreement with the buyer to allow them lo
continue operating.

lan contacted the committee in early 1972 for permission to
form a soaring ,group and it was decided this would be acceptable
if all gliders carried radios, were controlled by the tower for take
offs and landings and that there should be no training.

He cast around for some likely lads who would form a group
not exceeding eight sailplanes and they were soon assembled. The
qualification of tne members was to be not less than a Bronze C.
The next step was to get a tug and build a hangar.

W\1ia,t wasn't realised at the start was the excellence of the site
which from autumn to' late spring is frequently blessed with
strong wave from the Welsh hills some 15 miles to the west. We
have had many wave flights of over 5000ft and the site record is

, Z6700ft.
We have now flown for three full seasons and Ithe set.up has

been one of suCcess and pr,omise. Today there are 17 members
with a K-I3, Sky, two K-6s, Dart 15, Std Cirrus, Std Ubelle and
Kestrel 19.

If you take the cross,-country kilometres, p€r launch as an indi
cator of success, then the extract ca'lculated from the results of 96
clubs in the Feb issue of S&G (p32) shows:
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OGAR

From June some aircraft ex stock

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

Two-seater Training Motor Glider Limbach Pusher engine 68
HP Glide angle 1:27supplied with full set of instruments.
Demonstrator at Lasham from end of JUNE

STDJANTAR
Standard Class version of the well proved JANTAR 1;
supplied fully instrumented and complete set of dust covers;
with full technical documentation. 40: 1Glide Angle.

JANTAR 2A 20.5 metre VERSION AVAILABLE LATE 1976

Anglo-Polish
SAILPLANES

For instrument repairs
send direct to:

GLIDER INSTRUMENTS
5 Glendevon Road Woodley
Reading Berks
Telephone: Reading 696491

BOCIAN 1E
Two-seater Trainer 1:26 glide angle.

Suppl'ied fully instrumented
and set of dust covers

PZL INSTRUMENTS STOCKED

15 metre sailplane 1:38
glide angle. Supplied with full
set of flying instruments.
Technical documentation and dust
covers. Price on application.

PIRAT 15M
Club machine 1:33 glide angle.
Supplied fully instrumented and set
of dust covers.
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WINCH THERMALS
SAVE FUEL
A. E. SLATER

Winching is usually organised to give the maximum number of
launches per day. If they could be so timed as to launch each
pilot into a thermal, the same number of pilots could put in more
flying time from fewer launches, thus saving not only the cost of
fuel, but also wear and tear on the winch, the cable and the
glider. It can be done.

The classic piece of research into this possibitity was done on
April 18, 1938, by the Imperial College Gliding Club. who were
then housed at Dunstable, and the results were pubHshed in S&G
for January 1939,11'12.

The wind was blowing directly from Dunstable Cement
Works, two miles upwind to the NNE from the launch, whose
300ft chimney was pouring forth smoke. To get a partial side
view of the smoke, observers were stationed at the north end of
Dunstable Downs, from which the chimney was N by E.

Watchers would signal
to the launch point

For most of the ,rime the smoke streamed away almost
horizontally, but every now and then it would break up into one
or two large lumps which could be seen ascending. The watchers
would then signal to the launch point by car lamps: one lamp for
a thermal leaving the chimney; two lamps when they estimated it
had reached the launch point, the estimation being made by trial
and error. Error came first with an allowance of 3 minutes,
which gave no thermal contact. then 2 Y-! minutes gave a launch
into a downcurrent, which they had actually seen preceding the
thermal as it left the chimney.

Then they had the bright idea of timing a cloud shadow from
the chimney to launch point; it took 4 Y-! minutes. So that was
their allowance from the next chimney thermal, and the normal
airborne period from a ~aunch was doubled. For the next launch,
five minutes were allowed, and the result was not so good. So the
research programme was completed within the space of four
launches.

These could have been no "bubble" thermals, or they would
have gone up out of reach after two miles' travel. They must have
been quasi-permanent thermals in the faster upper air, feeding
themselves from successive doses of the slower-moving heated air
just above the ground, each dose being downwind of the previous
one. The clouds were rather like strato-cumulus with gaps, and
their pattern had. no relevance to the distribution of thermals
below.

Isolated cumulus are different. Soaring at Dunstable in the
Kassel 20 in 1934, 1 noticed a sudden violent increase in the wind
every time a doud shadow arrived. Evidently a thermal had just
lone up, and the cold air in the shadow was rushing ahead to fill
the gap. But this thermal could hardly have been feeding the
cloud, which would have lagged behind its shadow in a west wind
in the afternooIi.

Five years later John Pringle adopted the same idea, and the
Cambridge University Club hoped to try it Qut with winch
launches to 800ft at Caxton on August 18, 1939; !Jut there was so
little wind that no one had the patience to wait for the next cloud
shadow. as ,they were getting good climbs without its hetp
anyway. However. I did hear that Pringle succeeded once though
it was not recorded in Club News (September 1939).

Another way of detecting an increased wind coming to replace
your intended ttlermal was tried out by the late Louis S'!ater
during the last war when he had charge ef an ATC gliding 'school
at WalsaU aerodrome, which was out of reach of town thermals
but had a number of tan trees outside its boundary. On days of
light to moderate wind he would watch the tree-tops directly
upwind till the leaves and twigs began to flutter, and then order a
launch, which quite (lften resulted in a prolonged thermal fl,ight.

A similar technique was said to have been used at the 1936
Wasserkuppe Contest on a calm day, when field glasses were
db,ected onto the ,trees at the bottQill of the mountain slope, thus
giving ample warning of a thermal's approach.

The inrush of air towards the bottom of a thermal is not
necessarily cold air replacing it, but cart be warm feeding it. On a
day of light wind or calm, quite a thick layer of warm a.r can be
built up just above the ground because, in the absence of
mechanical push, warm air will only rise if there is colder air
alongside at the same level. not merely above it. So tilis warm
layer is pu!\led horizonta:tly from all sides towards the root of any
thermal that is going up; and since the Warm layer is usually
thicker than the height Of a windsock, this motion shows itself as
a deviation of the wind direction on either side of the thermal, or
an increase of the wind to windward of it. or a decrease, or
disappearance, or reversal. of the wind to leeward of the thermal.

At Dunstable, Dudley Hiscox built up a reputation for
catching thermals off the winch by using this phenomenon.
When all other pilot..s were at lunch, so that he could choose his
own launching time, he would watch the windsock until it
suddenly changed direction, then signal for a launch. This, of
course" works best al. a club, employing caterers who expect their
customers to eat to a strict timetable-and thermals tend to be at
their best at lunch time.

For stronger winds, in which modification by thermals must be
detected before they reach the winch, something or someone
would be needed upwind of the site, 'such as a bonfire, or smoke
machine, Qra human with anemometer and wind vane and a
means of signalling such as nags or radio.

A kite would indicate an approaching thermal best of
all-until some fool flies into it.

Finally ,there is an artificially produced thermal. Once at the
Long Mynd a T-21 was circling interminably, very low down In a
weak thermal, neither gaining nor losing height. when the late
Jock Campbell, who was Club Manager at the time, took out a
Beaverette and drove it fOun<l and round immediately below the
glider, disturbing the warm surface layer and loosing off a 'lot of
hot air from inside the heater. The T-21 began climbing at an
increasing rate and was soon well away among stronger and
higher thermals provided by unaided Nature,

JULY 24th-AUGUST 1st
WYCOMBE AIR PARK

Write Or phone ro,r details now to

THE SECRETARY

WYCOMBE GLIDING SCHOOL

WYCOMBE AIR PARK, BOOKER, MARLOW BUCKS
Telephone 0494 29263
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ACCIDENT REVIEW
- MORE LAUNCH ACCIDENTS

In the last issue, as well as Derek Piggott's "Advice on cable break briefings" (p68l, Bill Scull, Senior
National Coach, took a look at some of the consequences of low level launch failures and cable
breaks (p70). He now focuses on accidents caused by errors in planning, judgment and decision
making.

HI commenced the launch in the normal manner, excessive
speed bui/l up and the cable broke. / decided 10 land striJight
ahead but due to the tack of wind [carried on and collided with
the'upwind boundary fence. "

The damage was substantial, the pilot not injured.
The estimated neight of the cable break was 500-600ft. What is

it that makes a pilot go straight ahead from such a height? If he
believes that there Is enGug'h room straight ahead then he will be
taking what he thinks is the safest option. Evidently this pilot did
not have lhe perception to see that he was overshooting and
perhaps his state of confidence precluded him making the
necessary decisions on his third sOIQ flight. Perhaps he should
have abandoned the launch sooner-which brings us back to
decision making.

The CFl's comments were that:
"He bad deaU successfully with cable breaks at 50, 150 and 450ft
in his training. We strongly discourage a pilot from trying to fly a
short circuit follow.ing a cable break or launch failure. . .
Normally a height in excess of 500ft will be too high to land
ahead and pilots are made aware of this."

It Seems that too much emphasis was being placed on heights.
Heights, if used at all. must be related to the position over the
airfield at the time of the failure and the strength of the wind. If
the launch is different in any way Ithen the height and position
will not be appropriate to a typical launch and a pilot
"programmed" to respond with "straight ahead" solely related
to height will commence the wrong panem. Too much emphasis
on height may result in an incorrect decision if the position and
wind are different from pre",ious occasions.. One final point
emerges fwm this report. The training that this student had been
given was in "launch emergencies". The very connotations to
this title suggest the need for hurried action and il is this which
Qf<ten causes the accident.

Landing ahead when it isn't possible has its counterpart in
turning when only a straight ahead landing can be achieved. The
consequences in this case are often much more serious.
H ••• Ihe cable broke when Ihe aircraft had reached 100-150/1. ..
the nose was quickl,y lowered and normal approach speed
achieved after Cl few seconds. When the glider had been flown
inlo wind for aboue five seconds a turn 10 the teft was initiated.
Spe~d appeared to be mainlained throughout the lurn but there
was no chance of a turn being compleled; Ihe aircraft struck the

-SmDWElt-"""""

~lPlANES~
SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE, CHESHIRE.

Telephone: 061-427 2488

The Quali,fied Repairers
C.A.A, "8" Licence appu>val in all mllterials

B.G.A, Senior Inspection Approval,"E" & "M" Rating

P.F.A. Approval - all airframes
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ground porI wing first with 50-6(1' bank and an estimated ground
speed oj60kt still moving but' beginning 10 come doss wind. ..
The picture tells the story better than any words.

What is it that triggers this response; one can only conjecture.
Had the majority of the training and subsequent soIQ launch
failures been at a height where a turn was necessary or possible
thus building up a habit pattern? It is one and, perhaps, the only
possibility. The other is that the pilot believed he was already
above a height from which a straight ahead landing was not
possible.

A variety of situations for the student

The problems in training are creating a variety of situations for
the student to deal with and suppressing any prompts tQ ensure
that the decision was really made by the student. The three
alternatives, straight ahead, "S" turn and full circle are generally
considered as appropriate options for pifferenl height bands
which is wrong in principle. At many large airfields Once
"straight ahead'" has ceased to be an option, then the full circle.
or ciJcuit reduced in size, becomes an immediate possibility thus
excluding the need for the "S" turn. From the single grass
strip-the sort of airfield we will have to use more in the
future-especially if it is narrow, then title "S" turn is much more
difficult because there is less likelihood of a landing across the
field the ideal being the into wind landing in crosswinds. The
same is true of an airfield where the landings are confined to the
runways. In <tilis sort of situation planning has to 'be much more
flexible and include landings off the airfield and downwind
landings.
"/ pulled off the launch at about 450ft as it was 100 fast, I
hesitaled and this lost me the chance to do a 3600 turn back i"to
the airfield. (I wonder.if it really did?) I then tried to find afield
to the left of the airfield (Ihe into wind side) but tills proved 10
have electricity poles in it. (SI/fprise, surprise!) From here 1
lurned do wn wind and aJtempled a down wind landing. The wind
was loo strong for this, about J5kt with 300 across. When it was
evident ,that / would not stop before the bOlfndary fence. 1
ground looped the glider and this pulled the skid off. "

The pilot seems to have considered all the alternatives-or



were any really feasible? A field with electricity poles in it was
never an option and a downwind landing in a IS-kt wind where
the approach ground speed would be at least 6Skt, compared
with a minimum 3Skt into wind, would be Quite difficult to
judge. So, in spite of the 360° turn being rejected as a possibility
it surely must have been one. This accident does show up the facl
that at some sites ,there are more alternatives to be considered.

When a pilot decides that an "S" turn is neoessary and then
runs out of height executing it, I'm always suspicious that a
straight ahead landing was a possibiFity·. Undoubtedly there are
some sites at which the combination of light winds and
unfavourable slopes preclude a straight ahead landing. The
following minor accident occurred when the pilot being checked
in a simulated cable break was flying from the rear seat.

84 you decide - decide 84

Considerable slip in the turn

PILATUS
84/PO·llAr

EASIRIDE

EQUITUS
EVENlOOE STABILIZER

...
RIDE LEVELLERS

All-metalhigh performance fully aerobatic sailplane

safety quality robustness. superb handling.
minimum maintenance and servioe costs.

competitive price _ 24 months warranty

'aPILRTU5=
Pilatus Aircraft Lld. CH-6370Stans/SwilZerlana

Telephone. 041-61 1446. Telex: 78329. 'Cable: Pilatusair

calloursailplane department

SUIILlZER

LOAO-A-JUSTERS SHOCK ABSORBERS,. .,'

"'~~SION~LOAD lEVELLERS .FOR

Send for our free suspension aid ~
catalogue stating make. model and year~
of earls - Mailing service available ~

\NOODHEAD ~UTO B;"l-~NS ARMSTRONG
M,.t·!tIMM"M r-----;;[!I]=;----' LOAD JUSTERS
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STABILIZERS

"As the launch speed was too slow I decided to pull off at
approximately 250/t and land straight ahead as that was the only
course open 10 me and there waS plenty of space. UnJorlunately
Ihere were Q number of sheep in Jhe area (so there wasn'l plenty
ofspace!). I proceeded to carry oul a normal braked approach
between Jwo sheep and as I rounded out Ihe sheep apparently hit
the tail and the nose was directed into the ground. "

The tailplane, fin and rear fuselage were broken off and
destroyed. Al,though it was possible for the pilot to turn away
and land elsewhere, in principle he took the right decision.

So there are lots of right factors involved and Instructors
should consider whether students have had a proper briefing, not
necessarily a comprehensive one bef9re some actual practice, but
relating all the alternativ~s and how they vary with position and
conditions. Remember Derek's advice:
"00 not be surprised when the cable breaks-expect one every
launch and be surprised '!Vhen it doesn't!"

A number of sheep in the area

"The cable was released at about HO-200ft. This necessitated
an "S" turn into the airfield. The second port of the manoeuvre
was completed suffici'ently clear ofthe groun.d and there was also
considerable slip in the turn. This combined with Ihe proxImity
or the sheep (my emphasis!) proved too much for ail Ihe last
minute action required and the glider descended tOQ steeply
striking Ih(!front skid heavily in the ground. I as inslruc.fOf failed
to take over in time to prevenl damage. "

The question that must be asked is would either the "straight
ahead" or the "S" turn have been possible if the sheep. hadn't
been there? If so there is an obvious message. Because the "S"
turn was all below a normal final turn height it was probably
under-banked and over-ruddered, in spite of the pilot's statement
"considerable slip in the turn" to· the contrary. It is often the
case in this situation ,that more field is used up by the "S" tum
(for the height lost) than would be if a straight approach had
been made using brake and sideslip. Would it have been possibte
to make a straight approach? There is no ans·wer to this question
except for the particular pilot's in retrospect. But what there
should be is more consideration of the possibUities-a good
imagination helps.

As a slight digression, the practice of h.aving sheep on ithe
airfield worries me. We accept them and I know most of the
economic arguments in favour. What about a launch failure,
most likely on aerotow, where the only possibility is. a Irnding
straight ahead among the sheep. Might not a pilot reject this
option on humane ground's and turn away to face much worse
alternatives? I suspect that the answer is yes and would not .ike to
have to defend their presence at an inquest.
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ADVANCED WINNING
SOARING· onthewind

by George Moffat
a handbook for future diamond pilots

................ . .....•.••
=Please send me copies of "WINNING ON THE I
• WIND", at £2.50 each, plus 25p p&p I

• Name •

• I• Address •• •
• I1Cheques ~ayable to British Glidi~~ Association,~ I
•

The Soarmg Press, c/o B.G.A., Kimberley HO:tlse, ..1. I

L
Vaughan Way, Great Central Street, Leicester....•.......•.•.........~

Fly better and safer, climb faster and higher, soar further,
pick your weather, choose-prepare-fix your ship, convert
to higher performance types, t1nderstand your barograph.
Then gain badges, win contests, set records, get the most
fun and knowledge fromvour soaring adventures.
This is THE word-the first and finest 'how to' book on
adv.anced soaring ever published. Thirty-two Ghapters of
facts, figures, flying help and fun from many of the world's
finest soaring pilots, instructors, designers., record holders,
contest winners, safety experts and humorists. Fully illu
strated with charts afld diagrams, three-views, cockpit lay
outs, cloud ft>rmations, weather maps, barograph traces,
polars. For pilots, of every persuasion, from first solo to
triple diamonds.

11" x 15" Soaring lithos still ava ilable

............... A•••••••••

=Please send me copies of "ADVANCED SOARING", •
.' at £2.50 each, plus 25p p&p •

• Name I• •• Address •• •• •11 Cheques payable to Briti,sh Gliding Association,~ 1
11 The Soaring Press, clo B.G.A., Kimberley House, .1.IL Vallghan Way, Great Central Street Ileicester. •.........................
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George Moffat, twice Open Class World Champion
(70 & 74), tells all

Fly with him ill over twentv-five of the World's greatest
ships fmm the 'fifties to the 'seventies. Share his winning,
contest techniques in intimate detail. Live with him
through a decade of success in world-class competition
and record flying. Savor his wit and candour in selected
',Infamous Last Words". Famed '52 World Champion Phllip
Wills contributes a graciotls and il'lformative Introduction.

It's all here, in the great soaring
book of the 70s.

11" x 15" Soaring lithos still available



TO CREW OR NOT
TOCREW

BY DODO

(who has been wondering' about
Platypus, Armchair Pilot and Aunt
Matilda. 501 now they can wonder about
this extinct flightless bi'rd!)

Crewing is definitely not a game to be treated lighHy.
Organisation is the key: there is no room for mistakes.

Before the competrtion,. or even specific flight, get together
with your pilot. This is vitally important as individual roles mu~t

be decided to enable the team to work.
Each person should have a clearly defined role and this should

be strictly adhered to. There should be no crossing over. If it is
your job to wash the glider, do the waterballast, the D1 and
collect the sandwiches-stick to it. U you try and tell your fellow
crewman how to do his job it will probably result in your
omitting part of yours.

Obviously, if there is only one crew and the pilot,. then the pilot
has to be in~olved in essential chores such as rigging, towing out,
etc. If there are two crew then, unless the pilot specifically wants
to help, it is best to leave him to think about Ilis coming flight.
There are quite a few top competition pilot~ who don't even want
to see the glider until it is time to launch.

I)On't forget Ithat although it ·is his job to fly and yours to crew,
your roles are complementary and your aims should be the
same-certainly to enjoy the competition and. hopefully, to
achieve the best performance.

If you are efficient as a crew you will undoubtedly inspire con
fidence in your pilot and he will fly better as a result. His worries
will be minimised and he will be able to concentrate completely
on the task in hand.

Obviously routine varies from crew to crew but here are a few
golden rules.
I Read the competition rules and regulations-understand
them. It may help your pilot and will certainly make the competi
tion more exciting and interesting for you.
2 Work €lut your set routine for the day. Decide what task
should be done before breakfastlbriefing/tow-out and who
should do them.
J One member of the crew mllst always attend briefing and
record every thing the pilot rec.ords. Start :lines and finish lines
are vital. It has been known for top pilots to call up five miles out
on final glide and ask where the finish line ,is!! Or even go round
a course the wrong way!'!! The competition officials are not
allowed to pass on this sort of information, so it is your job as
crew to have all the anSwers. Make sure you have a clear idea of
the way in which your pilot intends to tackle the task.
4 After getting your glider ready use a check list to make sure
that nothing has been forgotten. This is important. This is the
double check. It may not be important to you that the tail para
chute had been correctly packed and that your pilot has his
orange juice, but you can bet your bottom dollar that it is to him.
S After tow-out (when, of course, you were all ready to follow
the marshall's instructions!), locate your pilot. Has he been to the
loo, got his sunglasses, walking shoes, had his lunch, etc. Look
after him.

6 Use a final check list on the grid for dealing with start pictures
and removing tail-dolly etc.
7 Be prepared to move the glider quickly from the grid if your
pilot decides tQ wait for a later launch.
8, When 'he Itakes-off make a note of the Hme. Listen in for his
sla,rt line calls. He may also like to know how bis fellows are
doing-how many have cfLossed the line. You should have
already planned whether or not to leave the site and this depends
on ~ask, weather, relights, etc.
9 Keep a record of radio transmissions by jotting down the
time, message and position. This could be useful for estimating
the landing position if his final message is not received prior to
landing out.
10 Remember that "contro'" should be informed by telephone
of d~e I~nding position as soon as possible. Controllers and
scorers need their evening meal/beer/sleep ,too!
I1 If you are back at base when he returns, be prepared to
move hfm off the airfield q,uick'ly without obstructing any others.
There may be about 15 other people about to descend: looking
for a place to rand on a small airfield.
12 Make sure a photograph of the competition number is taken
and send your pilot off to reporl in immediately after landing.
Picket the glider or put it in its box. Do, anything that may save
your time in the morning like re-setting the barograph. You may
miss your first beer in the bar but i,t could mean being out on the
grid On time in the mOrning, especially ,if the task setters plan a
long task with an early start. Put the batteries on charge if
necessary.

The list of things to do is endless. Work as much out
beforehand as possible-it makes life much easier.

I fed really sorry for those who take-off without taking start
ing pictures, or with the tail-dolly on or wondering whether their
crew has 'booked out or ...

well you know what I mean!!

SpecimeD £heck list
Rig glider
Put in essential equipment such as:

Barograph
Fully charged batteries
Tie down equipment
Parachute
Towrope
Money for phone
Pilot's nosh in case of out-landing
In flight nosh
Book/Anorak elc in case of out-landing

Things to do
Fill water ballast tanks
qean glider
Clean canopy
Check cable release
Pack tail parachute
Check radio
Daily Inspection

Out on the grid
Take start pictures
Mount or stow cameras
Check pilot knows the task
Check he knows of any changes in task
Switch on barograph (check ticking)
Check that pilot has maps, pencils, calculator, etc.
Remove Itail dolly
Check he has sunglasses, hat, etc.

Once he's airborne
Pack up Itrailer (just in case)
Check car, maps, route
Book out (if necessary)
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NEW SAILP,LANES RIKA HARWOOD

prevents the opening of the airbrakes at the wrong flap' setting.
The LS-3 has full span flaps and ailerons, top surfa-ce brakes and
T-taiL Early comparison flights against the Standard Olass LS-IF
showed that it has an improvedilow speed curve as well as lower
Mln sink, while at the high speed end it was considerably better
tl1an the LS-I F.

Rolladen-Schneider are unique in that they have Qnly ever
developed one type, but both the LS-I and LS-2 (the latter not in
production) won a World Championship in 1970 and 1974 with
Helrnut Reichmann on board. No doubt they look forward to the
challenge :of adding the LS-3 in the next but one World Champs.

De),iveries could possibly be made by late summer this year.
Further details: Rolladen..schneider, 6073 Egelsbach/Hessen,
MUhlstrasse 10, W. Germany.
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Provisional data Mosquito
Span Iml
Wing area Itn'!
Max wingloading (kg/m?)
Aspect ratio
Empty weighllkgs!
Pay loadlkgsl
Max AUW Ikgs!

~f:$;~~el~~~ ~~%kmlh Imlsecl
l450kg! at 94kmlh Imlsel:1

Max speed'.lkmlhl
Stall a! 13201450kg) (kmlhl
Best LID 1320kg at 97kmlhl

1450kg al114kmlhl

4

5o
KM/H

Just 16 days after the LS-3, the ISm Class Mosquito (started by
Glasflilgel') made its maiden flight on February 20 at Hahnweide
and is the first sailplane to roll out of the workshop under the
new name of Holighaus and Hillenbrand.•

The Mosquito wings are fitted, to a Hornet fuselage and the
trailing edge airbrake system ,is ,manged in such a way that it
picks up the flaps, but it is operated ,in the normal way with a flap
lever and brake lever. Tllis system is most effective and landing!
in sman fields should be p(}ssible without any problems.

The Mosquito, flying against the Standard Class Hornet,
proved also to be better at the low, and much better at the high,
speed ends. The production Mosquito (scheduled for autumn
1976) should have a good stare in life as MO options were paid to
Glasflilgel even before details on this glider were released.
Further details: Holighaus and HiIlenbrand, 7311 Schlattstal,
Krs Nilrtingen, W. Germany.

MI5 0

Holighaus and Hi'llenbrand
MOSQUITO

=====!=====

Rolladen·Schneider
LS-3

The ISm Class LS-3 was the first of the new ships to take the air
on February 4 at its home site at Egelsbach. The designers, Wolf
lemke and Wa,lter Schneider" were more than pleased with its
handl:ing and performance, which although one expects and
calculaees over and over aga,in, sem has to be proved in flight.

Among the new innovations is one which automatically

AS already indicated In t'he October-November, 1975" S&G,
pl98, des,igners were ready with their plans to take action the
moment the new CIVV decisions on the Standard Class were
taken ~n March, 197$. Since then they have been busy finalising
their dIawings and btrllding the ISm Class prototypes. Now
several have flown and are, or have been, undergoing their test
flying 'programmes so that an early production start can be made..

It seems only a relatively shoT,t time ago that a best LID of over
40: I was thought only posslb'le for the Open Class. Subsequently
this has increased! to even 48: I for the top ships.

The new ISm Class sailplanes, some of which have actually
been measured, already daim an LID of 42: I with a top speed of
around 270km/l1. It would therefore not be surpr,ising if hitherte
Open Class ·'fanatics". who don't necessarUy fly competitivdy,
feel ic is time to have a rethink. With lhecosts now involved in
buying and maintaining a 'large sailplane, as well as the mo.re
cumbersome groundhandling and rigging (despite the many
ingenious aids used to overcome this) they may perhaps feel a
change could be desirable now Chat performance gaps are closing
up. It could well be, of course, that .after the initial rush to
establish the ISm Class is over, designers can put their hands into
their bottom drawers once again to exbact their latest .exotic
Open Class des,igns for us to drool over-but only time can tell!

Therefore for the present we give such details as have COme to
hand; but w,hich unfortunately are still incomplete.
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PIK 200

The Standard Class PIK 20C with the widest range of
wingloadings in its Class, according to the makers, makes H an
excellent contest ship. Thanks to its competitive price and docile
flying characteristics it is equably suitable for club use; while less
costly GRP spars can be ordered. Series productiol1 should start
this autumn. The claimed LID of 42: I at 108km/h is the same as
that fOF the ISm Class models.
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Research Glider

Schempp-Hirth
NIMBUS15
Although few details are available we hear that at Kirchheim
Teck the 15m Class Nimbus 15 is a'lso undergoing its test flight
trials. In this sailplane the Mosquito wings are fitted to a Cirrus
75 fuselage and I gather from those who have flown it that its
performance and handling are quite impressive. In ,the UK orders
for 16 have b~n taken, 14 of whkh are with paid deposits.
Further details: Southern Sailplanes, Membury Airfield,
Lambourn, Berks.

A photo featured in the March issue of Luf'sport depicts a
research glider Schempp.Hirth are working en and are currently
test flying.

The wings of the Std Cirrus have been auached to the fuselage
on a short pylon which houses all filtings for assembly. In a
vague sort of way H reminds one of an old strutte·d glider-but,
without the struts!

The object of this configuration, one assumes, is to diminish
interference .effects between the fuselage and the wing.

The glider is intended for research only and not for
production.

r=====+====="
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This has been specially designed for the ISm Class alid features a
redesigned cockpit. It has full span flaps and ailerons which are
centre·h~nged. The wings ·are fitted with top surface Schempp
Hirth brakes. The D version will be delivered (scheduled for
August) in contest finish, with sealed pushrods and control
surfaces, and, like all the other new 15m Class sailplanes
mentioned, will have new and improved canopy seat.

In this model the flaps can be locked in any' position ,in such a
way that it wil1 'be allowed to fly in either Standard or ISm Class
contests.

PIK20c

~... ===+=====-

PIK200
This is now in production and supersedes the original PIK 20. It
can also be ordered with a carvon-fibre spar as ·an optional extra
at a cost of Fmk 4000; it will reduce the empty weight to 225kgs.

EiriAv.lon
PIK Wo, c, 0, and PIK 20E Motor Glider
The manufacturers of the PIK series have taken a large step for
ward and are the first to venture into using carbon-fibres in series
production. This means that the saving on the empty weights can
be used to allow waterbalfast of up ,to 140 litres t'o be carried;
thus giving the PIKs a wide range of wingloadings.

Obviously the firm has reckoned with a large captive audience
at RAyskAI:.t in June where no doubt they will create plenty of
interest and hope to fill their order books.

Motor Glider PIK 20E
The prototype of the PIK 20E should be available at RAyskllla as
a demonstrator. It is fitted with a two-stroke 3Shp, 5500rpm
fullly retractable engine to give a rate of climb of 2.5m/sec and a
cruising speed of ISOkm/h. Production is plan'ned for late
autumn. It claims to have, engine off, all the performance of the
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SEDGWICK FORBES AVIATION LTD
Aviation Insurance Specialists

INSURANCE ADVISORS TO THE

British- Gliding Association

SEDGWICK FORBES HOUSE
33 ALDGATE HIGH STREET
LONDON EC3N lAJ

Telephone 01 377 3125/3456

Cleveland Sailplanes
We are a new company specialising in REPAIRS, C of A and
REBUILDS. Our staff are enthusiasts and fully qualified, so
ring us up even if it's just for advice-that's free. We are
competent to handle all materials: WOOD, METAL and
GLASSFIBRE!
Call, write or phone for:

SPEEDY C of A and' REPAIR SERVICE INSTRUMENTS
TRAILERS-WOOD or METAL AIRCRAFT MATERIALS

RELEASE HOOK SERVICE NEW SKIDS

Stop Press: For Sale-

PIRAT £2600 plus VAT, basic pclnel

oeveland
Sailplanes

MElMERBV INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
Near RIPON, W. VORKS

Telephone: Melmerby (076584) 358
Night: Melmerby 297

N.B.-We have NO connection with any other organisation in this
.rea
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SOUTHDOWN
AERO SERVICES LTD.

offers you. complete eliding service whether

your sailplane is made -of wood,

metal or glass-fibre.

Big stock of aircraft ply, instruments,

aerotow rope, etc., etc

Call in. write or phone-

KEN FRIPP,

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED.

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HAMPSHIRE.

Telephone: Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359

Stockists for all
PZL Instruments and Equipment



models above. Further details: Eiri Avion, Kisallinkalu 8, SF
15170 Labti 17, Finland, or John Hulme, Bo.ttisham,
Cambri~ge.

Provision.' datll
PIK 2OC. 0 and E
span Iml
Wing section
Wing .... lm')
Aspect 'Itio
Wing loading. (kg/m'l
Empl'/ weight (kgs)
M.x AUW Ikgs)
M.x _.,ballast (kg)
Minsinkl\85km/h (m/sec)
Maxspeed Ikm/hl
Stall.,I300kgllkm/hl
Best LID at 100km/h

C
15
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22.5

29-45
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450
140

0.65
262
65

42:1

o
15

Wortmann
10
22.5

30-45
220
450
140

0.63
262
60

42:1

EM/GL
15

Wortmann
10
22.5

35-45
290
450

0.63
?

1370kgl 65
42:1

outer sect.ion of the wing need not be nearly as strong or heavy as
an ordinary span wing. Flying at reduced span- at a much
higher wingloading the sailplane is capable of high cruising
speeds. -

But Pat Beatoty's fertile brain has also found a way whereby,
apart from changing the wing area and aspect ratio, the wing
section itself can be changed for high and low speed flying and all
this whilst actually in flight. This is achieved by an ingeneollS
system of skin braces and levers which transforms the profile
from a 12 percent Eppler design to a thick Nimbus 2 typel Thus,
unlike waterbal'last which provides only one change of
wingloading and once jettisoned is gone forever, this system
provides as many variations throughout the flight as desired and
when conditions or strategy demands.

As already mentioned. we gather that Schempp-Hirth are
testing. a pylon-fined wing for research into drag and separation
problems; Pat is trying to overcome this in a different way by
positioning the wings of the B-5 right forward at the nose of the
glider with the appropriate amount of sweep back for correct
balance. Visibility-is obviously blocked in different areas 'than
one is accustomed to but the author of the article. who sat in the
mock-up cockpit, felt that it would not necessarily create any
problems. In fact it should not be all that different. f.rom siUing in
the back seat of a tandem two-seater!

All in all an exciting pro}ect which should be completed well
before the next World Championships and we hope will succeed
where the Sigma c·oncept failed and never reached its goal of
flying in the 1970 World Championships.

W'INTER BAROGRAPHS
MAIN STOCKISTS:

NEW CONCEPT
An article in the April issue of Soaring reports 'hat Pat Beatty of
South Africa, well known for his revolutionary ideas on the BJ
series, is at present working on an entirely new concept called the
8-5.

Like the German FS-29 of Akaflieg Stuugar't, which was the
first sailplane to fly (last July) with "telescopic" wings, the B-5 is
also capable of varying its span-from 15 to 19m.

At extended span, intended for low speeds, circling in lift or
flying at Min sink it is not put under heavy loads, and thus the

THERMAL eQUIPMENT
L1MITED

Lasham Airfie~ld, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone Herriard 3'59 or 0256-83 359

Demonstrator now available-1976 deliveries.

/

/

Series of
Super Sailplanes

from FINLAND

JOHN HULME-
BOTTISHAM
Telephone Cambridge 811323

CAMBRIDGE

•
•••
•

C's of A
Repairs in all materials
Trailers
Spares and Accessories
iDiamant Repair ·Agent
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CIVV MEETING-
March 5, Paris

IAN STRACHAN, BGA Delegate

There were 24 countries present and Ann WelCh attended in her
capacity as Chairman of the CIVV Rules and Classes Sub
committee. A comprehensive report has been submitted to the
BOA Executive and Flying Committees, and the main points of
interest are as follows:

Finland World Championships
Further details of organisation were given by the Finnish

delegate and some queries' on Rules were cleared up. The Techni
cal Symposium (OSTIV Congress) will begin on June 18. The
International Jury (which decides on contest disputes) will be
chaired by Ann Welch. .

CIVV Elections
"Pirat" Gehriger had previously announced his intention to

retire after 25 years as President of CIVV and. as reported ,in the
brief report in the April issue, p77, there was a special (,unch at
the Aero Club de France with speeches and presentations to mark
his unique services to world gliding.

Bill (vans (USA) was voted as the new President "by
acclamation". after other nominated candidates had stood
down. U should be explained that the President chairs the CIVV
meeting and in the UK we would call him the Chairman. Bill
Ivansis a "ery distinguished glider pilot, holding Diamond badge
No 9 on the world list.

Voting took place for the Vice-Presidents. Under the FAI
statutes Vice-Presidents have no executive po,wer, but in CIVV
they constitute the Bureau (with the President and Secretary)
which meets before the main CIVV meeting and makes
recommendations to the main decision making body. The Vice
Presidents elected were Francois Ragot (France), Pierro Morelli
(Italy), Tor Johannessen (Norway), Edward Makula (Poland),
Fred Weinholtz (West Germany) and Ham Nietlispach
(Swi tzerland).

Hein Schwing (Holland) was elected CIVV Secretary and
Johannessen as Chairman of the Rules and Classes Sub
Commiuee.

Motor Gliding
Per Oberg (Sweden) summarised the report of the CIVV

Motor Glider Sub-committee, of which he is Chairman. The
current CIVV Rules (Sporting Code. Chapter 9) appeared fairly
satiSfactory. Because so few high-,performance motor gliders
were filying, not many' records had been set. There was a need for
a Recognition Rule for motor gliders so that they could take-off
and motor to a remote start line to begin their soaring task. (See
OutrQok Brighter for Motor Glider Competitions and Records.
on the opposite page.)

Lilienthal Medal
This is an annual FAI award, the highest medal CIVV can

bestow. After a vote it was awarded to the Polish record breaking
pilot, Adela Dankowska.

Club Class
Per Oberg (Sweden) Chairs the CIVV Club Class Sub

committee. The intention of the Club Class is to have a simpler
and cheaper Class below the existing 15m Class and the
Restricted ISm Class. Papers were circulated before the meeting
and the BOA Flying and Executive Committees, in consultation
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with other tecnnicalexpens and manufacturers. had established
a BOA view (m tbe Club Class. This was put to the CIVV by the
BOA delegate and the limitations agreed were given in the April
issue of S&G,. p77. Final recommendations will be made at the
next meeting.

197,8/79 World Championships
Bids were inv'iled for ,these Championships. to be received by

September 30, 1976, and to be disclIssed at the next CIVV
meeting on November 19, 1'976. The Bureau meets on November
18.

Sporting Code Revision
"The Gliding Sporting Code would probably be reprinted in

1980. To aUew time for discussion proposals for changes should
be received in 1977.

Camera Sealing
In the BGA W.e have found it difficult to seal lnstamatic

cameras (in accordance with Rule 2.7 .2{a) of the Sporting Code).
It appears that in some countries self-adhesive tape ,is used. The
BGA has not allowed this, preferring to lIse gllmmed tape
b~ause se~f-adhesive tape can be removed and then replaced
WIthout eVidence to show that this has been done. The Flying
Committee win discuss this and make recommendations.

Handicapping
There was interest in methods of handic'lpping and, as ,the

BGA probably has more experience of this than anyone, copies
of the BGA system will be sent to the CIVV Rules and Classes
Sub-committee. The ,interest appeared to be for Regionals level
contests for the same reason that BOA Regionals are handi·
capped, ie to give a chance to lower performance gliders.

AIRCRAFT HANGARS

Low cost Temporary/Permanent light
Aircraft Hangarage/Storage. F,ree
standing. Un'limited Sbte/Co\fering.

ErectedlDlsmantled tinder 3 days.

Sole Designer Manufacturer

ESSEX DISTRIBUTORS
(COLCHESTER) LTD. Chichester Canvas Works

Quarry Lane, Chichester.
Telephone 82204



Outlook brighter for motor glider competitions and records
P. WEISHAUPT

After being appointed President of the FAI ClVV Motor Gliding
Sub-committee last spring, I sent an open letter to international
aviation and soaring magazines asking motor glider pilots a
number of questions under the ,title "Why don't we use motor
gliders more for sporting purposes?" (See S&O August ,)975,
pI80.) There were interesting answers from motor glider pilots
all over the world and based on this response, the committee
arranged a discussion at the Burg Feuerstein meeting in Germany
last September.

After that I sent the CIVV Bureau an interim report for their
November meeting about my impressions of the situation. I toM
them that many pilots were quite satisfied with tile present CIVV
rules for motor gMders and thought new and better motor gliders
would result in more competitive flights.

Now aUowed to start with small records

With regard to (he nearly empty FAI record list for motor
gliders, we found that the FAI had originalfy homologated in
error some German records which had been flown befor,e tfle
records were inaugurated on January I, 1971, and for that reason
they had been cancelled. Another reason for the few records
might have been the minimumrequi,rements in the 1971 S,porting
Code. They seem to have been too hard, and with the publishing
of the 1975 Code they have been deleted. So we are now allowed

AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE

and

ALL TYPES
OF INSURANCE

TRY THE SPECIALISTS

phone, call or write

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.
"Securitv House"

160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET.

BIRMINGHAM B56NV

Telephone 021-6921245 (10 lines)

a Century ,of SERVICE
For Keenest Rates. Service and Security

to start with small records and improve upon them-this in itself
may stimulate the battle for ,records.

As to badge flights, quite a number of the Si)ver and <Gold, as
weU as 1>ome Diamonds, have been flown in motor gliders, but as
.th,ey are not reg4stered separately their number is unknown.

Competitions have been few because in most countries there
are too few motor gliders and they are too scattered. There have
been 'some informal meets and motor gliders have taken part in
regular gliding competitions, but the only real development has
been the German competitions held at Burg Feuerstein in recent
years. Until further experience has been gained, the .committee
state thatcomfletitions should be run according to the German
rules.

It was strongly rejected 0)' nearly everyone that the engine
should be used as part of the competition. And even if there are
slill people in ctVv that like this idea, I think tbe FAI Gliding
Committee ought to appreciate that motor glider pilots really
want to make gliding and soaring flights and not give motor fly-
ing. performances. -

However, it was stressed by ,the pilots that they not only
wanted to use the eng.ine to get into the air but also to fly, eg
away from the control zone or to get to an area better suited for
soaring. And after soaring, they wanted to be able :to restart their
engine and fly back to base, so' saving the expense and frustration
o.f landing out, as well as imprOVing on safety. This wasn't
possible according to the old code which prescribed a night after
passing a starting line to a landing.

In the 1975 Sporting Code the word landing has been replaced
with finish point which is defined as "the finish line or the
landing place." This means that having' arranged your course
with official observers in a way acceptable to your National Aero
ClUb, yOu can motor out to a starting place somewhere, stop
your engine and cross your starting line,perform say a tr,jangle,
pass your finish line and then restart the engine to motor back to
base.

A combination of a clock. barograph

and camera needed

Now the question of documentat,ion. Apdrt from some system
with recognition time interval and site clocks to make sure
turning points haven't been photographed before passing the
start line, it would be advantageous to have a more advanced
method combin"ing a clock, barograph and camera. Some
interesting projects were shown at Burg Feuerstein.

The above points were taken ad no/am at the CIVV meet,ing in
March and there a,re no intentions of forcing motor gliding
people to accept something they don't want, even if some
commitlee members think a competition, including some use of
the engine, will appear. Well,. let's wait and see'! One possibility is
what the Germans call Wczndersegelflug-compelitions, a com
bined tourist-ana-soaring course, using the engine where
necessary to reach the day's goal, and'soaring whenever possible.

In my opinion the first thing is to fill the empty places on both
the FAI and the Nalional Aero Clubs' record lists for motor
gliders. Let's show we are interested and what we can do with the
motor gliders available •. With t,ime we can improve upon per
formances, not necessarily with the Nimbus M but with the newer
and not C1uile as expensive types such as the' SF-32 and the PIK
20E, and don't forget our two-seaters. Tney may not be as high
performance, but ,they are able to make impressive soaring
fl,jghts. And when We have shown what we can do, the manu
facturers will understand we want even better machines.
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THE CHOICE IS YOURS...

Soaring Instruments Air data
Computer (cruise controll
adjustable to all glider types.
£97.95

Falke T61 600 hours since new.
£6165 including VAT.

Mosquito 15m high performance
sailplane from GjasfliJgel 34950
DM ex works Germany. Delivery
options in June 1977 on payment
of 6000 OM deposit.

Airpath corn pass 2 y." fully
compensated. £14.25:

PZl Variometer W-O-10knots
in 1 knot divisions. \tane type
.complete with Mcready ring and
flask. £73.

Wil1ter Variorneter 10-0-10
knots in ~ knot divisions. Vane
type. (the original HORN
variometer was made by
WINTERS) complete with
Mcready ring and flask. £61.04.

Mini Winter Vario, Vane type,
10-0-10 knots. 2 '/." £69.82.

ASH 360-360 channel set £375

McMullin TM6 radio 6 channel
glider radio supplied with two
channels for £150 C.A.A.
approved.

PZl ASI The old favourite. £36
SoaJing Instruments Electric
variometer with audio: variable
time constant: twC) dial sizes
availabl~: knots or M/s: cheaper
than PZL mechanical. £67.95.

Pye Cambridge Boot Mounting
Base Radio Sets 129.9, 130.1,
130.4 MHz. £95 .

•

OK Barograph £89.95 complete
with foils. 40,000' 12hr. English
calibration supplied.

Winter Barograph 10Km or
·12Km. 2, 4, 10 hr. rotation £113.

Winter Metal 4 way Pipe
Connectors. £7 .55

Monocoque wooden trailer
fully fitted for PI K 20 glider. £965

Winter Ball !"eve'l IlIdicator.
\£7.36.

Winter ASt Same scale as PZL
but goes up to 160 knots.
Essential where VNE of glider
exceeds '40 K. £46.

Magnetic base aerial with i
wave aerial £14.

Thomas Parachutes Unused
Irving canopies assembled into
new, quick clip, paCks by
Thomas. £150.

McElfish Parachutes Ex USA
Army and Navy parachutes.
Assembled by McElfish. £121.89.

Kestrel 22 Carbon fibre spar,
22m span, 4 piece wing super
glider. 50:1 glide. £14000 ex
works.

S/H Kestrel 19 120 hours since
new. £7850 including VAT.

PZL Turn and Slip 2 W', 4\7
volt operation. £148.96.

American Turn and Slip 2~",

12 volt operation. Airliner Quality
£129.95

Plus Altimeters, Horizons and Lots more. Send SOp for catalogue. VAT payable at appropriate rate where applicable.

VICKERS-SLINGSBY Kirkbymoorside, York .. Tel: 0751-31751
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ANNOUNCING the VICKERS--SLINGSBY

--1' I 'Ei._'_I _

15 Metre "New Standard Class" Sailplane

FEATURES INCLUDE
• Singl'e, lever operation of flap/aileron droop and trailing edge speed limiting

flap brakes (patent applied for).

• Carbon fibre spar as standard.
• Single piece sideways hinging canopy.
• Automatic coup,ling! of all controls in rigging.
• Lightweight with a wide wing, loading range.
• Gently waisted fuselage for minimum drag.

The unique single lever operation of the flap/braking
system was suggested bV Slingsby to GlapflOgel two
years ago; they chose to develop it as a separate lever
system to operate the flap brakes of the Mosquito. Now
Slingsbys have developed their own idea into the most
effective ana foolproof control of the flap/braking
system yet devised for gliders lpatent applied for).

Fixed price options are available now for deliveries commencing in June 1977 at a price of £7200
(13,100 dollars) ex Works. A deposit of £500 is caUed for, this beIng returnable in full on request
providing no special work has been done on the customers behalf.

VICKERS-SL/NGSBY Kirkbymoorside, York. Tel: 0751-31751 Telex 57911
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while stil'l airborne. from 80km/h to zero in under 15yds,
with the fence post lodged an inch from my headl My
ASW still had two wings and a tail and, apart from my
face which was rather a mess, I was fine, not even a
bruise-at least I'd remembered to tighten my straps. I
learned a lot gf lessons the hard way tIlat day.

Now, some 20 months and 500 soaring hours later, it
makes me shudder. That was more than just the fumble
factor-it was pfain stupidity.

"Fumble Factor" and I were duly healed; though Dot
before I had spent a cold, uncomfortable night in my
Landrover waiting for the trailer towbar, which had
broken en route to Joiburg, to be mended.

--~~-----'I!"!'!---_._---------
Never ventured far from the field

I was in the air again and the '74 Nationals were drawing
nigh. We were entered and flying as much as possible.
Even the five hours had been accomplished without fuss. I
thought it had gone unnoticed, in fact I was hardly
conscious of it myself, but I never ventured far from the
airfield. Oh, I was staying up for hours and hours, I'd even
flown a couple of slow lOOkm triangles with friendlyair
fields scatitered at convenient intervals: but I'd not really
been "away." But Alf Thomps'on and Ted Pearson had
both noticed. Alf by cunning, bullying and even a bit of
kindness had steered me through most of my "I'm g,iving it
all up," episodes and Ted was CFI: so, with a haU-hearted
protest about the weather, I was despatched on a 300km
O/R.

"Stay high and fly slowly, time doesn't matter," I said
to myself: only I flew so slowly trying to stay high, that I
ran out of daylight! Advice had been pourin,g in from
everyone, but went unheard, for somehow the "Squelch"
had been turned right down and I'd been so busy fumbling
along I hadn't even noticed the absence of the usual
chatter. Eventually a tug with a powerful transmitter gQt
through to me, and I advised them I was going to have to
land.

I was about 40km OUit, the sun sat poised on the horizon,
I had 2000ft and about 15 minutes of reasonable light
in hand. Plenty of time to plan a landing, no tall crops or
long grass, right by the main road, but I was scared. An

----------------------

"Fumble Factor" first came into my life' in March ~974

when after six months of syndicate flying I decided I just
had to.have my own bird. The name refers not only to my
ASW-15B, "73", but includes the trailer, the instruments
and, of course, the pilot. It tells in two simple words the
story of my soaring career. I have a love-hate relationship
with gUding. Periods of elation are interspersed with
frustration, fear or just plain discomfort . . . yet I keep
coming back for more. Here are just a few of the ups and
downs.

The club was visiting another airfield and I Was
determined to get my five hours to complete my Silver C.
My last attempt had ended in a bog, two miles from my
home airfield, with no access except on foot. It had taken
half the dub members the whole afternoon to' get us out.
This time I was concentrating hard on a scratchy morning,
waiting for something soarable. It waS a long tow, but I
released in Hft and slowly wound my way up. Glued to the
vario, 1 found myself at cloudbase, 3OOOft, and looked
around. I couldn't see the airfield or anything recog
nisable; then I lost the lift, found more, went up, scanned
the hodzon, still no airfield; studied the map, lost the ilift
again, and so it went on for an hour until, as happens all
too frequently in this part of the world, the vario went
down on the stop and stayed there.

from the passing thought that I had better choose a field
as I might have to land; to the realisation that the crops
were high, the grass long and there wasn't a decent field in
sight; to the knowledge dtat a landing was inevi,taOle and
so that little field, probably full of ant hills, would have to

•
do; to line up, straps tight, wheel down; to change one's
mind, the foad was wide enough, no, there was a signpost,
aim at the field, must land short; to feeling as we flared out
:that, despite the last minute panic, we should be OK; to
stopping short, only took a few minutes. It took less time
to realise that I was lucky to be alive.

I hadn't even seen the fence (whose presence ( should
have. anticipated) and collected it like an arrester wire;

:-:-:-'-:<,.,;,',','" . .
-:-:-:-:-:.:;:;:;:::::-:- :)))1< :::;;::{:;;.,..... ><rr'
?':::)::::\:: .. .:~:::<::.:.:::::::,.:.:.<:::.:>:::::::::::{:: ..:.:.: ~.•.:.::..::.. ;:, :,~.. ,; :,: ..::.:.:,.:..: :,:,:,:::::::::::::::::::::;;.:.:.;r.:.:.·.·.; :".:.,.~..:...•,:,.,:.:.',:,',..:.:::..::.::::::::::::,'::::.: ::;::::,;-.::::::.::.::.::;::

.',',:-' , ,.. -, ,..:.:.:,.:.:.:.:.<:':
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Photo: Mike McGeorge

Karla, who was born in Czechoslovakia, came to England
when five years old. She studied medicine in London and
started flying in Kenya by getting her PPL in 1972. She
hadn't even seen fl glider until July 7973 when she came to
Rhodesia. Karla said she was hooked on gliding after her
first launch and power flying slid into the background,
although she is a tug pilot. She colleqted four British
National records during the Rhodesian and South Aflican
Nationals (see S&G February 1976, p24) and will be
coming to work in Southampton in September when she is
looking forward to trying a new sort of flying, ridge and
wave soaring. Kilda's ambitions are a Diamond height, 750
and TOOOkm triangles and to marry a rich soaring pilot!

enormous ploughed field between two other large
ploughed fields Was chosen,. carefully scanned for
obstacles and a model circuit flown.

"A good approach is followed by a good landing," I
repeated to myself. Straps ,tight, wheel up (this was a~lso a
new experience for me and would require a lot of elbow
grease af,terwards to erase the inevitable scrat,ches), we
were down, as planned and all was well.

A car screeched to a halt and a young man rushed over.
"Are you all right?" "Oh fine, thanks., couldn't quite
make it home-just routine really. Could you drop me at
the farmhol'lse so I can phone for my trailer?" "Liar", I
said to myself: and at the farmhouse over a cold beer I
remembered my "fence episode" and knew that although I
hadn't dare admit it to anyone, I had been plain terrified
of any away landing ever since. How I had thought I could
face the Nationals in that frame of mind J don't k'now, but
I think Alf and Ted suspected something was amiss. That
outlanding did me more good than if I'd got home and
from then on I began to enjoy cross-country flying.

It was the weekend befOre the '74 Nationals; the trailer
had been modified bya non-gliding exper1t and was a costly
heap of rubbish, but usable. An expensive electric vario
and audio had just arrived and was reading what it felt
rather than what was happening. My crew were trying to
fit some lead ballast which, considering I had been flying
without it until now, was quite unnecessary, but at the time
I thought it essential-women! All this was happening
while everyone else was getting into shape by actually
flying practice tasks.

I got airborne on the Sunday to test the vario, but
coming in to land someone towed a Cirrus in front of me. I
put my brakes away and cleared him comforlabfy, but fol
lowed it up by stalling on for no good reason. Tbe under
carriage took it and after adjusting ,the vario again, I t'rled
another flight. This time cries of "stop the launch" over
the radio told me I still had my tail dolly on! I landed
ahead safely. I had noticed she was a bit h-ard to steer On
the ground run.

Unbeknown to me at the time (though I was told after
wards), the CFI was wondering whether it was safe to let
me fly; but neither Ted nor Air had the heart to tell me, so
I flew.

The first day of those comps will be the most memorable

ever. By tile time I was at the second turn of the 300km
triangle I was sure I was getting home. I was happy, keep
ing up with the neet, and Ted in his CiHus was supposedly
lost some 40km off track, so I felt quite smug as I set off
for home. But I hadn't anticipated that sudden "cut-off"
which is common at this time of year.

Soon I was downwind for an acceptable little ploughed
field 30km from home. While scanning the field and
planning the approach, that cursed electric vario .squeaked,
just a Httle. I looked at the panel to see the mechanical
showing a Y4melre. "High enough for a turn?"
"yes"-and there I stayed-up a little, down a little,
having to change my choice of landing place as I drifted.
Several times I almost gave up, but John Colban came to
join me in his Ubelle. The two of us gradually worked our
way up, using each other to stay in the best of almost
nothing.

Eventually John disappeared. I hung on a bit longer
until the lift faded to zero; not enough height to get home
but just enough to reach those few late evening clouds, off
track, but the only hope. I got there low, but. the lift was
there and better than the last fong scratch in the blue. As I
reached e10udbase with enough height, according to my
calculator, to get home with MacCready on zero, 1 saw
John to one side. Great minds think alike and we new
home together, burning off the last few hundred feet to
finish in grand style.

Ted had managed to sneak home a long time before; but
nearly half the field landed out, mostly near to home, and
I'd gOlt a Gold C distance and Diamond goal! On reflec,tion
it was an ordinary flight, but at the time I experienced
those exaggerated feelin.gs of elation, disappointment and
tinges of fear at the prospe<:t of an away landing. Such
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TELEX 261502

LEAVESDEN AIRPORT
WATFORD
HERTS WD2 7BY

TELEPHONE GA RSTON 79611

FOR DETAILS ON THE COMPLETE RANG£OF
EDO-AIRE AVIONIC EQUIPMENT CONTACT.·-

EAGLE AIRCRAFT SERVICES LTD.

Gliding
above the weather
lOCATE YOU R POSITrON WITH
AN IEDO-AIRE RT553 N'AV/COIM

and Reduce your Workload

Call or phone

• Ex RAF as new 24 panel "Long" back
type Nylon parachutes. Only £95.00

Tarpaulin & Tent IVIfg. Co. Ltd.,
101-103 BRIXTON H'ILL,

LONDON, S.W.2
Telephone 01-674 0121

• Ex RAF used Good Green Flying
Overalls. Pr-ice £10.00 inc. p~p.
State height and chest.

• Ex RAF Safety
Harness, known as "Z"
Harness 1%i' Blue
Nyl,on adjustable web
bing with instant Quick
release, used but -in
.good condition. Ideal
for your glider or car.
£36.00 New £50.00.
Including postage.

all pilots can read-bu11he BEST PILOTS read

Sailplane & Gliding
The rnElgazine can be obtained from most
Gliding crubs in Gt. Britain. alternatively
send £3.90 postage Included for an annual
subscription to the British Gliding
Association. Kimberley House. Vaughan
Way, Leicester. Single copies. including
postage65p.
Red leather-cloth binders to ta'ke the new format

now available
Price £1.50. £1.80 including post Or $4.50

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA:
T. R. Beasley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box 621_
St. laurent, 'P.a. Canada, H4L4V9
SOUTH AFRICA:
Peter Eich, PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg,
Transvaal.
HOLLANO:
Aeropress (Ary Ceelen) P Stockmanslaan 53, Eindhoven 4508

AUSHIALIA:
Please apply direct to the British Gliding Ass<1ciation.
USA. and all other Countries
Payable in 'either Sterling or US$ but International Money
Orders Preferred.

COBS-SLATER INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
Sole Manufacturers of:

• Cook Compasses - eosim Variometers

• Cosim Audio 'Units • lrving Venturies

• Multi·Pipe Connectors • Water Traps

• Barographs Calibrated • Total Energy Units

• New Cosim Audio Unit works with PLZ, Cosim or Electric Varios

Leaflets from:

'COSIM· WORKS . DARLEY DALE . MATLOCK
DERBYSHIRE DE4 2GG Telephone: DARLEY DALE 2344/5
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feelings and the sheer amazement of getting home will
never be repeated, for they can only be fully appreciated by
the novice experiencing those things for the first time.

Three uneventful outlandings out of 12 days increased
my confidence in field selection. A 500km triangle was
missed, but on the next I got home only to find that the
barograph had jammed half way and I couldn't claim my
Diamond. The weather held and another was set the
following day. Armed with two barographs, I repeated the
performance and found I had a Gold C height as a bonus.
One's first contest must always be memorable. Mine was
grand. I'd expected to come last and didn't. I'd flown over
4000km and enjoyed it. And I'd even won the pilot's
award-I think because they were so amazed, considering
my pre-comps frolics, that I should complete a task at all.

Christmas found me at the South' African Nationals.
"Fumble Factor" was now printed on the fuselage and we
lived up to our reputation. The boost to my morale after
the Rhodesian Nationals had faded and my fear of out
landings hadn't really gone. It was windy, the terrain
unfriendly, varios were again giving trouble and the trailer,
modified once more, was still a compromise. I'd not learnt
the lesson to be ready well in advance, and again every
thing had been a last minute rush.

----------------------------
My crew nearly went on strike

------------------------------
All this made me twitchy; both temper and flying were

erratic, and my crew nearly went on strike.
Then came January 1, 1976. Happy New Year. It was

blowing hard, the sky was blue, a crosswind 325km aiR
was set for the Standard Class and a 500 for the Open. The
new National aiR speed records were to be recognised
from that day, so competition was keen. I only had to get
round to establish the British feminine record!

Ilet a few ships go first to mark a few early thermals for
me and set off, finding one had to fly almost 45° to the
track to keep upwind and having to work really hard to
stay in the best rift. I never saw the early starters I'd hoped
would mark the course and nearing the turn I was fairly
low.

Still scanning the horizon for sailplanes, I spotted a
"dusty". I was in a miserable two metres, but there were
lots of landable fields around (for a change) and I took a
chance. Full speed ahead, faster, faster before the whirly
dissipated, under lOOOft . . . contact! What a super
feeling to get lifted as if by the seat of your pants and
hurled upwards, then turning tight to keep in the core,
watching the speed carefully, vario off the clock and even
my metric altimeter visibly climbing. A Nimbus joined me
but he was too unwieldy in the turbulence and the nifty' 15
outclimbed him. The top of the climb took us to just about
the turn and still slightly upwind, so a quick dash in and
around brought us to an uneventful trip home.

Change to control frequency, "73-coming in", no
answer, tried again and again; eventually someone with a
mouthful of cake replied. "watching out ... finishing
now." Pulled up, wheel down, surveyed the scene ...
deserted airfield, where were they all? Panic, did I go to
the right place? After an I only saw the Nimbus.

1 then got a cold beer thrust into my hand by a jubilant
crew, congratulat,ing me on my "record". My time went
on the board and the others started coming in. For a while
it seemed as if I might be first, but then I got pipped by
Chris Falkingbridge and Ted Pearson to end up third. No
disgrace, I felt. Just to show it wasn't a fluke, the next day,
when it was blowing even harder and the 300km triangle
originally set was commuted at the last minute to a 200
O/R, I came second. This was too much for Paul Hodge
(who was actually lying second overall and therefore had a
strong incentive to try for ·that 1000 points). He went
-rQund again and beat me by a minute, so I was third. It
seems as if the wind I had been so afraid of before was
really my friend and "Fumble Factor" revelled in it.

Pride comes before a fall. On the next and last day there
was no wind and I landed out on phillipoplis airfield.
Seeing my trailer hurtle past I ran to the road to stop them
on the way back. Trying to locate the entrance to the
airfield the car got bogged down, and we spent four hours
trying to dig it out, thus missing the prizegiving ... that's
soaring!

The incredible thing about the 1975 Rhodesian
Nationals is that after one year of fumbles I still didn't
have my instruments or trailer sorted out. The electric
vario was in the States for repair and, urged on by a frantic
telegram, arrived as the Nationals finished; while the
trailer though painted was technically still ab .....
nuisance. However the real thorns in the flesh were the
water bags!

When the original bags were found to be leaking, and no
suitable repair material could be found, the simple solution
seemed to be to have a new set made; so a firm who had
done this before was approached. No problem? I now have
three sets of useless water bags, and an outer protective
cover lying idly round the garage. Two firms are wishing
they'd not been so eager to be helpful, and the set of water
bags, which eventually saw me through those and the
South African Nationals, are leaking again! You can
imagine the parts I've omitted! However, I couldn't help
laughing when Klaas Goudriaan came back from a task
one day literally sitting in a large pool of water. He'd been
flooded soon after the start and, if I remember rightly, it
was a 500 day •.. or was it the 750! I'm thinking of
replacing my 15 with an ASW·20; bu,t tloes it have built in
water tanks or water bags? (Klaas flies an ASW-17.).

The '75 Nationals have been reported in S&G, and for
me personally were most enjoyable, but no flight really
stands out in my mind as particularly thrilling. Of course
the Standard Class wasn't given a chance at the 750, where
Tim Biggs' world record outshadows any other achieve
ment. I did get my first ever 1000 points, but slightly by
default. I'd come second, but the winner's barograph was
faulty and showed a high start, so his time was taken from
release. StiIJ it looked good.

Again we flew over 4000km, this time in a more relaxed
frame of mind, and after it was all over everyone
exchanged the usual stories, tales of disappointments,
frustrations, exhilarations, which are told by glider pilots
in one form or another all round the world. And that
fumble factor that always creeps in somehow-if only I'd
done this, or, if only I'd gone there, Or, if only that storm
hadn't come, or, if only .. .If only! Yes, perhaps that's
what I'll call my next sailplane!
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VALUE FOR MONEY or all for 82~p-
BARRY ROLFE-BGA General Secretary

Club treasurers should by now have settled a bill for the annual subscription to the BGA. It :is
calculated on the basis of £1.50 each for the first 25 members and 60p 'each for the remainder.
For a club with 100 members this works out at 82 %p a head. What do you get for this?

Federation Aeron,autlque Inlernallonale
FAt is the world organisation for aeronautiea'l sports,

including the promotion and control of spotting gliding. It lays
down the standards for Silver; GoldaJid Diamond badges and
also the requirement for obtaining records. The BGA is affiliated
to FAI through the Royal AemClub.

The BCA's share of the annual subscription to the FAI is
£1400, If this is not paid and we ceased to be affiliated there
would be no FAI Diamond, Gold and Silver badges awarded to
British pilots, nor could Great Britain teke part in World
Championships. In 1975 approximately 680 completed Silver,
Gold and Diamond badges were registered, the number of
separa'te legs ofthese badges totals well over 1500.

A voice for gliding
The BGA speaKs on behalf of gliding in the UK whenever the

'views of the 'sport must be put forward, its interest protected and
its achievements made known. This involves negotiations with
Government departments on behalf of gliding as a whole and
clubs in particular, and its Sllc"ess may be judged by the wide and
remarkable measure 'of autonomy which gliding enjoys. Unlike
any other major national gliding community the BGA is entirely
responsible for the airworthiness of gliders, the llying
competence of pilots and the st<.ndard of safety, instructors and
instructing.

It is because the Ministry of Aviation in the past and now the
Civil Aviation Authority, recognises the BGA as a responsible
body able tQ manage its own affairs that gliding in Great Britain
is so free from Government control. Were it not so there would
undoubtedly be not only onerous restrictions but introduction of
fees for ce,tifkates, tests and licences which could more than
treble the cost of gliding in comparison with the fees etc charged
by the BGA,

Flying Competence llnd Training
The high standard of flying gliders in th,is country is largely

due to the years of steady effort by the Instructors' Panel and the
National Coaches. They have formulated standards of
instruc,tioJl, organised instructor courses, attended by over 90
instructors in 1975, tested and categorised other instructors and
uoheld the standards by a constant review of methods. As a
result the whole field of training continues to be controlled by
the BGA. If the responsibility were not entrusted to the BOA we
might expect Government control and pilots being charged
Government fees.

Nevertheless, the costs of the BGA coaching programme are
considerable; taking into accOlmt Coaches' salaries ,and
expenses, and motor glider ma,intenanceand insurance .etc. In
1974/75 it showed a loss of £9000 after deducting course and
flying fees received. This is the most expensive, and perhaps the
most rewarding part of the service provided by the BGA, but it
must be financed from income-S2 Y2 per head doesn't cover this
aspect alone!

Airworthiness
The BGA is responsible for all aspectcS of glider airworthiness

and there are over 1000 gliders currently flying, The CAA has
delegated the supervision of motor ~lider airworthiness to the
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BGA. This work involves evaluating new gliders, disseminating
technical informatien to all clubs and owners and examining and
appoint,ing technical inspectors throughout the country. As a
result it is possible to keep airworthiness costs considerably lower
than those charged by the CAA.

The Technical Committee is at present discussing with tine
CAA the possibility of accepting responsibility for the
airworthiness of tug aircraft with a view to reducing present costs
and frustrations.

Safety
Safety regulations and operational recommendations made by

,the BGA in co-operation with dubs, and based on a vast amount
of practical experience, have achieved a high level of safety in
club operations. The BOA accident reporting system enables a
study to be made of all aspects with a view to anticipating trends,
and making recommendations in an endeavour to prevent future
accidents. Some of the work is done'n conjunction wHh the
CAA, but in most cases the CAA are satisfied to leave
investigation to the BGA experts.

Airspace
The considerable degree of freedom of the air, compared with

some countries, is largely due to the efforts of the BGA Airspace
Committee" The threat of increasing encroachment Qf controlled
airspace to the detriment of gliding is ever present. The Airspace
Committee negotiate directly with the National Air Traffic
Services 01' conditions nationally and a'lso on local problems
affecting individual gliding clubs.

Compedtions, badges, records
The Flying Committee is responsible for the sporting aspects

of gliding. It makes recommendations for the FAI Sporting
Code, complies the rules for National and Regional
Competi,tions, draws up the programme for competitions,
compiles t'he National Rating List and organises the selection of a
British Team for World Championships.

This Committee homologates British National and UK record
claims and approves FAI badge claims-some 2000 pilots claims
in 1975.

Club development and administration
The Development Committee advises clubs on administrative

matters and ,assists in Ihe formation of new clubs, deals with
planning and public enquiries, and processes. applications by
dubs for Sports Council grants. Gliding clubs receive a genero~s

share of the financial aid available through the Spons Council.
This committee is the general source of information for
mem bers, clubs, the general public and t'he press.

Projects
Developments of importance 10 gliding are investigated and

evaluated (and, from time to time, instigated) by the BOA. The
Motor Glider project, which set up the whole system of motor
glider operation ,in this country so much to the advantage of
gUd'er pilots, is a:n example of such a, project.

Liaison
The BOA Committees and individual officers maintain liaison

with a number of official bodies whose co-operation is invaluable



to the gliding movement. These include Royal Aero Club, the
Sports Council, the Central Council of Physical Recreation,
National Air Traffic Services, the CAAand the General Aviation
Safety Committee (GASCO), to name but a rew,

Sailplane & Gliding
The BOA publishes Sailplane & Gliding every two months.

This is the official magazine of the association, although
editorial policy is independent of the Association. The magazine
has a world wide circulation of over 6700 copies. It fulfils an
invaluable role in i"lisseminating information, providing a forum
for aiscussion and giving considerable pleasure to its readers.

NEW, REVISED EDITION

[pm~WillU~ OJ~,[rnu

~[lJill~a~
by S. E. T. Taylor & H. A. Parmar

Sales and Publications
The BOA sells and publishes books and handbooks on various

aspects of gliding, sells badges, t:ies and a wide range of gliding
items. The sal1es contribute largely to the BOA income and
certainly go some way to preventing too steep an increase in
subscriptions.

Bursaries and awards
A number of bursaries and awards are available to members.

These, together with a variety of national and international
awards and honours, are administered by the BOA.

Conclusion
From the foregoing it will perhaps be appreciated that the

work done by the BOA is extensive to say the least. The aim of
the Association is to cater for all pilots from ab-initio to British
Champion by making gliding available at reasonable rates,. with
the minimum of frustrations and the maximum enjoyment.

With the subscription of a typical dub averaged out at 82 Y2 p,
per head, it must be agreed that members are certainly getting
value for money.

There are those who say anyone who can afford to glide could
afford £2.00pa for the BOA. If everyone said it, and did it, the
BGA finances would be a bit healthier.

"This book is directed to the student pilot who is
hoping to get his PPL, and it contains more or less
everything he will be required to know. It is.a mine of
information and is presented in a most readable
way."

Sailplane & Gliding

."We would recommend every private pilot to read
ttllS book."

Pilot Magazine

Contents: 1Maps and Charts,' 2 Direction and speed;
3 The navigation computer,' 4 A spot 0/navigation; 5
Magnetism and compasses,' 6 Meteorology; 7Aerad
charts; 8 Aviation law; 9 Principles of flight; 10 The
power plant,' 11 Aircraft loading/Fire Hazard,' 12
Playing it safe; 13 Getting the PPL from scratch.

Clothbound 192pages £3.60 net (£3.86pp)

T. & A. O. POYSER LTO

281 High Street, Berkhamsted, Herts.

BGA NlAIL ORDER
SPECIAL OFFER OF BGA TIES
Navy blue with single glider motif in silver

£1-10 each inc. postage during the month of
June-normally £1-60

SAVE5Gp now on a BGA tie-made from
terylene with a woven motif.

PRINCIPLES OF FLIGHT
Developed from the slide/tape ~ectures nos.
1-10 given by W.G. Scull, BGA National
Coach. A loose-leaf manual in a,strong binder.
£2.50 plus 42p postage & packing

Also available to complete your set- Lectures
6-10 only without binder

£1-00 plus 29p postage & packing

LEICESTER
Telephone (0533) 51051

ASSOCIATION
VAUGHAN WAY

GLIDINGBRITISH
KIMBERLEY HOUSE

ORDER THESE ITEMS FROM

P.S. Why not keep your copies of S&G in one ofour red cloth binders-hold2 years
Si:i;)ply ofmagazines fat £1-50 (plus 30p post andpacking).
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LASHAM CLAIMS FIRST 750km l:>.
INUK

Hugh Hilditch, one of Lasham's pioneers
in tong distance closed circuit flying, lays
e1aim to the first 760km l:>. carried out in
Britain.

On Wednesday, April 28, he took a car
launch at 09.45 to Hy his Nimbus 2 to
Norwich in Norfolk then to Llanfair
Caereinion in Wales (west of Welshpool)
and back to Lasham, a total distance of
about 762km which took him 9hr IOmin
83km/h. Unfortunately, the flight was
on'ly declared verbal:ly and does not,
therefore, qualify for the record. It was
one of the easies't flights he had ever done
he told his partner. Alan Purnell.

Apparently there were 6kt thermals at
Lastiam by09.15. The forecast, however,
had given no indications of what turned
out to be exceptional conditions over
southern England, and thus many pilots
started ,too late to take full advantage of
the day. Nevertheless, at least two ,600km
and a number of 500km l:>. were
attempted by many pilots.

Chris Guton, Kestrel 19, flew 600km
of his declar,ed 750km l:>. (next day).
His 2TP. however, was too far North and
he had to turn short. Alan Purnell,
likewise, had to divert from his dedared
600km l:>. Shobdon, Thetford, Lasham.
He flew into overdevelopment and snow
showers in the Doncaster area but on the
way back he diverted, on purpose this
time, to"make sure he had flown at least
6OOkm-the longest flight in a Cirrus in
UK.

Because the dew point was very low at
4°; freezing level was also low at. between
1500 and 2000ft, and perhaps it is as well
to remind pilots, who carry waterballast
on such days, to add an antifreeze when
they fill up-iceblocks can', be jettisoned
and this could lead to serious con
sequences on landing!

Thursday, April 29, saw another
interesting day-although not so good as
the previous one. No doubt this had
something to do with the eclipse of the
sun (about 25'010) which occurred dur,ing
the late morning. According to Alan
Purnell, on another 600km l:>. attempt,
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pilots had to scrape away from lasham
... Alan had to turn shOT! again!

Over these two days many pilots flew
or at,tempted large triangles, starting
from all Qve,r the country, among these
was Chris RQllings, who completed a
505km l:>. from Booker in his K-6!

Wtth the drought still eont·inuing (at
the time of writing). c10udbases are
higher than ever and pilots are
experiencing conditions not normally
found in Britain.

TWO 300km GOAL RECORD
ATTEMPTS

There was a strong element of
coincidence about two flights on
Saturday, April 24, when Alf Warminger
(Kestrel 19) and Justin Wills (Std Libelle)
both decided to try and beat the 300km
goal record which has been held since
1957 by E. A. Moore (Skylark 2) at
92.lkm/h.

Atf aerotowed from Swanton Morley,
Norfolk, and started the flight at 11.48,
arriving at Weston-Super-Mare Airfield,
a distance of 309km, in 2hrs 7mins. And
his 133.38km/h was the faster time, the
flight helped along by a 20 to 25kt north
easterly wind,

Justin, who aerotowed from
Cambridge at 13.26hrs and released
upwind near Newmarket, flew to North
Hill, 302km,. at 131.8km/h.

Alf thus claims the record on the
general UK list while Justin qualifies for
the Restricted Class record, (subject to
homologation).

RGA CLOUD FLYING FREQUENCY

1 130.4MHz is currently the frequency
for cloud flying in gliders in the UK. It is
also drastically overworked for non-cloud
flying messages.
2 In order to minimise the chance of
another collision in cloud (like the one in
May 1975) it has been suggested that
because 13004 is so busy, another glider
frequency should be designated for cloud
flying to take effect from an agreed date
in the future, such as Jan I, 1977. With
the present frequency allocations this
would be 130.1 MHz.

3 The BGA Executive will decide on this
at a meeting later in the year, probably in
September. You are invited to sen your
views to the BGA.

Jlan Strachan
Flying Committee Chairman

GLIDER MAKES SEA CROSSING

Gliding history was made on Sunday,
April 25, when Gil Scurrah (Club Libelle)
flew in wave from Walney Airfield, home
of ,the Lakes GC; to the Isle of Man. This
is believed ,to have been the first time the
33 miles of water has been crossed in a
glider.

He was at 12000ft before setting off
and landed at Jurby Airfield, Isle of Man,
where he was retrieved by Super Cub.

It was described by a club member as
"a flight of opportunity." We have been
promised a full account for the next issue.

BGA DIPLOMA WINNERS

Congratulations to the three BGA
Diploma winners who have given long
service to gliding.

Leslie Allard
Leslie, Chairman of the Southdown

Gliding Club for 15 years, has led the
club through the difficult years of its
transition from the old site at Firle to a
new and flourishing tife at Parham in
West Sussex. He was in the forefront of
the planning and negotiations, the com·
plexities of the move itself and the safe
establishment at the new site. Through all
the problems he has remained resource
ful, resolute and good humoured. He has
the respect and affection of the whole
club.
Jack Minshall

Jack joined the Midland Gliding Club
21 years ago and was appointed their first
professional instructor in 1958 since when
he has been in charge of summer courses.
In this role and as a weekend instructor he
has introduced thousands of people to
gliding. In 1%4 he was approved as an
inspector and for several years has been
the ground engineer. Apart from his skill,
he has a general practical engineering
ability which has been a maj~)T factor in
maintaining launching equipment. Jack's
cheerful presence has been a welcome



Keith R. Mansell (Vice-Chairman, BGA)

ROGER BARRETT- New Chairman of the BGA

ROGER BARREn

BGA CHAIRMAN

Roger ,sarrett was elected as Chairman of the BGA at its AGM in March, You may wonder what the
immediate Chairman of the 'British Balloon and Airship Club is doing as Chairman of the BGA. On the
other hand you may feel that as an expert in hot air he is ideally cast.

Roger has been gliding since 1958 when he attended a course at Dunstable. As his experience
increased he competed in various Regionals and flew several times in the Alps. He became involved in
the, organising side of competitions and was Director of a Nationals ,held.at Dunstable. He was for two
years Chairman 01 the BGA Flying Committee. He was Manager of the British Team at tile last World
Championships and is Manager of the Team which is, shortly going, to Finland 10f this year's World
Championships, Thus l:1e is both Team Manager and B'GA Chairman,

He was co-opted to the ExecutiveCommiUee last year but his experience of the workings of the
Executive goes back further since he has of'ten attended meetings in his capacity as Flying Committee
Cflairman or as Manager of the British Team. He has rnanv attributes tha't make him a suitable person
to be 8GA Chairman, He knows gliding well and in particular the competition side. He knows aviation
officialdom and the other aviation bodies from his lime as Chairman of the British Balloon and Airship
Club. He has an infectious enthusiasm for gliding.

When not raising funds for the BritiSh Team or worrying about some aspect of BGA affairs, Roger
flies a Kestrel 19 or his balloon. Outside of sporting aviation, he is a publisher and has an interest in
music,

Onvour behalf and personally It wish him every success for I am sure that in Roger the BGA has, yet
again, chosen a very worthy Chairman.

When Chris Simpson SUCceeded Ken Wilkinson as BGA Chairman in 1972' he brought with him a
great enthusiasm for gliding and the experience of having been Vice-Chi;lirman for the immediately
preceeding four years. He started gliding in 1959 and was a~ founder member of the Leicestershire
Gliding Club, For ten years he has been a fully rated instructor and in his Kestrel 19 he is a keen
c,ompetition pilot. Last year he flew his Diamond distance andl thus, became the first BGA Chairman to
complete the Diamond badge with flights iinn the UK,

When he was Vice·Chairman he was a member of 'the study group which redrafted the constitution
of the ,BGA. The need was for a constitution that met the changing needs of an expanding gliding
movement. Chris's skill as a lawyer was 0.1 great i;lssistance to this study group. Later in his capacity
as BG'A Chairman he has actively pursued the spirit of the constitution. In parlicular he has
encoutaged sub-committees tQ be effective in their specialist preaS and yel has retained the
Executive's role' in the decision-making' process.

His four yei;lrs i;lS Chairman have seen a variety of external pressures on our sport. He has by
consistent watchfulness, well directed action and wide-ranging contact with officialdom kept the
effect of these pressures to a minimum. ,For example l,he ban on SundQy flying that came with the
fuel crisis would probably have been a seven days a week ban had it not been for Chris's vigorous
representation of our case,

He tackled the long-standing and ,thorny problem of the BGA's offices by proposing and, effecting
the move right away from London, This has proved very successful, especially in terms of staff
morale,

As Chairman he has dealt skilfully with the different, strong and sometimes conflicting personalities
among the Executive Committee members. He gained the respect of all of them in his handling of
Executive matters.

His primary concern !has been to enable, people to, glide. This has involved encouragement and
guidance of development, protection from red-tape and the promotion of pn appropriate public image
for our sport. In his dealings with Government departments' and the other aviation bodies he has
ensured that the gliding movement has been well represented pnd that the BGA has been seen 10
have its own house ,in order. Our high, standing in such matters is in no small way due to his personal
influence.

Now that he has stepped down from the Chair he will have more time to fly, and to relax with a
good' bottle of wine. 'I feel sure tflat his experience, advice and help will continue to be available to the
gliding movement for many years to come.

His recent election as a Vice-President of the BGA is a well deserved honour. Our sincerest thanks
are due to Chris for alt that he has done for us. We should also thank his wife. Jane, for the support
that she has given him.

CHRIS SIMPSON

CHRISTOPHER SIMPSON:-Immediate past BGA Chairman

part of the scene for as long as most can
remember.
Robert (Jock) Wishart

Jock has devoted himself
wholeheartedly to gliding, and particu
larly club operations, for some 15 years.
He was an instructor at the RAFGSA
Centre, Bicester, and is now the CFI of
the Mawgan Vale Club in Cornwall. He
has continuously striven to maintain the
highest standards 01 instruction and done
his fair share on the ground from
maintenance to administration. He has
crewed for the British team at three
World Championships and for the New
Zealanders in 1965. He typifies that
regrettably small group' 01 enthusiasts
who, at club level and at considerable
personal sacrifice, make gliding possible
for the majority.

The BOA has announced the following:
Douglas tropny (for clubs with three

flights by three different club members
aggregating the greatest cross-country
distance): Surrey & Hants for flights by
P. Loewenstein, 602km on May 31; C.
Garton, 5%km on July 3 and R.
Brisbourne, 510km on May 31. Total
1708km,

California in England trophy (longest
flight by a woman): Anne Burns,
Lasham, for a 51Skm triangle on May 31,
Nimbus 2.

De Havilland cup (best gain of height):
R. Henderson, 27S00ft, on October 25"
K--6E.

Frank Foster trophy (best speed OOkm
triangle): F. Pozerskis, Lendon,
130km/h, on ~eptember 13, ASW-n.

Manio cup (best speed 300km triangle):
1. Cardiff, London, 88km/h on July 28,
Std Libelle.

Seager cup (best closed circuit ,in two
seater): J, R. Jefferies, London, 515km
triangle at 89k.m/h on May 3., Calif A
21.

Volk cup (longest closed circuit flight):
P. Loewenstein, Surrey & Hants, 511 km
goal and return on July 2, Kestrel 19.

Wakefield cup (longest !light): P.
Loewenstein, 602km triangle on May 31,
Kestrel 19.

National Ladder trophies
L. du Garde Peach (winner in club

aircraft): P. Loewenstein, 6097pts.
Enigma trophy (winner in private

aircraft): L E. Beer, Thames Valley,
680lpts,

MINOR AIRSPACE IMPROVEMENT

The 14nm section of Airway Amber 1 to
the south of the Manchester TMA has
had its base raised from 3000ft to FL 35.
This amendment will no doubt appear on
the next printing of aeronautical maps.

J. J. ElIis
Airspace Committee Chairman

ANNUAL AWARDS-1975
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C IVV OBSERVATION ZONE

SUNSHINE AND SHOWERS

Orflcia'l Observers

AJI pilots and OO's musl realise that
cIa,ims will be rejected .if photos are taken
from outside the Observation Zone.
Marginal ,cases may, 01 course, be
submitted to the BOA with a covering
letter for further analysis to see whether
the possible assessment error could just
put the pilot in Ihe "zone". The only
exception to the "Bisector" Rule is in
contests-contest pilots simply have to
follow the organisers' briefings on TP
zones and the briefed zones are the
legitimate ones lorall ClVV purposes.

Unusua'l Features. Remember to tell
the BGA every time if there are unusual
features about a e,laim-we have even had
pilots touting their claim from Observer
to Observer before f'inally getting
someone to stick his neck out. In this case
we certainly want to know so that we call
do a very thorough check on the claim. A
cov,ering letter with the claim is best, but
remarks scribbled on the green form will
do. Remember that your reputation as an
Observer is at stake if you do not tell the
BOA of unusual features in the claim.
Summary
1 Please read the 1975 Sporting Code
carefully and raise any queries with the
BOA.
2 Be particularly careful in assessing
whether photos are taken from inside the
Observation Zone.
3 In the event of any unusual feature in
the claim, tell the BOA. Be particularly
careful if another observer has al,ready
rejected tne claim. lan Strachan

Flying Committee Chairman

Since April 26 the Radio 4 weather
forecasts given at 06.55, 0'7.55 have

please complete the pilots "green ferm"
but annotate the form, or send a covering
letter, so that the Flying Committee can
discuss the matter. Indeed we hope to
have extensive feedback on the 1975
SpOrting Code so that in 1977 the BOA
can present a paper to CIVV proposing
amendments for ,the future.

TP Zones One particular Rule that
OO's and all pilots Il\ust be aware of is that
the Turning Point Photographic
Observa.tion Zone is cenlred about the
Biseclor of the two track's at lhe TP.
There is also a mistaken idea that "as
long as ,the distance (3001500km) is
exceeded then in doesn't really matter how
the TP Was photographed. "

I
I
I
I
I
I

BISECTOR

Unfortuna,tely nothing could be further
irom the truth. Once the TP is declared,
the badge or record achievement becomes
one not only of soaring skill, but of
navigational ability and a certain smaJl.
'level of photogra-phic expertise. Indeed
compared to the old Rules for direct
observation by OO's at TP, the
photographic Ru'le is very easy to fly and
gives a ± 45° latitude for positional
error.

1(, I
~~" You must lllke your iTP

-q. pholograplls from
'\.$ insid~ trs Zone

~ 450 45°
~ .

..,~

ATTENTION ALl. 60's
(OFFICIAl. OBSERVERS)

Sporting Code. The rules under which
badge and record flights are conducted
are in the 1975 edition of the FA)
Sporting Code Section 3 Class D
"Gliders". As has already been
announced, all future Observer renewals
wilt result ,in 00 getting his personal
copy of this document which is produced
by the Federation Aeronauliqu-e
Internationale in Paris.

Although the 1975 edition became
operative on January 1st, 197$; printed
copies were not available until
September. So for the 1975 season only,
the BOA was virtually forced to accept
claims prepared to the Rules of the
previous (1970) edition. This note is to
inform all OO'Hhat for 1976, claims must
be certified strictly in accordance with the
1975 edition Rules. The only dispensation
permitted by the BGA is under Rule
2.7.2(a) which demands cameras to be
sealed by an 00. Because we have found
great difficulty in doing this (without
reser,ting to complicated methods) the
BOA is tak,ing tne matter up with the
International Gliding Commission
(CIVV) and meanwhile camera sealing is
not required.

OO's may find similar cases in other
Sport,ing Code Rules, where traditionalLy
in the UK we have adopted slightly
different procedures. In any such cases,

FATAL ACCIDENT

Donald Seade, London OC, died in
hospital shortly after a g,liding accident
on Saturday, May I, when the IS-29 he
was flying from' Duns'table to Norwich
crashed into a field near Cam'bridge.

____ w ~---- _

--------~------------------bt Place Au.trlan National, flown by Marro Wiidl

2nd. I'Iace Swl.. "'allona'. flown by H_ Arbet.

5.9 to 7.75 Ibs per sq. ft.

39 et 56 kts.
1.2 kts. between 38 & 43 'kts

Wing loading
Best glide angle

at Max A. U. weight
Minsink

AU-STIN A\'IA'JION' DemonstrBtor is now at SunonBank
'. KV K 122 MAIN STREET . STllllNGJON . ,Nr YORK

Tel'ephone Stillington 255

Sole U. K. A'gent .••
WORKS NUMBERS CAN NOW BE SECURED FOR THE DG 200 FOR DELIVERY 1976
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NATIONAL LADDERS

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS FUND

GLIDING CERTIFICATES

been cut to a brief synopsis. Pilots who
wish to complain should write to the
Presentation Editor, Radio 4, BBC
Broadcasting House, Portland Place,
London Wl.

card: "If the Lord had intended you to
fly. He would have given you wings." He
replied: "Grandma, if the Lord had
intended you to go by train, He would
have given you wheels." At that, Gordon
Engla-nd related, the meeting broke up.

He tackled various Olympia exhibitors
in search of a job. and was taken on by
Jose Weiss, so it was in a Weiss glider
that he set up the 58sec record at
Amberley Down on June 27, 1909.

On the last day at Itford, a fierce wind
blew his glider into the curl-over.
"My machine" he told a reporter "was
quite delightfully out of control"-but he
landed heavily and badly smashed an
ankle. At the hospital in Eastbourne the
duty surgeon wanted to amputate the
foot, but a navel surgeon turned up and
said be recently had just such a case and
was able to save the foot, and thought he
could do so again. He did, and the foot
continued to serve its owner well for
another half century.

In the 1920's Gordon England took up
motor racing, and 'also ran a firm with an
original idea: instead of buying an
ordinary car, you bought the chassis only,
and he would fit it with a racing-type
body. But this firm had to be wound up
just about the time that the BGA was
formed.

For its first two years. 1930-31, the
BGA organised some good soaring
demonstrations; also a conference at
which Gordon England outlined his
scheme for a "Central Gliding School
and Research Station", which' he
estimated would cost £5000 to set up, But
in 1932 dissatisfaction with the BGA by
the leading clubs set in; the events which
lead to his disappearance from the gliding
world were described in my article
"Eighty years of Britisl! Soaring," S&G
December 1974 p250. He then began
collecting directorships of firms, one of
which, General Ai.rcraft, produced the
first British military glider, the eight
seater Hotspur, in 1940.

I last saw him in 1970 at the 40th
anniversary celebration of the 1930 Firie
demonstrations, and asked him about a
rumour that he had taken up with
ecology. It turned out that he considered
ecology on a planetary scale, and in fact
at the time of his death he was Acting
Chief Executive of the Ecological
Research Foundation. Then, in answer to
another question, he said he had visited
Lasham and "it ought to be 20 times as
big." As he could hard:ly have meant 20
times as many sailplanes occupying the
airspace, this showed that he still
conceived a gliding club as a place where
masses of "youth" took their turns at
instruction flight-the sort of set-up he
must have wished had been available
when he was 17.

A.E.S.

25.2
25.2
25.2
12.1
1.3
1.3

25.2
6.1
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3

26.2
25.2
26.2
11.1
1.3

28.3
11.3
28.3
28.3
28.3
28.3
28.3
28.3
28.3
27.3
25.3
28.3
7.4

28.3
7.4

27.3
7.4
1.3

1976
11.2

24.8.75
3.11.75

11.2
17.8.75

17.11.75
29.2
29.2
24.1

1.3
25.2
14.3
23.3

15.6.75
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
3.4
8.4
4.4

17.4
19.4
19.4
16.4
11.4
14.4
16.4

Club
8ristol/Glos
Kent
Yorkshire
Wolds
Essex/ Suffolk
SGU
Midland
SW District
SGU
Buckminster
8uckminster
Phoenix
Airways
Midland
Bannerdown
Fulmar
S YorkslNotts
Avro
Surrey/Hants
Cornish
AQuila
Cranfield
South Wales
Amglla
Kirknewton
Anglia
Thames Valley
Ouse

Wrekin
Wrekin
Wrekin
Shropshire
SGU
Buckminster
Staffordshire
Herefordshire
Herefordshire
East Sussex
Cranwell
SW District
Bannerdown
Bannerdown
Buckminster
Buckminster
Buckminster
Slratford
Buckminster
Wrekin
Airways
Cotswold
Anglia
Doncasler
Coventry
Herefordshire
Doncaster
Derby/Lancs
Bath/Wilts
Bicester
Bicester
Southdown
Cranfreld
Dorset
8ristollGIos
Bristol/ Glos
Cambridge Univ

E.C. GORDON ENGLAND

Eric Gordon England, who died on
February 1 at the age of 85, was
Chairman of the BGA for ilS first four
years of existence, He had previously set
up a British gliding record of 58 seconds
in 1909, and flown in the first British
gliding contest at ltford in 1922.

At the 40th anniversary reunion of this
contest. held at the Kronfeld Club, he
described how he came into aviation at
the age of 17. The first British Aero Show
at Olympia in March 1909 determined
him to devote his life to aviation, but he
was first made to attend a family
conclave who were determined that he
should not. He was still defying them
when at last Grandma played her trump

I. D. MoS$
.J. Saunder·s
Jenny Saunders
J. H. K. Jefferson
R. P. Whiteh(luse
J. R. C. King
A. Cliffe
R. Harding
I. Corkell'
R. G. Pitman
I. D. MacFaddyan
A. R. Hancock
R. Brown
M. J. Munday
M. F. Webster
S: J. West
A.V. Day
8. J. Poole
T.J. Murphy
M. V. 80yden
C. J. Tipney
D.G.ROOerts
R. P. Enswick
P. D. Turner
R.Oavidson
H. J. Warbey
J. D. Hessey
J. C. Ship/ey
C. D. /'lowland
J. M. Alcock
D. P. White
G. P. Plunkett
E.J.C.Vann
A. Linee
R.V.8arrl'tt
N. H. C. Harris
A. J. Hulme

OBITUARY

SILVERC
No. Name
4272 D. G. White
4273 P. W. Howland
4274 P. C. MacNaught
4275 l. Cooper
4276 A. A. Grout
4277 M. Burns
4278 D. W. Bryans
4279 8. A. Roberts
4280 J. Wotherspoon
4281 J. R. C. King
4282 F. l. Cox
4283 J. Foey
4284 V. Luck
4285 A. Penfold
4286 E. M. England
4287 G.S.Fors~h

4288 A,G. Faulkner
4289 S. Lowe
4290 J. G. Bell
4291 P. R Penlecost
4292 R. Sargeant
4293 J. Wilson
4294 P. Tribett
4295 D. R. Lamb
4296 W. Simpson
4297 J. Jenkins
4298 A. Hegner
4299 l. Grimshaw

Fits
1
4
4

Fits
2
1
1

Club Pts
London 2581
Cotswold 2246
Thames Valley 1737

Club Pts
Surrey & Hants 1185
oeeside 108Q
Surrey & Hants 1026

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No. Name Club 1976
3/262 C. J. N. Wailer Wrekin 25.2
3/263 J. M. Chisholm Oeeside 26.10.75
3/264 J. A. Dandie SGU 5.10.75
3/266 C. J. Tipney ,Airways 11.3
3/266 R. N. Hunt Anglia 28.3
3/267 R. Penswick Anglia 28.3
3/268 C. A. 80yle Northumbria 28.3
3/289 C.D.Street Lasham 6.4
3/270 R.J.Lyndon 8icester 28.3

GOLD C COM PLETE
No. Name Club 1976
514 A. F. Thomas South Wales 11.1.75
515 R. G. Pitman East Sussex 1.3
518 I. D. MacFaddyan Cranwell 1.3
517 A. R. Hancock SW District 1.3
518 D. G. Roberts Cotswold 28.3
519 R. P. Enswick Anglia 28.3
520 J. C. Shipley Derby /Lancs 28.3
521 C. D. Rowtand Bath/Wilts 27.3
522 D. P. White 8icester 28.3
523 G. P. Pfunkett Southdown 7.4
524 E. J. C. Vann Cranfied 28.3
525 A. Unee Oorsel 7.4
528 R.V.Barretl Bristol/ Glos 27.3

GOLD C HEIGHT
Name Club 1976
A. F. Thomas South Wales 11.1.75
O. S.lnnes Deeside 8.1.75
M. Lynch Imperial College 23.9.75

John Cardiff (London) is at the top of the
Private Ladder with just one very fast
flight in his Std Libelle-a 365km out
and-return in the last week of March.
Private Ladder
Leading pilot
1 J. C. Cardiff
2 D. Robt!rts
3 LA. Beer

Club Ladder
Leading Pilot
1 C.Lovell
2 R. Henderson
3 P. loewenstein

The BGA acknowledges contribuitons to
the 1976 World Championships' Fund,
received from February 1 to April 23,
from the following:
Anon J. F. F. Lathbury
P. Arthur G. Lawley
C. Boyle D. G. Lee
A. J. Burton R. A. Lowndes
M. R. Carlton E. J. Mason
T. Carpenter C. Nightingale
Cornish GC Norwich Soaring Group
Coventry GC Oxford GC
D. W. Davis A. Pallison
H. R. Dimock S. J. Redman
R. T. Dixon RNGSA
Dorset (;C Shropshire GC
A. Doughty Surrey & Hants GC
S. Goldsbrough J. C. Tait
T. C. Harrington Thames Valley GC
R. Henderson Vickers Ltd
KeslrelGC G. J. Wedgwood
P.King P. f. Whitehead
Lasham GC F. J. Wiseman

fOTALCONTRIBUTIONS TO DATE
£1,794.61
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MORE 1000 + KM WORI.D RECORDS

Karl Striedieck in an ASW-17 and
Leonard McMaster in a Std Cirrus will,
subject to homologation, j;ointly hold
the world goat-and-return record for a
night of 1299km which they carcied out
on March n. (No details available).

The 750km triangle world record claim
by Tim Moua t-Biggs of South Africa Last
October has been homologated at
125.44km/h.

LONG DISTANCES IN THE LOW
COUNTRIES

friday, April 23, was what the Dutch call
a "Saint Cumulus Day", when Or K.W.
Hinkel flew his K-6E from Terlet to the
Bay of Biscay in France-847km away.
According to Or Hlnkel this flight proves
that a lOOOkm starting from Holland has
a distinct possibility of success.

On the same day, N. Berlels, CFI of the
Belgian club St Hubert, flew the club's K
8 over a distance of 65Qkm.

An unverified report has also reached
us that a 1300km has been flown from
Denmark-Aeropress.

US 300km SPEED RECORD BROKEN

J. Roberl Burk of Pa os Verdes,
California, is claiming a US national
multiplace 300km triangle speed record
for a night in a Calif 1\-21 at 111.7km/h
from Mirage field, near Adelanto,
California, on September 4. With Fred
Sill as- the passenger, the maximum
altitude was 12000f1.

FRENCH GOLD MEDALLISTS

The General Assembly of the French
gliding organisation, FFVV. has awarded
Gold Medals to Robert Castello and
Annet Segeron. Castello is the designer of
all the Caste'l glider types, Sia,rling with
the prc.war Castel 24, the first French
high-performance two-seater, from which
he derived the Castd 242. Then came
single-seaters 30s; 301s, and 32p and
311 P, and the two-seater 325s of which
some are still in service with clubs. With
Maubuasson he created the CM-? which
set up two-seater duration records, then
the experimental two-seater JaboIL Then
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Please send news and exchange
copies ef journals to the Overseas
Editor: A. E. Slater, 7 Highworth
Avenue, Cambridge, CB4 2BQ, England.

came CM-21S, a highperiormance single
seater, and its aerobatic version, CM
8/13, from which was derived the Sylph
with jet motor, and its descendants.
Military planes designed boy him were
Dewoitine 520 and Fouga "Majister".

Annet Segera, who flew in the first
world war, was ",one of the most dynamic
animators of soaring in France" and was
a glider pilot from 1924 onwards, His son
is now Vice-President of the
FFVV.-Aviasport.

FINNISfI THERMALS LAST
ELEVEN HOURS

The following letter was sent from Mr.
Jussi Soini of Helsinki to "The
Aeroplane" some 20 years ago apropos
some remarks in "Gliding Notes", but
was not published. Now, however, it is
once again topical.

On July 3, 1949, Martti Kahva, flying a
Weihe from Jll.mijarvi Gliding School,
made the world's longest duration
thermal flight. Jami school is situated in
south.west Finland about 60km from the
coast of the Gulf of Bothnia on a very
long and broad gtavel ridge,
Hlteenkangas. The ridge originates from
(,he Ice Age. It is no use for slope-soaring.

The thermal conditions at Jami are
very good. In the sunny summer
mornings the tnermals usually begin at
about Sam. The first cumulus clouds
form half an hour later, The thermals
(both ground and cloud thermals) are
good till H-12hrs, when tbe sky ,is full
of clouds. Then there are only cloud
thermals until '1-2pm, when the doud
base breaks and the ground thermals
begin again. The ground has in the mean
time become cool and the new ground
thermals are very good.

The Jlimi Schoo'lllies on the ndge, but
011 both sides of the ,ridge there are wide
forests. These (orests ;become warmed in
the blaze of lhe sun. In the evening, when
the ground tbermals proper have stopped,
the forests begin to give np their warmth
and form a weak evening thermal. The
thermal is not very strong fOf the winning
of altitude, but it is strong enough totlold
,the sailplane up for a much longer time
than normal. With the help -of Ihis
"forest thermal" we can often hold ,the
sailplane in the air till 9pm. Mr. Khava,

for example, flew on September 2
I 949-the <lay before the record
flight-for over 5 hours; he started at
3pm and landed after 8.30pm.

Mr. Kahva is not the only man in Fin
land to have flown for over 11 hours.
Four such flights have been made in F,in
land: Brkki Kantonen, Ilhr 14min; Olavi
Pet-rala, .Ihr 7min; Martii Kahva, Ilhr
Srnin and llhr 32min. We now wait for
the 12 hours to be exceeded. It can be
done ,in thermals, but the weather is not
often good enough for such a long
duration.

The following extracts are from Mr.
Kalwa's account of his flight in the
journalllmailu, translated by Mr Soini.

MarUi Kahva' s Story.

I started from the pass between the two
parts of the field, and asked the tow pilot
to release me near the field because I
expected to find the best thermals there.
At about 200m above the school I passed
through weak lift, but dared not release
so low. Better lift should be found after a
couple of circuits, and it was so. I
released just above the school at 8.30am.
Rate of climb was 1.5m/sec. At 600m ,the
climb surprisingly stopped, and r lost
200m before finding a new thermal. In it I
climbed to 800m and then this. thermal
finished too. But I could maintain height
and saw a Weihe coming to join me. At
9.30am we were soaring in the same lift
and climbing to 1500m without difficulty.
The thermal was very uneven and torn.
At 11 am the first small cumulus clouds
were forming in the western sky. They
were still rather far off and I flew slowly
towards them. Too late I realised that
their distance was too great, so I returned
to the field, the altimeter then showing
8oom.

At the same time I found a "festival
thermal" in which I climbed to 1900m.
The variometer show.ed an average of
4m/sec. Now I was sure I could reach the
cloud area to the west. .M 12.45 1 made
the first circle below clouds. Cloudbase
was at 2000m and I climbed 200m more in
cloud.

I sang and whistled. After a long time I
lOOked at my watch and it showed 4pm. I
flew to Kovesjoki, about 25km from ,the
airfield. Cloudbase was now at 2OOOm. I
reached 2500m in clouds and the best
climb rate was 6.Sm/sec.

At 6pm I flew slowly ,towards the air
field and wondered which of the clouds
would be last to break up. I flew under a
cloud near Ikaalinen, about 10km from
the airfiefd. At 7pm this cloud also began
to break up. I dimbedas high as possible,
but after half an hour the cloud had dis
appeared, I new to the airfield, the
variometer showing O.5m/sec sink. When
I came over the forest on the south side of
the field, the sink became less and was



often zero. I was able to maintain this
long enough. After some circuits I lost the
weak thermal and had to land. Contented
and tired, I landed at 8.02pm. A new
Finnish duration record was set
up.

OBITUARY

ERIC NESSLER

The French gliding world has lost one of
its very first pioneers, Eric Nessler" who
died on February 18, aUhe ageof18.

Born at Luneville on May 20, 1898, he
was drawn to aviation while 'still very
young, and in 1916 built an amateur
aircraft of revolutionary design which he
tried out at the Ruchard mili'tary camp.,

In 19t7 he joi'ned t-he Air Force as a
fighter pilot and was wounded over the
Verdun area. From 1918 to 1920 Eri'c
Nessler was all instructor and test pilot.
He returned to gliding, however, and
between 1920 and 1923 participated in the
first gliding meetings in France at
Combergrasse, VauviJIe and La Banne
d'Ordanche.

He gained many French gliding records
and set an international duration record
of 38hrs 21min on June 18-19, 1942. In
1937 and 1938 he participated in the first

Wor,ld Championships of the ISTUS
(which became OSTIV) and in 1938 at
Berne he was second.

In 1'938 he became gliding inspector
within the Popular Aviation movement,
then in 1941 became head of the National
Gliding Centre a,t the Montagne Noire
and participa'ted in the evaluation of the
Olympic glider MeiwOIympia in 1939.
He was the first pilot ofa french glider to
obtain a Gold FAI badge (1938), was the
third Frenchman to obtain three
Diamonds (1952) and the first to fly more
than 500km, performing this feat at
Wichita Falls, USA, in 1947.

A pioneer of gliding, Eric Nessler
helped to found this new sport and to
train the first instructors. Author of the
History of Gliding, he was a reserve
officer of the Air Force, Officer of the
Legion d'Honneur. holder of many
decorations, and in 1969 he received
gliding's highest tribute, the Lilientha.
Medal. Finally, in 1973 the French
Gliding Federation awarded him its first
Gold Medal.

He continued to fly gliders unti just
before his death and was regularly seen at
Buno Bonnevau with his Fauvel flying
wing. A man of great charm and
modesty, he will be missed by many. and
in particular by young pilots, for whom
he was a source of great encouragement
and inspiration.

W.E.M.

~_ BUY BRITISH il'lI.ealii1il!\!!!J ea
CROSBY

ANDREASSON BA-4B
The superb fast aerobatic metal

biplane as displayed by
Peter Phillips

:~:
ROLLS ROYCE POWERED

100 HPBA-4B £8,500
130 HP Super BA-4B £8,900
each complete with starter, alternator,
battery, cabin heater, disc brakes, fully
castoring taUwheel, luggage locker and
corrosion proofed throughout.
Inverted fuel and oil system for
competition work, fully enclosed sliding
ca nopy and 11 glider tow hook are optional
extJas.

£onstructional Plans-£SO

Built and Distributed by:
C,ROSBYAVIATION LIMITED
Archery House, Leycester Rd,
Knutsford. Cheshi're. TEL: 4254

11: BUY BRITISH =_!!IiiiiI _ IIiiI!!!!!

SOAR AHEAD WITiH A 'BLANIK'
Unsurpassed in Performance and Reliability Fully Aerobatic

Now with Improved Airbrakes

Delivered U.K. £4,100 and Duty £200 (incruding instruments)

2,000 Blaniks manufactured and production continuing
Get with it -join the 'BLANIK' set and progress in the 70's

Di$1ibutor for U.K. and Eire:

Peter Clifford Aviat,i()n Limited, Oxford Airport, Kidlington, Oxford
Tel, Kidlington 4262 Telex 837252 Cables: Cliffair, Oxford

Sole Exporter for CzechoslovBk AviBtion P/()ducts:

Omnipol Limited. Washingtonova 11. Prague 1, Czechoslovakia
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A DISCIPLINED USE OF RADIO

Dear Editor,
I believe that the time has come for some action by the BOA to

secure a more disciplined approach to the use of radios by glider
pilots and their ground crews.
~ With the intwduction of a further unrestricted frequency
(130.1), an ,oppor,tunity presents itself for some seriQus
considerati.on to be given towaros ,the training of radio users and
the provision of a safer medium of c<)mmunication.

The original intention of airborne radios in gliders was to
enable th~ pilot to rel'ay landing information to his crew. The
devefopment of the airborne radio has reached the stage now
where for competition and safety work its use has become in
many cases mandatory. In view of the predominance of glider
borne radios throughout the UK, might Jsuggest that better use
and understanding or the facility might be achieved, at the same
time as accomplishing a specific cloud flying requirement, by
making the ,existing 130.4 frequency a general ,category frequency
to include unrestricted use for all purposes of club flying,
training and recreational gliding. The new frequency (130.1)
would be a privileged frequency, the use of which would be
restricted to alJ users both airborne and ground who had proved
their proficiency on the basis of a simple paper and test, prepared
by the BGA on the basis of minimal requirements for correct
radio-telephony procedure.

The suggested introduction of a privileged or restricted
frequency obviously hints of le~islation and I must stress ihat in
my view formal licensing must be avoided at all costs, and that
;the proficiency test referred to would be In the best interests of
the gliding movement as a whole and could, or m~y, form part of
the Bronze C paper.

T,hese proposals are not intended to create a race of gliding air
line pilots, but are intended to give the opportunity to both
competitive pilots and progressive club pilots to use a frequency
which enjoys the condition of better e,ommunication and thereby
less frustration in the passing of urgent or 'safety messages.

I would 'appreciate comments concerning these suggestions
which J beIieve shou1d be treated urgently in view of lhe recency
of the introduction of the new frequency.
Sevenoaks, Kent. M. R. CARLTON

RHODA'S MNEMONIC

Dear Editor,
I like to say L Look

U Undercarriage
S Straps and speed
T Trim

on the downwind leg. But I learnt that LUST alone will not save
you. After a difficult launch and two happy hours ridge soaring
(my first. flight of the season), I joined the circuit and said
"LUST!" I peered aAxious:ly about, raised the wheel, attended to
straps. and speed, set the trim and then scratched my beautiful
tummy most Cruel on the vicious flints that afe set like Stone Age
axeheads in tllat lovely gliding site. I then had an undercarriage
warning fitted, but il warned when the wheel was down as well as
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when it was up, so I took a large screwdriver to it and invented an
off-tow mnemonic-TRUE (Trim and undercarriage)-and now
I trust toTRUE LUST.

People who are absent minded Of scatter brained are much
helped by mnemonics. Our character failings are exaggerated
when we are airborne, due to having been born without wings.
Cardigan, Dyfed. RHODA PARTRIDGE

TUG LEFT, GLIDER RIGHT?

Dear Editor,
In.June 1972 I asked, in ,the flOW alas defunct Instructor, which

way the tug shoufd turn after the glider releases as my club
(Doncaster) seemed to be out-of-step. I 'suggested that it was best
for the tug to descend off a left turn white the glider turned right.
Nobody disagreed with me, which I found rather surprising, and
one chap, who had bad a tug descend on top of him in Switzer
land, heartily agreed. The ensuing correspOndence brought out
the following points:
I In a side by side two-seater tug ie Condor, Auster etc, it

was easy for the pilot to see if the area to his left and below
was clear.

2 It seems to be more natural to look out to the left.
3 If the tug is fitted with a mirror, as it should be, it is easier to

see the glider release if it turns right.
4 On some gliders the release is on the left of the skid and

therefore a right turn is away from the rope.
I am reluctant to suggest that we burden ourselves with yet

another rule but perhaps we could add "tug left, glider right" to
the list of recommended practices.
Huntington, Yorks. M. C. USHERWOOD

DON'T MUTILATE MACCREADY

Dear Editor,
Dr Paul MacCready opened up the Bishop Wave in California

to world altitude records; then he became World Gliding
Champion in France in 1956. Now, with the invention of his
famous Ring, his name deserves to go down to posterity; but it
won't unless people learn to spell it properly. European avia'tion
journals persistently call him McCready, and at least two British
gliding pundits have managed to cut him right down to
McReady, while I have even seen the first "c" replaced by an
upside-down apostrophe.

The rule is to use the maximum possible number of letters: but
don't overdo it by turning the final "y" into "ie"-he's not
Scots.
Cambridge. A. E. SLATER

LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP

Dear Editor,
Derek Piggou's article on cable break briefings and Bill Scull's

article on launch accidents, (8&0 April, p68 and p70) were, in my
opinion, admirable as far as ,they went. May I venture to suggest,
however, that an important aspect or cable break briefings neg
lected? Even before 'teaching the machanics of 'cable break was
recovery pilots should be trained to be prepared and plan for
launCh failures be/ore they happen, ie plan befor~ flying. Much
of the mUline thinking and decision making will then already
have 'been done leaving the pilot freer, at a criilicaltime, to get on
with the recovery. At most tne pilot's thinking iload, when the
launch does fail, need only concern minor modificatiOns, if any,
to the plan.

Pilots should be trained to have a jolly good look around and
check the windsock before each flight. Having done ,these things
he can then work out which way to turn after a launch failure
(assuming a "straight ahead" isn'~ on) and where to land and
where to avoid. .
Reading DON WEBBER



90 Oxford Road, Garsington, Oxford OX9 9AE

Agents: SOARING OXFORD (D. Lidbury & P. Pratellil

ATRIBUTE TO JOHN REUSSNER

Dear Editor,
I have just formed a syndicate to operate one of the best T-21s

that Slingsbys ever built-sorry! Rhoda. It will be based at North
Weald, HQ of the Essex Gliding Club. Whilst it will mostly be
used as a "funmachine", we do hope to go across country etc.

I am ploughing through all the available literature to try to
find out what unusual and record flights (distance, duration,
height and anything else) have been made in a T-21.
Undoubtedly many nights of merit in this delightful machine
have gone unsung.

If any readers would care to send me details of such flights I
shall be pleased to refund the postage. We can't yet decide
whether to call her Icarus or Oarius. Any other suggestions?
21 Masefield, Crescent, Lond'on N14 4AG. MIKE CONROY

JOHN SIMPSON

T-21 , HISTORICAL DETAILS REQUIRED

able to make measurements of a great many sea breeze fronts and
it may be encouraging to know that in the last 23 traverses I have
made (with moral supPQrt of engine) across these fronts, all
included some air rising at more than I Y2 kts. In flights made
between 750ft and 24ooft, the average peak lift was 3.5kts and
the area of rising air extended over a line ¥.. mile long.

These flights were mostly made between 4pm and sunset in
June and July, and it is clear that on many days the front is
"improving" during this period and can still be highly soarable
at sunset. For example a certain front south of Lasham on which
Hugh Hilditch was unable to maintain height at 3.0pm, when
investigated four hours later was found to have large areas of

. strong lift. This particular front was found, by the aid of ground
records, to have passed Oxford later in the night!

I am now working in Cambridge, where sea breeze fronts are
also known to occur, although so far I have only three well
documented records of fronls past here. I should be very grateful
for any news from gliding types of sea breeze fronts in East
Anglia. I should like to follow as many case studies as possible
this season. At what rate do they advance? Does a line come in
from the north as well as from the south-east? Any information
of time and place and, if possible, soaring details at fronts would
be most helpful if sent to me at the Department of Applied
Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, Silver Street, Cambridge,
or telephone 60475 (evenings).

J. C. RlDDELL

Telex 21792 ref. 908Telephone 086736 565

Welherby, Yorks.

Dear Editor,
Are you in favour of sea breeze fronts? Or against them?

Whichever is true you cannot afford to ignore them, because
good soaring days are good sea breeze days.

As part of my work as a research meteorologist I have been

=:=1%B-

Dear Editor,
The mention of John Reussner's name in the obituary to Air

Cdr L.P. Moore (S&G April, 1'82) reminded me of his sad death
in December 1974 at work. He was In his early fifties.

I first met John in 1955 when I went to the Yorkshire Club at
Sulton Bank to fly my first Skylark I. John was then Chairman
and working at Slingsby's as designer and draughtsman. His
mentor and chief, the late Fred Slingsby, asked him to take an
interest in the club and play a part in its development.

John had learnt his aeronautics in Hull where he lived with his
widowed mother until his marriage. His enthusiasm and ready
wit, somewhat laconic, was a constant stimulus, and set off the
energies in others. However John's energies were equally
apparent at logs Lane where the combination of the thrustful
Reussner and the more cautious Mr Slingsby produced a period
of creative eHortthat has not been seen since. It started with the
Skylark I in 1952 to the Dart in 1965. A corporate achievement
that placed the name of Slingsby on the world gliding map, and
tile products are still with us today'in their distinctive simplicity.

Perhaps John's significant contribution was the conception
and design of the Swallow, a commercially successful glider. He
himself built the enlarged version, the Swift, in his garage, and it
was flown successfully for some time by a syndicate at Sutlon, of
which he was a member. Although a successful glider, it did not
go into production at Kirbymoorside.

John prospered for a while with Jack Bradley, but then
became Sub-Contracts Manager at Hawker Siddeley at Brough
until his death. This immensely practical man gave us a great
deal in gliding. John Reussner was not the principal, but I do not
feel that Slingsby's could have been so successful without
Reussner.

DATA WANTED ON SEA BREEZE FRONTS
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Club
News

The winch that Carl built
for the Cornish GC-with
a little help from his friends.
Carl Knight is in the driving
seat with John Turner,
centre, andJ. Wooldridge.

Copy and ph01ogr,aphsfor the August-September issue should be sent to ,the Editor. S&G. 281 Queen Edith's Way, Carnbr,idge CB'
4NH. tel' Cambridge 4n25. to arrive not later than Jtme 9 and: the' October- November issue to arrive not later than August 11.
Apri/22 GILLlAN BRYCE-SMITH

BICKMARSH

Bickmarsh prospers, supporting gliding,
parachuting and power flying groups, and we
hope to run gliding courses later this season.
The hangar is bulging with a syndicate Blanik,
T-21, K-7, Grunau and Pirat, together with a
variety of powered aircraft.

Launch facilities consist of two tugs with
winch back-up, so the only delay now is caused
by the elements. We are entering the second
season under the new club, having had an
accident free record, despite heavy traffic at
times. Much credit must go to the Management
Committee, particularly our Secretary, Wendy,
and Field Operations Manager, I. J., for
unfailing enthusiasm to keep things moving.

Wave appeared {lver Bickmarsh on March 28
and D. B. took the Blanik up to SOOOft at an
average climb rate of6OOft/m'in in blue skies.

Membership is increasing steadily but there
is still room for some private syndicates and all
visitors are welcome.

D.B.

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE

There was a big shake-up in the officials at the
annual meeting. Chairman, Mike Harper, and
Treasurer, Norman Harris, gave up and were
replace\! by Keith Aldridge and Robbie
Robertson in an election rivalling the US
Presidential for complexity.

On March 27, a good wave day, Robbie got
to 18000ft and Gold C height claims were made
by R. Barrell, Lance Peters and Brian Curtis.

We have had a good crop of first solos as
well as a successful visit by the RAF, who
allracted some TV coverage. Norman Harris,
who gave up the money worries in order to fly
more, succeeded with 27hrs and a Gold height
in a week at Portmoak.

B.S.

BUCKMINSTER

The clyb expedition 10 Portmoa'k was a
resounding success, members returning with
four Silver heights, four Gold heights, and five
duration legs. Rupert King sat at IOOOOft for
seven hours without ,8 watch. I think he would
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have still been there had not Brian Spreckley
been launched in the Bocian to fetch him
down.

New syndicates are being formed and
already an IS-29D8 and K-6E have arrived with
the promise of more exotic merchandise such
as an ASW-20 and PIK 20.

The first AGM of the Limited Company was
held in April and the newly approved
commillee has settled in to its duties. All augers
well for the future.

D.R.B.

BURTON & DERBY

Although our achievements in 1975 were less
spectacular than in the previous year and Keith
Bowdler (Dart 15) was the only pilot to
complete his Silver C, there were more cross
countries with oul-and-returns by Messrs
Towson, LawIey, Specht, Lawrence and
Shelton. Durations were gained by Terry
Burton and Mick Delahay with Bill Prince
failing by four minutes due to, a launch fumble
delaying ,the flight.

The cups were presented at the annual
dinner-dance, the George Edge ladder trophy
going to Don Towson and the CFI trophy to
George Edge for outstanding effort in flying
and club operations.

The K-6cR was the only casualty in the
January gales, having been rolled in its trailer
before meeting the hangar. There was minor

Glidervvork
Cof A OVERHAULS

and REPAIRS
By l. GLOVER senior inspector

~1~
Husbands Bosworth Airfield. Near Rugby

Tel: Husbands Bosworth 375

structural damage. a shattered canopy and a
bent trailer. Look after your canopies-they
are very expensive!

Congratulations to Bill Yates on going solo
on his 16th birthday. A syndicate Grunau Baby
has appeared on the site which has yet to show
its paces.

The early months saw feverish C of A
activity and a small group went to Shobdon at
the end of March when Garth Law!ey gained
Silver height.

Site security still remains unconfirmed but
we are carrying on, with developments
expected in the near future.

P.A.W.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

March was abysmal in terms of hours and
launches flown, and a record for screaming
crosswinds. There were two wave climbs on
two days near Duxford, to 6300ft and S500ft,
which were certainly unusual.

April went off with a bang with Sigfrid
Neumann whizzing his Kestrel 19 round a
300km declared triangle on the third day of the
month-perhaps the earliest long flight In East
Anglia. On April 19, Paul Street (Skylark 3)
flew to DunstalJle and Eric Fenner (Olympia
460) to Finmere for their Silver distances.
There was also a 300km triangle in a PIK 20, by
Steve Longland.

S.N.L.

CORNISH

The soaring season has opened a Iiltle late at
Perranporth. First away was Roy Pentecost
completing his Sliver C with a duration and
distance flight to Alternun on Bodmin Moor.
picking up the Early Bird Trophy en roule.

Our new Chairman, Pete Arthur, is on an
instructors' course as is Cherry Sincock, who
will be our first lady instructor-nice one
Cherry.

CFI Dave Pentecost has arranged an inland
site for use this summer and while normal
training will continue at Perranporth, solo
pilots can soar under the sea breeze front, all
made possible by Carl knight's winch. The
club's thanks 10 Carl and' 'his friends".

J.W.



COVENTRY

The season really started at the beginning of
April. Nick Hackeu flew the first 100km cross
country from HB and during the following
....eekend conditions were e)(cellent and most
other cross-country pilots notChed up their first
triangles.

On Sunday April 4, an Astir CS visited the
site and was flown by six or seven interested
club members all of whom were very
irnpressed.

The levelled and re-seeded strip has been
brought back into use. Our holiday courses
have started so it's seven days a week gliding at
HB for the rest of the season.

C.T.

DEESIDE

There are now three two-seater gliders at
Aboyne, a ten man syndicate having bought a
Capstan to team with the club Capstan and
Aberdeen University Bocian. All are available
for instruction at times.

There have been about five Diamond climbs
this year, the top height being 24000ft on April
17 by John Fraser (K-6E).

R.H.

DEVON & SOMERSET

The annual expedition to Scotland returned
last week, after an abortive visit to
Aboyne-apparently the weather just wasn't
co-operative.

Simon Minson has gone solo, just ten days
after his 16th birthday. He is the first second
leneration pilot to do so; Dave, his father has
no....n with the club since the early days at
Dunkeswell. Joe and Bob Beard have also gone
solo and Geoff Cook has completed his Bronze
C.

We have recently instituted a "Fly In and
Take Me Home" trophy with the Weston
Super-Mare Gliding Club called the
Woodsprings/North Hill challenge trophy.
With this, we hope to encourage more cross
country flights between the two clubs. As
Woodsprings is "downhill" from us it is not a
Silver distance, due to the I% rule, but we
hope to see lots of Silvers from the other
direction. Whilst on the subject, may we
remind Tanant Rushtonites, that the Tanill
trophy is still at North Hill.

Congratulations Frank Bell and Rob Hobbis
on becoming fully rated instructors. The recent
fine weather has given some fine soaring
flig!lls. Over the Easter weekend we added a
connection to our field telephone to be used
from the aerotow line, making the job of log
keeping much easier.

As this issue appears, we shall be just
beginning Competition Enterprise, and trust
that the weather will be kind to us, and for our
task week at the end of June.

J.R.H.

DUNKESWELL

lan King found our first thermal of the year on
March 24. Bronze legs have been completed by
Dave Parker, Steve James and Kschell Eleffsen
and in April we had climbs to 6000ft from car
launches without reaching etoudbase.

Our CFI is running a well attended course of
Saturday night lectures and we have a good
social programme. Our Secretary, Barbara, has
taken up powered flying and wenlsolo after

two hours' instruction. In due course"she will
be an additional tug pilot.

Our tug has returned from its overhaul and is
working hard. We continoe to have visitors
from many clubs and hope this will continue.

W.J.E.

EAST SUSSEX

We enter our second full year in an optimistic
mood with several courses and a task week
planned. Our first annual dinner was a howling
success-90 members and guests attended
including Bill Scull and Chris Simpson,
(recently retired BGA~ Chairman).

Si)(teen members and four aircraft migrated
to Portmoak at the end of February and flew a
total of 80hrs dur,ing the week with two Gold
heights and several Silver legs.

This year we will have a second two-seater
and several sYndicates are undergoing birth
pangs. Visitors, as ,ever, lire welcome.

R.P.

ENSTONE

Life is now back to near-normal after the gales
of January 2. Our club gliders are back in
service after repair, but unfortunately we have
to de-rig them every night due to lack of
hangarage.

Doug Blore organised a gliding course over
the Easter holidays which proved to be very
popular and very over-subscribed. Ron
Dewhurst has arranged a programme of
entertainment for the season including a disco
every month. All gliding types are welcome.

Our congratulations to the following
members who have recently gone solo: Harry
Johnson, Dave Wilson, Peter Wardell. Tony
Glanville, Paul Adams. Robbin Smitton, John
Crewe. Eddie Tidbury, Martin Lewin and
David Thomas.

M.W.

ESSEX

First a correction to the last report. The
Chairman's cup was won by Mike Jeffries for
his 300km flight in a Pirat in 5 %hrs. Humble
apologies for the error.

GLIDE ESSEX
You can join as a Flying Member or come
on one of our Holiday Courses, held on
the edge of Epping Forest. Essex Courses
are a unique mixture of Reverse Pulley
and Aerotow. 1976 Holiday Courses run
from early June until late August.
Learn to Glide just 45 minutes ,from
Piccadilly, (or Sohol -but don't try
landing in Hyde Parkl

Membership and Course details from:
Course Secretary

ESSEX GLIDING CLUB
3A Leigh Park Road,

Leigh on Sea,
Essex.

Come and Glide Essex
it's worth more
than it costs

John Wilson has resigned as Chairman to
become our newCFI. Mike Thrussell has
become CH at Swanton Morley but we are
glad he will continue his membership at Esse)(.
Alan Dodd has taken over as our Chairman.

The last months have been make and mend
time, gelling gliders and trailers ready for the
season. A T-21 has been added to the private
fleet.

We had one superb day when Peter Gill did
his. duration and the SHK a 380km cross
country. We have four aspiring instructors this
year with Tim Healey and Malcolm Nixon at
present on their course.

S.B.

ESSEX & SUFFOLK

A large number of changes of key club officers
were made at the AGM in March. Mike Lee,
Chairman for five years, resigned and his place
was taken by a former Chairman, Eric
Richards. "Nobby" Bone, Treasurer, handed
over to Jamie Waiters and has become
President. Bob Green replaces John Osbourne
as Secretary. Both "Nobby" and John have
given long IInd valuable service.

Russ Richards (Std Cirrus) climbed to
.l5000ft at Portmoak to ,complete his Gold C
and Mike Lee (K-6E) has claimed Oold height
with a flight at Aboyne in March, also to
complete his Gold. In early April Eric Lewis
(SHK) and Colin Smith (Pirat) had duration
flights in thermats, Colin completing his Silver
C. Bronze Cs have been achieved by Brendan
Grimsey and Ed Leach, with a C by Frank
Bodiam.

We have tug troubles. Both our Condor and
Auster have hit expensive problems now being
sorted out. Tony Sullon and syndicate helped
out with their Auster and at Easter we were
grateful to Harry Fennelly and Pete Clark,
Peterborough & Spalding GC, for bringing
their Rallye Commodote to allow flying to
continue.

C.C.S.

HEREFORDSHIRE

Keith WilsoR, our CFI felt that be needed a
break after many years instructing. He will
continue flying with us, and our thanks to him
for his help in building up such a marvellous
club. Chas Nightingale has the difficult task of
following such a like<tble and competent CFt as
Keith.

On April 15, our Chairman, John Hunt, had
the pleasure and priv'ilege of meeting the
Queen, who flew from Shobdon after her visit
to Hereford to distribute the Maundy money.

Bill Scull and Brian Spreckley are running
Instructors' courses at Shobdon at present.
Our fleet is back to normal with Cs of A com
pleted on the Pirat and one Blanik and the
Falke with a re-Hfed engine and C of A.

Some e)(cellent wave flying produced the
club height record (22500ft) for Lemmy
Tanner, and other lesser achievements for
many pilOts and visitors. Ten knot thermals
were recorded in March, too.

C.R.B.

HIGHLAND

On Sunday, April 11, the High
land Gliding Club, after four months hard
labour, began operating at a new site at
Dallachy Airfield, Spey Bay, Morayshire;
length 1100 yards; width 70 yards; direction,
NE/SW. "Never have so many stones been
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Pric85 are. FOB, I,.lvermore, California.
Shipping weight-8oz.

NE: L 5 C N Manufactl!red by TED NELSON, CO.• (415) 447-4069
OXYGEN fLOW METIRS 8638 i'etterson Pass Road. Livermore. Celifornia9455'O

Th!! NELSON AE,RO OXYGEN FLOW METER is a fail-proof d!!vice that shows the
oxygen flow to the pilot's face mask. It is molded 'of clear LEXAN plastic !Ind the o,xy'
gen ·flows through a tapered 'l1ole which causes a round ball to flo'at upward and be sUp
ported at a point where the oxygen w;ill pass around it. The ball positiolll.al0"9 side the
scale numbers indicates the LPM oxy,gen flow and alsl} the altitud!! rl!quir!!m!!nts.
F,lying on .0xY9!!n develops pot!!l')lial hypoxia hazards due to the variations in the output
of the vanol,lS oxygen regulators and face masks. Installing this new flow meter into the
system. reduc,es one of the poteBtiall1azards by showing the pilot that there is sufficient
oxygen. flowing .for safe operation of thl! aircraft. lihis flow meter 'is as necessary for
safe flytng at' !lIUtud!!s above 12500 feet 'as any other instrum!!nt on the aircraft panel.
Lack of oxy,gen c~n cause hypoxi~ to de~elopwithout any warning and it can be pre
vented by uSing thIS new safety deVIce. Write for more information.

Our landlof'd has decided to make every
available squar.e metre pay its way and sown
the area bounding our airstrips with cereals. In
these days of economic strife who· can blame
him-we just need to fly more tidily.

There were a.lso drastic changes at ollr AGM
with the retirement of our Chairman and
Secretary. Ralph Jones has· rather pressing
business in Finland this year and Peter Purdie
deserves a rest after carrying the administration
for sever!!1 years. Our thanks to them both.

We welcome· John Francklow, a member of
three separate syndicates. as. Chairman and
Max Fendt as Secretary. Mike Whittingham
continues as Treasurer. There was a willingness
of volunteers to take office this year and an
election was necessary, whereas last year we
virtually press ganged our dep'leted CounciL

A Ilew aircraft has arrived-the Hurst Air
Scouts have joined us with their T-ll,
purchased apparently by ,the sale of horse
manure collected from local stables in bulk and
sold off in bags.

At the annual dinner in February the Irving ,pOI
for speed round a triangle was awarded to
Doug Walker, ,the Horse ShQe trophy went to
Pete Ve.rkroost for his performance in Ilast
year's Lasham Regionals and Tony Crease was
presented with a special non-r,ecurring trophy
for the first SOOkm ,triangle in a club glider, the
Dart.

At the AGM: Richard Metcalfe was elected
next year's Chairman and Hiefonymus BQsch
was elected to the newly creaied PQst ,of trailer
painting officer.

A group of students took the.'S~Ylark4 up to
the Mynd at the end of March )nd they all
managed to do some soaring from bungey
launches. -

A.P.P.

INKPEN

R.G.W.

lifted by so few for the convenience of so
many."

By almost universal consent, members gave
up flying this spring to get Dallachy ready
before ApIil 10, when Aberdeen University
Gliding Club was coming for a week's flying
and winching experience.. We picked up the last
stone as their trailer rolled in.

We started out at Dallachy with a new CFI,
Jeff How'lell, and a greatly reduced fleet: an
ex-RAfGSA Bocian lE, "eautifully re
furbished by Harry Orme, a K--6cil. and a
privately-owned Oly 28. Launching is by twin
drum winch and '!he occasional aerotow.
Appropriately, Hendry Dyce, Chai,rman, and'
Bill Hill, Treasurer and prime mover of the
whole project, were the first to land at
Dallachy after a soaring flight from Milltown,
eight miles away. Tile first launch was 8

soaring flight of 18rnin by Jeff Howletl and
Bill HiIl-a good omen for the future,
perhaps?

This move ends our long associat,ion with
MiJltown, first as the civilian COre ,of RNAS
Fulmar, then as the Highland Gliding Club
sharing ,the site with RAFOSA Fulmar. We
have some regrets, and many happy memories.
We hope that our Fulmar friends 'past and
present, and others, will visit us 10 enjoy the
amenities of Dallachy as we iron out ,tile snags
and conquer the hazards in our progress
towards creating a really good site.

R.E.T.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE

TVPEA-8-A
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'le" PIPE STREET ELBOW

A-8-A NIPPLE ASSY.

HOSE CONNECTOR
MS-21964-USAF
SCOTT-5065-10

'the above- TYPE A,·8-A exygen regulalor Is com·
monly !lsed ift moder. sailplanes andr makes an
Ideallnstallallon whea a NELSON panel mounted
oxygell flow mete, Is Ised 10 visually show the
aclual Iiters of flow during nighls above 12,500
'eel The regulafor Is usually mounlelf on the
inslrumenl panel. The oxygen flow 10 the 'ace
mask Is turned on Ind flow adluslell ,by a needle
valve operaled: by Ihe pllol. In Ihis Installalion,
the flow meler and tubing .r,subJect 10 very low
pressure, so vinyl tubing Is used" and the panel
oullel valve does not have a now c!leck velve.
The A8A Installation kills lowe, In cosl.

LIST PRICE· $35.00

UNION ELBOW-265-N

l

TIle abovt SCOTT PORTABLE MARK Z Inslalla
lion Is an example of how any portabll unil can,
bl plumbed III allow a panel mounled f10Vi meler
III lie Inslalled 0" Ihl aircraft panel and Ihut be.
In easy view of the pllol al all times.
A spacial NELSilN hose conneclor, panel oullel
valve, Nylon fillings and seml·rldged plasllc lub
Ing are supplied In a kil willl Ihe panel mounl
MODEV'P" flow meler. ne tubln, Is rouled
under Ihe floor or In, side panel. Tha mask hose
connector Inserts inlo a panel mounled outlet
check valve whlcll controls ahe flow of oxygen 10
Ihe liIask, OX.YIen IIow ,stops aslhe conneClor Is
removed. -

USTPRICE . $39.00
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THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED

Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD - 45 MINS. FROM LONDON)
Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain

Private Pilot's Licence

Silver C conversion from £100

Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence

Night Flying -Instrument Flying - RIT

Flying Instructor Courses

Frasca Flight Simulator

Board of Trade Approved Courses 35 hours

Residential Courses available

Licensed Bar. Diners Club Credit Cards accepted

Barclaycards and Access accepted

CFI Derek Johnson YATElY 873747 IManagement)8n152 IOperation$)

KENT

We had some good ridge soaring in March and
quite fast flights were made along the ridge to
Rochester and back. The first weekend in April
saw Skt thermals to a SOOOft cloudbase.

We are very sorry that "Uncle" Bill Bailey
has retired as deputy CFI after ten years. Many
of us have reason to be grateful for his quiet,
careful words of wisdom.

C.B.

LONDON

The first cross·country of the season was on
February 14 when "Lofty" Russell flew his
Kestrel 19 to Lasham 10 be the first of the year
to collect the plate. John Cardiff did a 36Skm
out·and·return to the Long Mynd in 4 ~ hrs in
early March with a 30kt wind.

The John Jeffries' high·performance courses
are again being run for post Bronze and post
Silver C pilots, and are over subscribed, as are
our ab-inilio courses. At one post Bronze
course in April they all flew tQ Lasham in K·8s.
leaving our site at 17.00hrs to gain Silver
distance and Silver height on the way. Earlier
in the week they completed their duration.

Our mini competition at Easter completed
(he atmosphere and some 30 pilots joined in
with close competition in both Classes. John
Cardiff won the "more experienced" Class and
GilIianCase the "less experienced" Class.

Gillian and Bob Drewel gained their Silver
distances during the competition to complete
their Silver Cs. Apart from general competition
procedures being learnt, there were some
exciting aerotow retrieves with a shuttle service
on one day from Husbands BQsworth, which
included five dual tows.

D.Y.

MIDLAND

We all congratulate Jack Minshall on his BOA
diploma. We have been aware for years of our
1000 fortune in having Jack's wide-ranging
knowledge and skills so readily available.

Don Brown and John Brenner collected a
clutch of club trophies between them at the
annual dinner, leaving Chris Aldiss the Long
Mynd cup (best distance in a club glider), Louis
Rotter the Maxam (club effort) and Dave
Woolfthe Neill cup (best ab-Inifio).

After a sometimes frustrating winter and a
poor beginning to March, ,the season proper
got off to a promising start. Mike Horan got
lSOOOft asl in wave on March 28 and at about
that time the first 8 to lOkt "Shropshire
Boomers" began to make their presence felt.
The early courses did well with good wave and
thermals. April S must have been a fine
introduction to gliding with almost every two
seater flight having a gain of between 3000 and
6OOOft, the best tw()-seater height, flown by
Jack Minshall, being more than l0000ft.

A substantial reconstruction of lhe bar is
nearing completion. Bob Scarborough and Vie
Teague led the team responsible· for this
enormous improvement.

W.J.T.

NORFOLK

We understand that the Super Falke is a
-considerable improvement on the early version,
and by the time this is published we expect to
be the lirst civilian club to have one in
operation.

On Easter Sunday we held a very successful
fund raising event by combining a static glider

"a considerable improve,menr on rhe early

version . .. " See Norfolk.

display with an open day at a fish farm. thanks
to club member Robin Cornbe.

CFI Joe Podolski has recently earned two
distinguished qualifications-first as a motor
glider examiner, and second as a senior
inspector for glider repair and maintenance.

C.E.G.

OUSE

The RAF vacated Ruffoflh over a year ago and
the ownership of the site is now in doubt. We
hope to remain here, but as yet this is
uncertain.

We welcome R. Burton, a IS year old school
boy who is taking part in the D\.lke of
Edinburgh Award scheme. We wish him luck
in his gliding project.

The tug, a RoBason Condor, now belongs to
the club after hiring it for the past four years.

J.G.

OXFORD

We have decided to sell the Skylark 3 and
replace it with a K-8 to make conversion from
the K-l3s easier for early solo pilots. The
Skylark 4 will remain as the top club aircraft
for the present.

The syndicate; Blanik is now back on the field
after a lengthy C of A, in its distinctive red and
white livery. Plioebus 640 went to Portmoak at
Easter, and Steve Evans obtained Gold height.

The first Silver leg of the season went to Phil
Hawkins, who flew to Nympsfield in the
Skylark 3 on Easter Monday. Recent first solos
include Peter Mosses and Terry Green.

P.H.

DOLPHIN converts your
vario to AIR·MASS readout.
Now the new DOLPHIN AUDIO
completes the simplest soaring
system available today.
Air~m8S8 conversions from £12; two·tone Audio
£62.IiO: Brunswick tuba. £5 plain. £t datachabla;

An<! don't forget JSw Cllculltors It £2.20.

Derails from JSW SOARING
11 Galaxie Road. Cowplain.

Portsmouth. Hants. P089AT.
or phone John WiUiamson 10705-5953441

most evenings 6.30-9pm

PORTMOAK
REGIONALS
3rdto11th July 1976

BGAjCIVV RULES

Test your skills as a
competitor over new
territory FEE £45

Details availablefrom the contest sec.

Scottish GlidingUnion
PORTMOAK •SCOTLANDWELL

KINROSS
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SCOTTISH GUDING UNION

Club members and visiting pilots are trying
their hand at winning credit for free board fir
aerorow time as a reward for pro<;lucing one of
Ihe five best gliding pictures (transparency or
print) which ,they took whilst at Portmoak. The
celebration for the winners will be in
October-Just in time for the autumn wave
season.

Poor gliding weather ,in March produced
long faces, but in spite 'of this,. we are having a
good wave flying year. and the totals could be
well above average.

The figures for two wee'ks in Mar'ch anC!
April were 22 Golds and two Diam~mds, plus
half as many again calibrated elsewhere and a
similar number who have done it several limes
before and did not need to claim. As we also
had many Silver C claims at "just missed Gold
by 150ft", some idea of the recent amount of
wave flying can be assessed.

W. Rozycki (Richard), our local barograph
boffin with approved conditions for calibrating
results, has a detaileQ ilist of claims made over
the past 14 years, and his statistics are adding
up to an interesting pattern, which means t,hat
he can tell ..... hen he should be making high
flying attempts at Portmoak.

The airfield al Portmoak is just about to
have another facelift with 10000 cubic yards of
soil moved from one end of the new north
runway to the other.

A.J.T.

SOUTHDOWN

Following the driest winter for many ,years,
during which fortune kindly allowed Florth
winds to blow mainly at ,the weekepds. we had
the spring pilgrimage to P,ortmoak. Wave was
the goal but over a ten day period 12 members
were disappointed. However, stop press
reports indicate that 'late arrivals climbed to
Diamond regions and Chris B,ackwell com
pleted a 200km triangle. "Boffin" Plunkett
auemptea to l1y home bUI 'landed near
'Ooncaster after 330km.

A highly sl:lccessful year was reviewed at the
AGM in' March with a record number of
launches, cross-country kilomeues and hours
flown. Further growth of our fleet now
depends on how well we haFldle the present
range and number of aircraft during the
coming soaring season.

FollowiFll! the AGM, lrophies were presented
as fo'llows: York cup for most meritor,ious
flight, John Frampton, Lawford cup for best
climb, Keith Mitchell and t'he Skysailing cup'
for the best distaFlce, Cnris Backwalll and John
Frampton.

Our annual party for farmers'kind enough to
allow members to drop in uninvited,was beld in
April aRd again proved worthwhile.

B.A,B.

SOUTH WALES

Our Easter wave week, organised by our
British representative in Germany, Allan
Harris, was patronised by members from four
clubs from Borkenl>erge air,field-a Germall
Lasham. Two members' new oyer in a tandem
falke claiming we think, the first radar
controlled glider approach into ManSion,
Kent. The German pilots, finding that the,ir
Marks bQughl plenty of flying, never ceased
flying, some laking aerotows 10 SOOO and
7ooofl. Freed of the restriclions imposed in
Germany against aerobatics, 0ur instructors
were repeatedly asked for lessons in loops and
chandeJles. One member was hear.d to say that
this should be called "The South Wales
Loopin' Club".

The Easter holiday itself was good an~ on
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the odd day when it was not soarable we
managed 40-50 aerotows. Peor visi'bility
restricted cross-countries but strong lift
provided several Silver durations and plenty of
Bronzes.

The Glamorgan Club's K·7 set IIn ex~mllle
with a Silver flight of over 70km ~r1y 10 the
year. One effec,t of Ihe dry weattler ,IS that our
water supply 'ran dry. A daily 80 g.allol)! water
run was operated by a member In hIS \lan.
Cross-country. yisits this season will be
welcome at Usk.

J.0.8.

SOUTH \'ORXS & NOTTS
Our soaring season began in early March with
several good flights logged. These notes ~re

written at the start of our Easter solQ wee'k WIth
aerotowing being used for the first time. at
Winthorpe.

We, have recently had a large crop of first
solos including Andy Lloyd, Bob Ellis, Bob
Grant, Frank Hunt, Margaret Rochester and

Syd Thackray. The first cross-country from the
site was in mid March when Tony Faulkner
took the Capstan 73km to Skegness.

Progress IS continuing with tile aquisition of
a hangar and we are building a second single
drum winch.

a.M..

STAFFORDSHIRE

The winter evelling lectures have now finished
and we thank t'hose members who gave their
time to t'his new venture. After a winter
remarkably lacking in westerly winds, they
have finally swung in that di,rection aFld given
us some good hill soaring days. Frank
Hemmings took ,the Std Libelle through a wave
slot in the cloud layer and ,tile first Silver leg
was flown from MQrridge when John Howle
kept the Olympia 2B airborne in .hilllift for five
hours, never exceeding IOOOfl.

Congratulations also go ta Alan Cliffe who



C.L.

lained his Gold height on a visit to Portmoak
with the Dart IS.

A new syndicate has acquired ,the ex-Peter
ScOlt Olympia 4l9X and are al'ready extolling
its virtues.

F.B.

SURREY & HANTS
The extreme dryness of the winter and spring
has produced cloudbases of 6000ft or more on
some days and the intrepid few, Pumell,
Hilditch, Garton and loewenstein, have taken
full advantage. Over Easter, when the sky
locally W!lS full of soaring gliders, Chris Garton
returned from an out-and-return to North Hill,
330km, in 3 Y, hrs!

Lasham was in a permanent fine weather
patch over the Easter weekend but visibility
was too poor to allow general crOss-country
flying. HeightS for Silver, along with some five
hour successes, made it an excellent start to the
season with real su,nbathing rather than last
year's blizzards and drifts. ~

TRENT VALLEY

Our soaring season has started ear,ly and
already many hours have been logged. Our two
most memQrable flights so far have been in
wave, which rarely visits our site. Georgina
Stewart (B-4) reached 8000ft and Bob Baines
(K-6) set a height record for our club lit
12000ft, but with no barograph!

At our annual dinner-dance, again most ably
organised by Georgina Stewart, cups were
awarded to Peter Fillingham (longest solo
flight in a club dual glider) and ta Brian
Fowkes (longest flight in a dub single-seater),
Fred Johnson (for ac'hieving IOOllfo in the
Bronze C paper), Adele Swannack (CFI's cup)
and our CFI, Vin FilIingham, won the cup for
th~ fastestlOOkm triangle in his B-4.

John Rice (Pirat) and Bob Baines' ~K-6cR)
shared the cup for the most outstanding flight
which was for their Gold distance 300km
triangles. John Rice, Chairman, also won ,the
ladder and the cup for the longestout-and
return.

We have bought a double-decker AEC 9.6
litre bus and are building our second winch to
use alongside our already overworked winch.
Congratulations to Chas Orof and V,in
Marchant who have gone solo, and: la Ray
Shaw and lou Ryan for completing their
BronzeC.

J.P.N.

ULSTER

We'll lIave a member fl,ying in he<lvyweighl
competition for the first time when Jeremy
Bryson takes the new Kestrel 22 to Finland for
the World Champs. Our expensive isolation
from the rest of the British gliding movement
has inhibited Ulster pilots entering
competitions but when at last €lne of us is
taking the first step, don't let anyone say he
didn't go in fuU plunge.

Jeremy's participation will be an alHreland
effort, though airing the:. (atest British buih
high-performance sailplane. Ma'king up die
Team will be his partner in the Kestrd, Alan
Sands, and three members of the Dublin Club,
led by Stan Dunne as Team Manager.

Lesser pundits are look,ing forward to the
Irish Nationals at Edendeny. Co kildare, from
July 4-16. But cross-'border flights and our
occasional flights across the North Channel to
out landings in Scotland are threatened by

onerous new restrictions requiring all aircraft
to check through designated aerodrome!> on
flights ta and from the province.

We hope representations by the BOA will
gain exemption for glieJers but, meanwhile,
anyone in Britain tempted w glide across to
here (it hasn't happened for some years) should
be warned that they'll be breaking the letter of
tile law if they haven't checked say, through
Carlisle, Glasgow or Prestwick and then land
at either Aldergrove or Sydenham. But
nonetheless, we'll give them a very wann
welcome and see they're comfortable in jail,

R.R.R.

WOLDS

A well attended AGM confirmed John
Durman (Chairman), Bob FOJ( (CH) and Sue
Accy (Treasurer) in their offices and elected'
Bryon O'Nei'll as Secretary, following the resig
nation of Les Cooper who has steered the club
skilfully and energetically for so long. Brian
McFadden inherited the social responsibilities
with Edric Wood in charge of group equipment
and Jan Nowicki looking after aircraft equip
ment. Eddie Rooms is the tu&master.

A mass Bronze theory examination produced
some highly satisfactory results which now
need to be matched by the ability to stay ,in the
air. Recent signs of improved soaring
conditions and an unusually large crop of A
and B candidates should produce more Bronze
C badges this year.

The refurbished Skylark ~ has returned from
her C of A unrecognisable in new red and white
colours, the identical livery of all four club
machines.

O.H.H.

WYCOMBE AIR PARK

At the Thames Valley AOM on March 23,
trophies were presented to' lyn Waltan (best
ab-initio), Laurie Beer (best overall
achievement); Alistair Kay (best height 'gain~

and Mike Pope (longest flight).
During the last weekend of March,

demonstration models of the PIK 20, Astir CS
and DG~IOO were flOwn by members and
visitors. The club fleet is being up-dated-one
Pimt has been sold, two Astirs ordered and a
further K-(3 ,is due in July.

John Nunneley gained Gold C height at
Portmoak, whilst Chris T,ipney and Harry
Cook obtained Diamond height and Doug
Freeman uold height at Aboyne. Harry CoaK
becomes our ninth member to complete all
three Diamonds.

A club task day was held on Easter Monday,
but conditions were diff,icult and outlandings
plentiful. The revitalised old clubhouse had a
re-christening with a "Flashers' and
School'girls" party.

M.H.B.P.

YORKSHIRE

There has !leen an encouraging start to ,the
season. Although we haven't had classic wave
conditions at weekends,there have been plenty
oC climbs to 8000ft.

The report and accounts produced for the
AGM in A,pri! show that the club made a profit
of £tsoo after generous provision for the
replacement of capital items. A bank overdraft
of £8000 has been repaid. The results are due' to
prudent planning and a realistic pricing

strlilctllre which puts us in a healthy position to
fa"e whatever problems 1,976 can produce.

A new Blanik is being added to the club fleet
in May. The Vintage GC held an Easter rally at
Sutton Bank" creating a great deal of interest
and nostalgia. Easter Saturday provided
perfect hill soaring conditions for the "oldies"
and everyone elljoy~ the occasion.

There are still a few places on our courses
held every wee,k until the aulumn and also in
the Northerns, at Sutton Bank from August
7-U. Visitors, with or without a glider are
always welcome, but we appreciate a telephone
call (Sutton 237) to give us·advance notice.

P.L.

SIRVICI HIWS
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)

Since our last entry we have managed three
Joint Service gliding cour.ses, taken part in an
expedition to Aboyne and a .ridge camp al
Nympsfield. Congratulations 1.0 Jack Alcock
on his Gold height at Aboyne, to Bob Welsh
and John Saunders on thei.r Silver duration at
Nympsfield and to "Chalky" White on Gold
height and Bob ol.yndon on Diamond height at
Dishforth during !l break on the return Journey
ffom Abo,yne.

The ASW-17 has arrived and we are
delighted with its performance. We wish
George Lee all the very best with the aircraft in
Finland. The K-18s should ar.rive soon to
replace our k-,8s anil K.(iES. Finally, good luck
to Bill Tootell in Germany. He will be missed
from the tugging scene.

B.L.

CHILTERNS (Weston-on-the Green)

We are sad to S<lY farewell to Geoff and
Pauline Millward-Geoff, deputy CFI for six
years, has been posted to RAF Laarbruch, and
to Oscar Constable" MT member, who is going
to RAF Kinloss.

Our new Cirrus and K-18, plus the K-4, K-8
and K-t3, are read¥ for the soaring season
which started well with several first solo flights
and Brollze legs. We also welcome the many
newc·omers.

S.F.

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)

Gary Bennell received the ab-initio award at
the AGM on March 6, with the Aspirant's
trophy going 10 Charlie Wakeham. The
wooden spoon was suitably mislaid when the
CFl's name featured' at the top of the list! A
party followed the meeting.

Jayne Denllam achieved both Bronze legs
during lhe same afternoon and Clive Bailey
climbed to t3200ft at Aboyne for Gold height.
Several other Bronze Cs are nearing
completion and we are now allempting some
Silver distances.

We bid farewell 10 K-7, n6, a Blanik having
talten its 'place in the fleet. Many thanks to Bob
Farman, now in Salalah, for his work as the
Engineer Member, and good luck to Jim Bond
in the Inter-Services.

E.G.N.
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Chiltern Sailplanes
lID

For Cs of A, Repairs,
Resprays, etc.

to all types of sailplane

WYCOMBE AIR PARK
BOOKER AIRFIELD

Nr. MARLOW ,BUCKS

Tel Works High Wycombe (0494) 445854
Home Stadhampton (08661890517

CHRIS
STEWART
SAILPLANES
C of A's, Crash· & Minor damage
repairs carried out to all wood/metal
fabric covered sailplanes, also part or
complete resprays to your personal
choice. I can offer a quick. efficient
service at a very reasonable ,rate.

THE AIRFIELD, AUEllEY END.
SAFFRON WAWEN, ESSEX CB11 4 LF.
Telephone Saffron Walden (0799) 27621.

FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Syerslon)

Our membership has swelled since the East
Midland Club ceased operations at Swinderby
and amalgamated with us. They brought good
company which we welcome, and lots of useful
bits, but sadly no aircraft.

Good soaring flights and cross-countries
were achieved during the early spring. Sever,,1
of our members went to Belize in the
Caribbean for part of the winter and had the
frustration of looking at high cumulus, superb
sea breeze fronts and wave.

The spring fancy dress party went well. Nigel
Parry finally made it solo after 260 launches
and 50hrs flying. One of our earliest risers and
hardest workers, he celebrated his 16th
birthday during the April task week.

UNDER SUPERVISION Of SENIOR INSPECTOR JOE PODOLSKI

NORFOLK
SAILPLANES

T.M.6. GLIDER RADIO
ACTUAL SIZE X7'1z" LONG
UP T06 CHANNELS, NORMALL Y
SUPPLIED WITH 130. 1AND 130.4

PRICE £150

LONDON SAILPLANES LTD
TtllephQne Dunlttlbltl 62068

°6:r{)j:l °
5 •• 2

SQL 4 3 VOl

Q 0
KESTREL (RAF Odiham)

K.M.G.

10.0.

Our T-21 has completed its 25000th launch and
still remains the "old faithful". We are
exchanging the K-? for a Blanik in the next few
weeks. The Cobra has returned from its stay in
Poland, resplendent in its ne'v finish and minor
modifications.

Ray Milner, Paul Goddard and "Noddy"
Aherne gained their Gold heights at Dishforth
a few weeks ago and Noddy achieved his
duratiOn into the bargain. Our deputy
Chairman, Sqn Ldr Downs, was converted to
the K-8 over the Easter weekend, having gained
his A and B on a course at 8icester.

There is much activity in the hangar as
trailers and aircraft are fettled in readiness for
the forthcoming Inter-Services. Unfortunately
Ray Milner and Paul Gilham have withdrawn
for various reasons, but we wish luck to the
two remaining entrants.

HUMBER (RAF Lyndholme)

We welcome the K·8 which fills the slotteft by
the sale of the Skylark 2. It is nicely finished
and the Piep audio ensures that nearly every
flight is a soaring one. The Oly 463 has gone to
Husbands Bosworlh lInd a new K-18 is due in
the near future.

Easter weekend saw nearly 500 launches with
164 on the Monday. Thefe have been numerous
Bronze legs and Silver heights including flights
by Alex Miles, who is off to Cyprus, and
Simon Davis, soon to leave for Iran.

Our best wishes to Pete Charwell, Gerry
Odell and Mike Pobjoy in the Inter-Services

SAILPLANE & ENGINEERING
SERVICES LIMITED

I
The finest workmanship

at the right price

REBUILDS, REFINISHING
Cs of Aetc

Custom built steel frame
alum clad trailers

Write or phone:
KEN BLAKE

Holmfield Road, Buxton
Derbyshire
Adjoining A53

Telephone Buxton 4365

oTM6o.

Glider & Motor Glider
Repairs & C. of A.
WOOD CONSTRUCTIONS Ale SPECIALISTS

WE CAN COLLECT OR DELIVER

MOBILE R/Ts ON 130.1 & 130.4 MHz
W15AM 6CH WESTMINSTERS @ £115
AM 100 6CH CAMBRIOGES @ £88

All sets sold are completely overhauled
resprayed and meet HOME OFFICE/NATS
specifications.

Crystals in stock on 130.1 & 130.4 for Pye
AM 100 & HP1AM. other frequencies or
types of sets, crystals can be
ordered, delivery of which approx 3-4 weeks

I upon receipt of order.

Service charges for R/Ts on glider
frequencies are on request.

"YElLOW WHEEL" 158 IPSWICH RD NORWICH AEROSPORT ELECTRONICS
Telephone Day 63448/Evening 51891

I
55CRADLEHALL PARK,INVERNESS. IV12DA

TELEPHONE SMITHTON 104631791347 oftor 6pm.
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and 10 Ted Shephard and' Cerry Wheeler in the
Nationals. Finally, a sincere weJc.ome back 10
health to Gordon Berry, who has brought us a
new member from the nursing staff at
Aldershot.

MAP.

WREKIN (RAF Cosford)

On one good day of the Portmoak expedition
Chris Wailer reached Diamond height, and
Jenny and John Saunders and lan Moss gained
their Gold height. The next day Steve Burnell
achieved his duration in diWcult conditions.

Early in March three members joined the
RAFGSA expedition to Aboyne, but bad
weather prevented any notable achievements.
While they were away Mick Boydon took the
Club Libelle to, Gold height after an aerotow
from Cosford, thus re-establishing us as a wave
soaring site afler many years.

Neil East has resigned as Cfl after an
outstandingcontribl1tion to the Club for two
and a half years. We are all grateful for his
unstinting efforts which were recognised Ilast
year by Ihe award of the AOC's
Commendation. Chris Wailer takes over on a
caretaker basis, and other changes include the
election of Ken Routledge as deputy Cfl and
lan Wilson as Aircraft Member.

Our K-IS has arrived in lime for Dave Wood
to take it\o the Inter-Services in company with
Stuart Madean flying the K-S.

We welcomed Colin Maore back to flying
after a long spell off, congratulated Martin
Platt on his Bronze C and Andy Hill ,on going
soIoaflera comparatively short time.

tD.M.

SOLID SlATE GLIDER
RADIO TELEPHONE

FOR ONLY £162.00

E.R.T. 2000

BASIC AIR SET

FEATURES
Microphone/Loudspeaker' Supplied
Maximum Power Transmitter
Two Crystal Controlled Channels Stancfard
Extension Loudspeaker Socket terminated

8 ohms.
B pin Remote Socket tq accept optional eX'lra

EA. 101 Remote Unit.
Antenna Socket to accept Glider Aerial.
Power Cable and F"ses supplied ready to

connect to Glider accumulator,
CAA APPROVED

Pi•••• und lor d.l,iI.

ELECTECHNIOUES
SELSLEY, STROll D.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE GL5 5JY,
(045-36-3129)

,h·1s unCI_ood ..... tt-. 8ritIoh GIlding ...~
cannot _t .~.Ity for "'...... macI. lJy
.......-.. ... "salpl... & Gilding".

Adve...IMments, with> remittance, .hould
be ..nt to Chelron ,P.... 'Ltd., 8110' Park
way, London, NW1 T.r 01·281 1285. Rate
20p a word. Minimum £3.00. 80x numbe,.
lIOp extra. RepU.. to box ,numbe,. 8hould
be _t to the HIIle address. The elo8lng
date for classified edverti.ments for the
Augu.t-~ptemberIssue ,. July 8

FOR SALE

BAROGRAPH fWinter, 26000ft) As New:£150.
'PARACHUTE IIrvin EB69, shoulder pack)
£150. Smith, ~35 St. Stephens Rd, Saltash,
Cornwall. t~IQ~552637.

SWALLOW. New C of A. trailer. view South
Wales, Usk. £1600. Tel Usk 2429 eveni'ngs.

DIAMANT l8m. Full panel. waterballast.
trailer. C of .A to Feh 77. Available NOW.
Offers over £6500. 1'el evenings Parbold 2155.
IIkley5999.

18m SUP,ER FALKE. 2 Shares available in
West Midlands based Syndicate. Tel 021 643
4269lday) Stourbridge 2770 (eve).

SINGLE-SEATER MOTOR GLIDER. SF-25B
Motor Spatz. Hirth Engine, ,£13250no. Peter
L1oyd, Greentiles, 'Mid'dleton Lane, Hutton
Rudby. N. Yorks. Till HUllO" Rudby 700961.

PARACHUTE EB 62. as new. £150. Ultra
f'a<:kset 130'1, 130'4, DEACS and charger,
£100. TeIOxford880606.

Magnetic mObile aerials £13
Pve Cambridges 12v £85 & £95

AN 130.1 and 130.4MHz.

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
St Sampsons, Guernsey, C.1.

(Phone (048114n789/10am, 6/7pml

NORVIC RACING ENGINES LTD.
AIRCRAFT ENGINE DIVISION

For I!.ycoming. Continental' and VW
,oase engine overhauls.

Westgate Hangar, The Airfield.
Little Staughton, Bedford MJ<44 2BN

Tel: Colmworth l023 062) 700

Wales is ~he place!
Tolear,n
the Art of

HANG GLIDING
Two-seater training to solo flying with
Britain's top instructors.

Open 7 days a week.
Weekend IIld holiday courses.

Write lenclosing stamp} or phone for
details

WELSH HANG GLIDING CENTRE
Crickhowell Powv.s Wales.

Telephone 0873 810019
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FOR SALE

CLOSED TRAILER 30' long, 5' wide,. 6' high,
£250. Tel Tadley 31 '0. -

For Sale: The ultimate in {lliding-the SS 1 in
GFK. Completely instrumented, radio, oxygen
equi.p. and special trailer. Absolutely flawless.
DM 30.00001'10. Dip'I-lng Rolf lscMernig, 0
5650 Sm.lNGEN 1, MangeAberger Strasse
354, West Germany.

BOCIAN 'E-privately operated and in
excellent condition, less than 4OOhrs. Open
trailer availat>le. rei N'O 0733-6'569 days.

l-31. Good condition with trailer. fiOJ.
Contact C. Jennings, 4J Middle Street,
Metheringham, Lincs. Tel 052 62 392 or 052 62
208.

K-6e. Excellent condition, microballooned_ Full
panel, clOsed trailer, C of A April 1977. £5250.
Eric Burke, Cheltenham'568.64ldayJ.

SKYlARK 2a., Excellent COAdition, full Cof A,
Parachute, New fitted trailer built October
'975. [25Q() complete kit. Telephone Lisburn
3028.

28ft Type C.9 Parachute, '2yrs old, spring
assisted deployment. Approx 36" x '8">< 7"
Pack. £"001'10. WANTED an EB-62. Phone
Bingham 37004.

COBRA, 38:' at 53kts, excellent handling, big
br.akes, superb condition, low 'hours, u/c
warning. Internal aerial, instruments, excellent
easy-load trailer, £525001'10. Finance av.ailabfe,
No VAT, parachute, radio, etc available, or %
share complete set-up, Lasham, £235001'10.
SAMPSON, Parkstone 74'753 after 7pm.

SWALLOW, Basic Instruments, C of A till
Septerpber. Tel Muir 06'-439 5050 X'64 (day)
Poynton 5425 (evening).

K-4 two-seater, new C of A. Seen Portmoak.
'Deliver( a~ranged anywl1ere. £'20001'10'. 80b
McLean, Scottish Gliding l)niOIl, Portmoak,
Kinross. Phone Scotlandwell 243.
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FOR SALE

STD lIBELlE 2O'a. Built 1968. 95'hrs. Basic
instruments and covered .railer. Waterballast.
PHOEBUS a. Built 1967. ,096hrs. Basic instru
ments and covered trailer. Contact: Lars
Helmersson. lel' 0'3-'31683 or Linkoping
Segelflygklubb. SAAB-SCANIA AB. S-581 88
lINKOPING, S~edert.

FLYING. EQUtPMENT, overalls, flying boots.
helmets, headsets, instruments, altimeters.
ASls, Nav computors. rules. Oxygen
equipment. seat hamess. docks, stop
watches. Vendair, Biggin Hill Airport, Kent.
Tel29-72251.

PIK 20 derTlQOstrator for sale, full year's C of A
but no instruments lnew instrument console
fitted), 1975 model with side hinged canopy.
A nearly new sailplane at a bargain price.
Aircraft £6900 plus VAT with trailer £7750 plus
VAT. Available July' '976. Hulme, Cambridge
8"323.

For Sale: GLIDER PARACHUTES. .Brand New.
Comp'lete Assembly. Tet Elton Weterborough)
490.

OTIFUR RINGS-£1.30 set. p&p free. R.
Sergeant, 9 Shaw Close. Bicester, Oxon.

BLANIK unused for 4yrs, 600hrs total time
'964, in general purpose trailer, £2500. TelOl
7786099 (day) Westerham 64151 (evenings).

DART 17R. Fully instrumented including
horizon, audio and radio. Automated traiter
with rigging aids. Details f,rom David West.
Weybridge45622 ext 353.

S/h K-8a for sale £3450. Apply 'Box No SO 496
for details.

KESTREL 19, big rudder, 750 litre oxygen
system, other extras. new C of Ai excellent
trailer, two-person rigging. Offers Box No SG
494.

CROSSFELL VARIO with Audio, good
condition, £60. Chris Simpson, Leicester
674173 (home), 25651 (office).

SHK AND TRAILER, good condition, new C of
A, Box No SG 501.

SKY 1 34A. good condition, open trailer,
instruments, £155001'10, also K-6 and K-8. for
sale. Box No SG 502. '

SUPERB SKYLARK 2. Dart canopy, lowered
wheel, instruments incl PZL, Crossfell varios,
Turn and Slip. C of A till April n. Trailer.
£230001'10. ChIJrchdown 7'2809 OR Bishops
Cleeve 3266 (Glos).

FOR SALE

PHOEBUS 17c with trailer and basic
instruments. £4750. Box No SG 500.

GEIER I, 1957, 17m. Performance and 001'1
struction similar K-6cR. 700hrs, 6SO ·Iaunches.
instrumentation. Canvas covered trailer.
£1'750. Ch Tech· Oulds, Sgts Mess. RAF
Bruggen, BFP6 42.

COBRA 15, full instruments. radio. parachute,
trailer. etc. Contact P. Partridge, Hus/Bos
Weekends.

THAMES VALlEY GLIDING CLUB has FOr
Sate a PIRATwith instruments. £350001'10, also
YS-53 with! instruments, £450001'10. Contact
Graham Saw, Staines 54084.

LARGE metal trailer for Blanik or similar.
Almost new. Painted white, Length 30ft.
Insured value £800. Offers. Contact "Chev"
Dunstable (0582) 61906 'Day 62765 Evenings.

CONSORT fBG-135) 2 years old, low hours,
new C of A, instfuments. purpose-built metal
trailer, £3850. Contact Harey, Birtfey 1089 4241
2710.

SCHLEICHER K-2b. Two seat performance
sailplane, performance between K-7 and K-13
Complete with new C of A. 2 sets of
instruments and trailer. £2,750. Doncaster
Sailplane Services Doncaster. Airfield. Tel.
Doncaster 57695.

TUG. Scheibe Sperling. The most economical
tug in t};le c·ountly, and aerobatic tool For only
£2.000. Doncaster Sailplane Services.
Ooncaster Airfield Tel. IDoncaster 57695.

TRAI.LERS
Joe & Terry L1nee

Competitive Prices Send for Quotations.
Higher Bockhampton. Dorchester. Dorset.

Phone: Dorchester 2307

"MERLIN"
ALL-METAL TRAILERS

gives your ship the proteotion of
long-life steel and ahJr(liJilium. We
can quote tor your exact needs.. I

Also drawbars, r,unning-gear and
steel fittings for your own trailers.

Merlin Trailer.
Salford HOllse~ Welford,

Northampton.
Telephone Welford 515

NEW- Merlin T'raile, Kits



COURSES HANG GLIDING PUBLICATIONS

AUSTRALIA'S LEADING GLIDING CENTRE
G.C.v. - BENALLA

GLIDING.

Five day holidav courses for beginners
and early solo pilots. April to S~ptember.

Beautiful Peak District. Tuition and' full
board inclusive. Apply: Steward, Derby &
Lanes Gliding Club"Camphill Farm, Great !
HuckJow, Tideswell, Derbyshire.

MOTOR CARAVANS

Touring Britain or the Continent this
nlll'l
TIlen l:1ire a luxury Broadstone Motor
Car~an and enjoy the satisfaction our
personal service will bring you.
Write to: Broadstone Motor Caravans,
BroadStone Farm, Forest Row, Sussex,
England.

BREEN HANG GUDERS

for the best equipment hom novice to
expert standard. Find out about the new
way to fly by contacting :us now. Write or
tel to New Road, Crickhowell. South
. Wales. Tel CrickhoweIl810019.

Instruction now available- ONLY' £6.00

WANTED

WANTED Pye Bantam. Top cash of,fered. 01
7881960.

"SOARING" -official organ of the Soaring
Society of America. Edited by Douglas
lamont. Address: Bo~ 66071', Los Angeles,
California 90066 USA. Subscriptions. $11.00
outside 'USA; apply to your post offiCe' for a
form.

Put 'Yourself in the P,icture. Buy AIR
PICTORIAl each month for the world air view
in pictures and features. Reports and photos of
aircraft and sailplanes. military aviation news,
spotters' notebook, etc. Price <lOp f,rom 'Your
newsagent. For free specimen copy send 10p
in stamps to Dept S.G.., Seymour Press Ltd.
334 Bri,xton Road. London S.W:9.

St,OPE SO'ARING with a radio control model
sailplane is a fascinating pastime and a typical
phase of aeromodelling. Read about this and
other aeromodelling subjects in Aeromodeller
and Radio Control Models'and Electronics, tha
world's leading magazines published monthly
price 2Opeach. 'Model & Allied Publications
ltd., 13-35 Bridge Street. :Hemel Hempstead,
Herts.

• Full Time Training by Staff Instructors
• Cross Country Dual Training, January and February.
• Open and Standard Class Sailplanes for exclusive hire.
• On Site Accommodation.
• Accessible to Internal Transport.
• Close to InternationalAir Terminals.

AUSTRALIAN. GUDING Monthly, pu!;llication
o. the Gliding Federation of Australia. A
complete cOllerage o. Australian soaring' and
exclusive features of international interest.
Subscriptiom £3.50 or $10 U.S. to Box' 1660,
G. P.0. Adelaide. South Australia 5001.

MODERN FLEET
Open
Standard
Dual
Tugs

Further details:

Kestrel19m
Hornet, Libelle, SuperArrow
Brosov IS-28e, Falke Motor Glider
Piper Pawnee

NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi" Official
Gliding Magazine of the N,Z. Gliding
Association,. Pr,inted October and Alternate
months. Write N.Z. Gliding Kiwi, p.a. Box
545, Tauranga, New Zealand. £2.00 sterling for
year's subscription linclusive of postage).

GLIDING CLUB OF VICTORIA
PO ,BOX 46, ,BENALLA3672
Telephones: Benalla051.621058 Melboume03.2321098

HANG GLIDER, earth's newsweekly
magazine: $US/24 trial, $15.12US/52 "Box
1800-DJE 142", Santa Monica CA 90406.
USA.

SHOPBGAGLIDING
*Visit our spacious new office in Leicester and see the full range ofgliding books and accessories

LAWS AND RULES (7th Edition) 30p each or40p by post

FLYING TRAINING IN GLIDERS (6th Edition~ £1,,00 each or £1.10 by post

KIMBERLEY HOUSE VAUGHAN WAY LEICESTER

ASSOCIATIONGLIDINGBRITISH

NEW BOOKS
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INKPEN GLIDING
CLUB

Come and glide at the best
sQaring site in Southern

England. We've got a ridge
as well I

Aerotow launching and
Training cour~es.

Private owners welcome.

Details from
THE SECRETARY.

INKPEN GLIDING CLUB
SHALBOURNE.

N,r. MAR'l'BOROUGH. WILTS.
Telephone Oxenwood (026 489) Club 271

Admin239

BRIAN WEARE

Clapper Lane Honiton
Devon EX14 800

PHONE: HONITON 2940

MAJOR or MINOR REPAIRS to all types
of Gliders. Motor Gliders.
Canopies. for most Ex Stock
Trailers.

PFA. BGA, CM work undertaken

COOK
ELECTRIC VARIOMETER

NEW INDICATOR UNIT
GIVES MUCH CLEARER
INDICATION & LESS

MAGNETIC INTERFERENCE

TOTAL POINTER MOVEMENT
INCREASED FROM 90· TO 240·

FITS A 58mm DIAMETER HOLE

CHARACTERISTIC COOK VARIO FAST
RESPONSE AND DAMPING RETAINED

METER CONVERSION ON OLD
TYPE COOK VARIOMETERS

J. HARDY INSTRUMENTS LTD.
25 Dimple Road. Matloc'k.

De,by.hi,e telephone Matlock 3269

Bristol .. Glouceste...hire
Gliding Club

Welcomes pnvate owners,

beginners and holiday members at
their unique site in the Cotswolds

Open 7 days per week
Why not ring the club manager

on 045-386 342 or write to:
Bristol It Gloucestershire

Gliding Club

Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Glos.
G1103TX

Wave and Thermal Soaring
Private owners welcome
March-November. Club Gliders
Available-Capstan. Swallow,
K6E

TRAINING COURSES
April to September AB· initio
to advanced

TUG PILOT COURSES
July-September. fortnightly
courses for PPL's with Bronze C

O.t,iI, 'rom:-
GLIDING & SOARING HOLIDAYS
DfESIDEGLlDING ,CLUB
DINNET, ABO'l'NE
ABERDEENSHIRE
TELEPHONE DINNET 339

GLIDER and GROUND RITs
We supply R/Ts fo< fixed mob~e use,
All R/TI era completely overhauled & with all

accessories.
AM R/Ts are guaranteed '0< one year.
All R/ts are la fuM manu'acturers spec. lo< belterl
AllR/TI meet the requirements a' the Home Office &

NATS,
Supplied with ihe 'oRowing 'requencies: 130,4 130,1

129,9128.6(rx}
Oash Mt~ (120.00 Boot Mtg (140,00
FuH speCification sheets on request.
UIll'a pack sets 3A4. AG3, 3 chaMel with

charger. (130,00,

R.E.F. Electronics
6 Cherry Tree Way. Penn.
High Wycombe, Bucks.

Telephone Penn I S TO 04948,1) 4483
lafter 1900 hrs for personal attention)
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LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire

hlephone: 0582 63419'

Situated' at the loot of the Chiltern
hills. and within easy reach or
London and the Midlands by road
(just .off the M 1). The Club has a,
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment incl'uding tug aitcraft.
This famous site has plentiful ther.
mals in summer and hill so.aring
with favourable winds throughout
the year. Resident in'structors.
catering every day (weekends only 'I
in winter}, licensed! b<lr, accom
modation and other facilities.
Visitors welcome.

Write for Course brochures
or club membership detai,ls to the
Manager, or ring 0582 63419.

,KENT
Come and soar the North Downs

at Challock
Begi" gliding by coming

on a weekly training course

Holiday courses for advanced pilots

Ridge site with winch and aerotow
facilities. Both for £66.00.--£69,00 per
week inclusive of accommodation.

instruction and VAT,
For colour brochure, write to The
Secretary: -

Kent Gliding CI,ub,
CHAllOCK, ASHF"ORD, KENT.
Telephone Challock 274 or 307

Fly wher,e :the buzzards fl'yl

Ri,dge Thermal Wave
Winch or Bungey

FOR DETAILS APPL Y TO,
THE SECRETARY !SGI, WYCOMBE
GLIDING SCHOOL, WYCOMBE AIR
PARK, 800KER, MARLOW, BUCKS.
Tel. High Wycombe 29263

TKAMESVALLEY
GLIDING ClU B-

Aero tows and a modern training tleet
ensure trouble-free training to a high
standard. Modern Club-house, Bar and
Canteen. Accommodation available. Our
instructors can cater for all your flying
requirements.

CORNISH GlIDIN,G &
FLYING CLUB

Gliding courses in modern fleet hom May
7th - BGA f\llly rated instructors - fine'
soaring - lovely coastal airfield - ideal

for a different family holiday.

Details .with pleasure from:

The Course Secr,etary,

Cornish Gliding & FIVing Club,
T"vellas Airfield. Perranporth,

Cornwall.
Telephone Porthleven 294

Midland Gliding Club limited

THiE LONG MYND

Holiday Courses
April.October

Private Owners Wekome

(Please boak in Advance)

('ourse Secret,ary

65, Syl_on A_enue, Timperley
Altrinchom, Cheshire, WA1,S bAD
or phone 061 973 3086
(90m-9pm)

WYCOMBE
GLIDING
SCHOOL

,AIRWAYS
FLYING

ClUB

IT'S THEONLY PLACE TO GOI
* For the n(wice or pundit

* ab-initi"o to advanced training

* circuits to cross ,country

* aerotow or auto 'Iaunch

WHERE'S THIS - LASHAMI
Derek Piggott, our C.F.J., leads a team of professional instructors

second to none

We shall be pleased to send '10" details, apply:

Manager.
LASHAM AIRFIELD, Hr. ALTON, HAN'TS

Telephone Herriard 210

'I

YORKSHIRE

GLIDING CLUB

WAVE :FLYING
THERMAL SOARING
GOOD FAC L1T:IES
all at Sutton Bank

Details from the SECRETARY

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
SUTTON BANK
THIRSK
YORKSHIRE
Telephone SUTTON 237



SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
(RALPH JONES)

REPAIRS
Although we have a specialist shop for 'glass' repairs, a large percentage of
our work programme is taken up with the repair of Wood and Metal gliders

~ IF YOU DAMAGE YOUR GLIDER-
"1>'! RING LAMBOURN 71n4

The first step to a first class repair in reasonable time, at a
competitive price!

WE ARE SOLE U.K. AGENTS FOR THE SCHEMPP-HIRTH RANGE:

CIRRUS75

NIMBUS 15

NIMBUS2

JANUS

MOTOR
NIMBUS

developed version of the Std Cirrus

the new Super 15 metre flapped ship with revolutionary
brakes

the world's top Open Class machine

the only practical two-seat, high performance sailplane in
production

uses a 52h.p. engine to give self-launch and ferry
capabilities to the Nimbus

MEMBURV AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKSHIRE

Telephone: Lambourn 71774




